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SECTION ONE 1
Pages Ito 6
New Series No. 544

THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

HEALTH OFFICE TO
HOLD T. B. CLINIC
HERE THIS MONTH

Create Maximum Impres•

sion at One Cost by Advertising in the

Newspaper

tfestrILEverytotly Reads.

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky,-Thursday Afternoon April 7, 1938

Volume CVI; No. 14

N. S.CASTLEBERRY, City Announces Calloway County_Law Unit THOMAS C. CARSON,
FAMED- MINISTER, "Clean-up" Days Levies County'School Taxes BELOVED RESIDENT,
IS DEAD IN BENTON
DIES HERE FRIDAY
F.
A.
Stubble
field
ELECT
HARG
S
ROVE
; Is Chosen County
In
TO KEEP THE POOR;1 Barkley Leader
HEADED FIRST CHURCH
SIRESS IS NAMED
HERE FOR FIVE TEARS

The Time Is-Near

After a meeting Friday ,nightthe .town council of Murray annsunced it would designate Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of
Dr. J. A. Outland States
Was Pastor of Churches
the week of April 11 as the annual
X-Rays of Suspects
city clean-up days. and would furnCalloway County More
Was Father of Luther CarWill be Made
ish transportation to a suitable
Than Half a Century
son, Coca Cola Bottling
du
. /or all reresa
4unt-e-little--nttym -t-hatra-wf!ek rematnA IN-The
Wedii-Pfeeidelit
DISCUSSES-SALIENT
brought to the curbs of Muriay
Ledger & Times' sensational subscription drive
_ _Frank Albert Stubblefield. 30,
FEATURES OF DISEASE
streetis on those days. Chief of
and you had better hurry if you want to take adprominent young business man
CLAIMED SECRET OF
Police Burman Parker will be
of Murray and long a, member
vantage of
in chargeof the campaign.
SUCCESS WAS WORK
- --.•Dr. J. A. Outland, head of the
The Rev. N. S. Castleberry, for
of the Young Men's Democratic
•
A week from Saturday afternoon, April 16,
Mayor George Hart said he Magistrates Allow Accounts,
Calloway county health depart31.
,
.
years
Club
of
Calloway
pastor of the Sinking would issue a proclamation setting
county, today
Thomas Clay Carson. 93. father
at 3 o'clock, right upon the court square in full
ment, said this morning that a
Approve Treasurer's
.accepted an appointment by
Spring Baptist Church west of aside April 12, 13, and 14,
of Luther F. Carson. president of
view of all, we are going to give away ABSOclinic for tuberculosis will be
as MurReports
state headquarters to be Alben
M.urray and pastor of the First ray clean-up days. tie will in-4
the Paducah Coca Cola Bottling
held in the health office in MurLUTELY FREE that beautiful $105.00 Perfection
W. Barkley's Campaign manBaptist Church of Murray for five struct committees, he said, as
Company, died at his home on
ray the latter part of this month
to
Cabinet Oil Range and fifteen pieces of altiminumager in the forthcoming Senayears, died suddenly at his home the dispensation of the waste.
South Poplar Street here Friday
and stated x-ray pictures will be
BUDGET CHANGES
ware. You are cordially invited to be present but
torial election.
in Benton Tuesday morning at 4 - In addition, the city council alnight at 11:05 o'clock after a 3takes of persons who are suspectBECOM
EFFECT
E
IVE
ahould something occur that will prevent y,ou beo'clock. He was 84 years old.
Stubblefield, the son of V. C.
weeks' serious illness.
lowed claims 'missed against it
ed of having the disease.
He had
ing there, you will not be deprived of your opporAlthough he had been ill for during March.
Stubblefield, druggist here, is .a
lived in Murray since 1919 and
Dr. John Floyd. state health deIn
meeting
a
here Wednesday.
tunity.
However
graduate
,
should
several
of Murray State Colhad contributed to many causes
you not be able to be there
weeks, 'his condition was
pertinent chief, will be in charge
the Calloway county fiscal court
lege and the •University of
you should have someone to represent you'.
which he considered woSthy here.
reported to be improving, and the,
of the clinic, and Dr. Frank Sowell
approeed resolutions calling for a
Kentucky. He is an active
death of the aging pastor came
The Rev. S. C. Evans, pastor of
You have just eight more days to--take adand head nurse Mary E. Procowtax of 95 cents for general school
member of the Young Men's
the Mt. Carmel Methodist Church
unexpectedly.
sky, both technicians, will operate
vantage of this big and unusual offer of three years
purposes -on each $100 vahlation
Business Club. and holds the
of which Mr. Carson was a memHe is survived by his widow and
the x-ray machine.
for $2.00, or two years for-$1.50. The regular subof all property subject to common'
ea* ••••••
good will and reSpect of people
ber, conducted the funeral Seerfive sons, Ethan, Arthur, and AnDr. Outland said of the 50 or
scription price is $1.00 ,per year. Hundred have
school tax for the Murray Inde-1
----throughout the whole of Callovices at Mt. Carrriel church Sundrew, of Benton, Milburn. of Rosmore tuberculosis suspects in Calalready done so and there will be several'hundred
Sheriff Ira Fox today, announced pendent • School System; leeied a
way county.
day afternoon at 2 o'clock. Interloway county, only those Who have
well, H M., and Galen, of Memhis men and he had destroyed three ax oS
others before, the dead-line. But the dead:
• 40, cents per_d100 valuationf
ment 'followed in The mt. Carrnel
tire is
The permission of their family 'docphis, Tenn., all of whom he bapof
all
bank
shares
subject
to
comillicit ;tills since Saturday. two of
rapidly approaching; it will soon be here. Don't • tized.
cemetery, where a great crowd
tor plus his recommendation that
mon
school
in
tax
the
Murray Inthem in the Newburg neighborput it off any longer, subscribe or renew today!
was in attendance, many of which
they could not otherwise have the
The body lay in state Wednes- hood. At
'either place, no Men dependent School System; and listwere from Paducah- and elsewhere.
Come to our office and we will be glad to
x-ray made will be eligible for exday afternoon from 1 until 230 were captured.
ed a capitation tax of $2.00 on
Pallbearers were employes of tbe
amination by the clinic. The clinexplain this sensational offer to you in every de- ,
o'cloelt, the funeral hour, in the
Sheriff Fox said at the first still, each male citizen in the common
Paducah Coca Cola Bottling Comic rate for x-rays is $1.25, but
tail. Still we remind you—only eight.more days—
First Missionary Baptist Church, a 6 barrel affair, the
operators school district, 21- years and over
pany, which closed, its doors all
dependent of the state departmen
t
Benton. Services -were conducted ran off before the officers
Saturday, April 16, 'till 3 o'clock to take advantage
_
could and not to exceed 70 years of
day Saturday in respect to the
It is much higher.
by tre Rev. B. R. Winchester, as- identify them, but he felt
age;
and
set
a
of this sensational offer.
211
cent
on
tax
each
he might
man who aided in making it what
The •Murray physician stressed
sisted by Revs. L. V. Henson and make arrests in the case
soon. $100 evaluation subject to the
the need for the lessenhig of tuberCriminal Docket Is Light, But it is.
J. J. Gough. Benton. 'and J. E. Both the first two stills
school
for
tax
the
Sinking
Fund,
were 6
Among the Paducahana in atculosis danger in this, state and
Civil Cases Will Swell
Skinner, Jackson, Tenn.
In addition, the court levied a
The barrel outfits. The latter was detendance who were no blood kinsespeciallY in this counts' where he
Justice Hearings
body was interred in the church serted. The third whisky-making tax of 75 cents per $100 valuation
men of Mr. Cvson were Dr. and
said the number of cases Is incemetery.
outfit was located near Snipe on all property' subject to comMrs. William Bass, parents-in-law
creasing. "Robert- Koch's
disThe Reverend "Mr.- Castleberry Creek ,and with it were found 8 mon school taxation for general 'The spring session of Circuit
of LuthersCarson.„Dr. and. Mrs. C.
covery of the tuberculosis germ 'in
school purposes; 40 cents per $100 Curt will begin here Monday asith
had preached a total of 190 pas- barrels of liquor.
K Kidd. and others.
1882 stands as one of the greatest
on
bank
a
meeting of the grand jury. It
shares subject to common
toral years. Big in _goodness, he
Thug week, top, Sheriff Fox arMr. Carson, whose, philosophy
scientific
achievements
of
all
lived the principles of worthy citi- rested . Casey Bryan. Newburg on school tax: and levied a capitation was announced today by Circuit of life
was manifest in his statetimes", he .-declared. stating that
Martin R. Glenn, assistant to the Native Calloway ' Countian Dies zenship. He was born on
June 10, a charge .of possessing an illicit tax of $1.00 on eeach and all males Clerk Claude Miller. who stated ment that the "reason folks don't
Suddenly Sunday
tuberculosis was known 3,000 years general council of the
Louisville di1834, three miles west of Benton. still.
Bryan was placed under 21 years of age or over, not to ex- the criminal docket this term *as make anything nowadays
is because
Morning
H, C. to the Greeks as Phthisis. a vision of the Farm Credit
Admin•
and attended Brazeel community POO bond. With Sheriff Fox on ceed 70 years. in each school dis- light.
they don't work" spent an inwasting disease. The x-ray, an istrafion, will speak at
trict
in
Circuit
Calloway
Judge
county.
the
Ira
raids
D.
Murray
Smith
will
were
school.
Deputies
He
C.
S. Marr,
taught schdol in Mardustrious and richly diversified life
Lloyd Geurin, 49. native CalloImportant accessory to modern tu- State College in the little
C. L. Hargrove was elected be in charge of the court sessions,
chapel
shall county for 9 years, and was Joe Parker, arid Hatton Stevens.
in which he once told friends a
berculosis
diagnosis,
he
made Monday afternoon at 1 o'clock, it way countian. died suddenly at 7
county
the
civil
poorfarm
docket
of
keeper
which.,is
for
a
well
year never passed in which he
o'clock Sunday morning at his the father of six .boys and two
known, was discovered by Wilhelm was announced today by
period of two years over W. S. loaded. according to the clerk.
Prof. A.
did not
make "some surplus
home on Paducah. route 1, He is girls, six of whom he baptized.
Roentgen in 1895. Whereas, he dis- Carman, head of the
Overbey
The
first
by
two
a
magisteria
days
college dewill
conbe
l vote of
He was converted to the Mismono".
survived by his widow, Mrs. Treva
closed. in 1900 out of ever 100,000 partment of agriculture.
cerned
5-3.
and
with
,the
Dr.
D.
conduction
H. .Siress was
of
sionary Baptist faith on September
Mr. Carson came to Calloway
people in the United States 200
Glenn's talk will center about an Geurin; two sons, Trellis, Padu, 6.
named to a one-year's term as live- Commonwealth
bustness, with county
1881, and was baptized on Sep-back in the nineteenth cendied trf tuberculosis, now
only explanation of farm credit laws. cab, and Hafford, Peoria, Ill.; 1-viro
numerous
stock
child desertions and tury.
inspector over" Dr. H. H.
and farmed_ for many years
about. 50 will die in the same Carman said. The college aesi_ brother. Homer, Detroit. and tember 12_ of the same year by
noggeaaed Dr E._ B Cherry
coming op be- On thesTaridnow owned by Charlie
number of people.
Mrs. I. E. WhIlace - into the New Harculture department and the office Herbert. Mayfield:
fore the tribunal. On the third
Watson slightly northeast of KirkTwenty persons from Calloway 5-2-1 respectively.
D. 0. Rowland and Mrs. Louis mony Church. ,New Harmorly liDr. Outland disclosed further, in of County Agent J. T.
day, the case of Edgar Boggess and
The
contract
With
Cochran
Hargrove
soy. He married Luretta Cress, a
Hunnicutt, both of Mayfield: and censed him to preach on the secand county left ter piaeicson, Tenn., t '
outline, the following salient facts: urgently Invites all farmers
to atwith native Callowayan In the Ktrksey
morning with Coun:s Agent J. T. agreed to tiay 'him $10.50 per Craft - Valentine.- charged
several, other relativ_ea, some of_ Saturday in February talg.
Sun-bathing °Mil is harmful to tend -the_ sessions,
=Alin- -tos-enen--- inmate of the - arson,- grand---dareeay, -end-andz----Profesior
neighbortutiod. She died in 1920
ran and'
preached his first sermon at Men*Writ live here. Agent Kelly poorfarm
patients with pulmonary tubercu- Carman has invited high
house breaking, will come before
under his care.
school
in Murray.
Mrs. Geurin, also a native of tor-' school house in Marshall Cromwell to view demonstration
losis; there usually are no symp- agriculture classes
court.
the
The
BOggess
court
and
Valentine
throughout the
transferre
d
$100
from
While he lived on the farm. CarCalloway. is the daughter of the county on April 30, 1882, ushag as tours codducted by Agronomist W.
toms in eary stages of the disease; area to be present for
ones, according
Budget 0-3 to Budget A-2- to sup- were the
the discusto ron traded in livestock,
late Isaac Woodall, of Almo.•
buying
his text -Therefore, as by the of- C. Johnstone at the West Ten- plement
when the symptoms of fatigue, sion.
charges,
who
made
depleted
way
with
funds
there
and
and selling cattle, and prizing and
Agricultural
Those from Murray who attend- fence of one judgment came upon nessee
Experiment swelled the
cough. indigestion, loss of weight
Glenn will spend the remainder
several
bushels
of
wheat
sum
from
in'
a selling tobacco. He left
that budget to
Station.
ed the funeral services which all men to condemnation;
the farm
or chest pains appear, tuberculosis of the afternoon after
barn here last summer and wreckeven so
his speech,
Those who left with Cochran $160. It transferred $100 from 0-3
in 1900. just 38 years ago. going
were held at 2 o'clock Tuesday by the righteousness of
already has a good start; the it was said, in answering
ed
their
one
to
truck
when
C-2
the
and $137.49 from Budget
it ran into to Kirksey where
farmers afternoon
were B. W. Edmonds, N. 0. Outhe sold buggies
at the Mt. Zion Baptist free gift came upon all men
malady is being cured in all cli- wish to ask him.
W-1 to C-2 to make the total of a Mule loose in the road. killing for three
unto land, 0. L.
years; after which he
Cain. Jr.. M. T. Tarry,
church. McCracken county, with the justification of
mates: in large cities. about 50 per
the
animal.
life," from W.
C-2 $257.69. Budget D-1 was also
moved to Poducah and went into
. Die), C. J. Williams, John
the Rev. Wayne Wyman officiating, Romans 5:18.
cent of aaults are infected with
The grand jury will likely conexhausted, so a transfer of $100
the Coca Cola business with his
were Mr. and Mrs. John Jones,
ur-in, H G. from Budget
the germ but comparatively few
His first pastorate was the New M. 7.:otiaton, H. H.
0-3 to D-1 made the sider cases which it will recom- son, Luther. who was
Gingles. E. G. Neale, Rupert Henthen 30 years
Mrs. Garnett Jones. and Airs. Boyd Harmony church
ever contract the disease; tubercumend be tried at this term of
just west of Benlatter's total $197.56.
old. In 1919. at the age of 74. he
don,
Bob
Allbritten,
Warren
losis is not inherited.—one gets it
Allton; his last was tLe First Baplist
It was decreed by the magis- court, principal of which in all retired from
britten, Elbert Anarr.'.en, Q. D.
active duty and
through contact with germ spreadChurch of Benton which ended on
will
trates that all bridge lumber used likelihood
be indictments moved to
Wilson, A. M. Simmons, W. H. PerMurray where he reers; the x-ray is the mest effective
October 6, 1937. The first persons
in a specified magisterial district against persons allegedly involved mained until
ry, L. Folwell, C. L. Dyer. and
his death.
Charles Farmer, inetructor of
means of showing the condition of
(Continued on Page Six)
should be charged to the account in the theft of typewriters from
Mr. Carson is survived by two
0. B. Geurin.
the lungs: tuberculosis is the lead- English and music at Heath high
of that district. The court ac- Murray High School.
sons, Luther F.. of Paducah. and
ing cause of death between the school, has accepted a position durCircuit court this period is schedcepted the report Of the treasurer
John F.. St. Petersburg. Fla.. and
ages of 15 and 45; it kills more ing the summer months as music
uled
for
3-weeks'
a
read
session.
by
Miss Frances Sexton and
by a sister, Mrs. Julia Swift. who
The county agent's office here
people in that age group than any and dramatics teacher it Camp
also
accepted unanimously Mary
lived with him hr his home here
announced Wedne,sday that four
other disease: early tuberculosis is Montcloud, a boys' center
in
Russell Williams' budget fund refor the last 17 years—after his wife
difficult to diagnose but easy to Mentone. Ala., it was announced Calloway counias...Utopia Club memport an dallowed claims.
•
died. He has three grandchildren.
cure and advanced tuberculosis is by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. bers will produce hybrid corn durBefore adjournment, e
it -releised
Miss Jane . Carson, Paducah: Mrs.
ing the current year. and will have
easy to diagnose but difficult to Chrlie Farmer, here today.
Ezra Edwards, S. C-Kir
nd, WalWally Bishop, Evansville, Inds- and
The camp location is close to seed for sale another year. Tile
cure; and every year over 1,000
ter Fennell. Walter Out nd. NeedW. M. Carson, Bloomington, Ill.
people in the United States are re- the Tennessee-Alabama line :and boys are Gaylen White, Hazel,' who Cooking School in Motion audience. All of the practical ham Colson,
Ben Dunn -A, Y. McPicture
Form
equipment
Will
stored to useful lives after being is near Chattanooga. Farmer, who will grow yellow hybr
is
Proseen
„sid; Sherin active use. Neely. from paying poll taxes.
Subsequent to rumors over the
received his music and dramatics wood Potts will try a•- new hybrid
vide Instruction and
cured of tuberculosis.
and because "seeing is believing,"
• •
Judge J. W. Cloptors was in county that there is no
limit to the
training.. at Murray State College. type: and James Wilson and Frank
the audience will soon learn that charge of the
Entertainment
session which saw triple-A corn base insofar as the
appeared as a director of the Montgomery will produce Hybrid
pies and cakes and salads can make Magistrates Gatlin
Clopton, W. C. 1938 crop is concerned, County
Heath band in the music festival Number 69,
in their kitchens."
Robinson. L. N. Moody. J. W.
The Ledger, & Tjmes has scored them "stars
.
Agent J. T. Cochran made known
here a week ago.
J. T. Cochran, county agent, said again!
Underwood
Experienc
.
ed housekeepert will
G. E. Rushing, J. G. Wednesday
_
that there will" be
_
the growing of the hybrid corn
Denham,
and G. M. Potts present. established
This newspaper- has 'just bven thrill to the adventures of the
for the farm this yew
Senate Majority Leader Alben
would give the boys excellent successful in
securing the new Mo- -Young Dedee Abet, who suddenly
a total depleting acreage which in- W. Barkley met and chatted with
training in plant breeding for bo- tion Picture.C
Plans fur Nation Mtit•tey&Week obooking School, "Star finds herself with -a large home to
cludes tobacco, cotton, wheat, corn, hundreds. of -friends in western
servance at Murray Stateis ottede
tanical improvement in coming in My Kitchen,"
which will be pre- manage and several mouths to
and all other depleting crops as Kentucky -from all the -First-Dishave been completed and a
The Murray Post No. 73 of the scars.
ied
sented at the Capitol Theatrs feed—as well as a handsome young
classified by the AAA.!
trict Monday, and took time to
,
progrim of musical entertairimen
American Legion, will meet at the
Thursday. Friday and Saturday movie actor to impress.
There was, and will continue to drisv to Benton to attend the MarIs scheduled to begin on April 8
rt House Friday night,' April
morning, April 28, 29, and 30.
What happens when be tries to
*and last through April 11.
8,
Mr. and Mrs. Otto 7,wann, and be, he said: a limit as to the shall county '"Tater Day" gath730, Commander W. B. MilMark the days on your calendar make a fluffy lemon meringue pie
The first event will take place stead Ptgjed today. All members
the
latter's father, H. H. Turner. amount of corn one grows on the ering which is famous in this sec'because every woman—and man— or a marshmallow chocolate cake?
on Friday evenin, • April 8. at of the post are urged to be present
were
called to Sedalia last Friday farm, tint no one will be required tion.
in the community is 'hereby ex. What happens when the "man of
The Senator got little of the rest
8:15, when- the fac lty members of at this meeting. Plans will be
night by the sudden death of Mrs. to make a reduction on that farm
tended 'a cordial' invitation to see, the hour" drops in for dinner?
the Murray music department will made at this meeting for a. fish fry
Swahn'ssuncle, W. T. Wilford, Arr. other than that limit. There will which he said he had hoped to obabsolutely
- free.' this fascinating
To unravel the, mystery in ad- fell dead in the field while plow- be, he disclosed, no payments on tain, after -busy weeks in the thick
present a recital. The symphony to be held at at. early date.
picture which weaves helpful, in- vance would
Orchestra' will 'present a concert
be to rob this clever ing. It has only been -five months corn Co' Cgiloway county in 1938. of congressional warfare at Washington. But he appeared hale and
Postmaster H. T. Waldrop an- telligent lessons on cooking and tale of its novel approach. HoW- since, the sudden death of Mrs.
on Saturday evening, April 9, at SCHOOLS TO CLOSE IN
MAY
home.:making into a humorous and ever, theAtbdien
hearty as he greeted' and ex8:15.
ce is due to share Swann's mother, Mrs. Turner.
County Superintendent M. 0. nounced today that in concurrence romantic
changed jokes with those whq
plot,
with National Air Mail Week
in a rollicking good story and to
A program of sacred music will Wrather today
Those
from
Murray
attending
announced that all
The Motion Picture Cooking I learn much about
trooped to meet him. He- returned
scheduled the second week in
be given by the college chorus on Calloway county
home-making at funeral and burial services Sunschools with the
to Washington by train Monday
Sunday, April 10. at 3:15.
May. Calloway county high school School is a, brand new idea. First the same time,
day
at
The exception of Hazel will
Burnett's
Chapel.
in
close on children
night.
week's program will be cope
will ble eligible to corn- conceived last year, it has met
-lee
Every listener will find a harveal Graves county, were Mr. and Mrs,
8../Kir emorwt-h• -- s
Among, the pet-sans from MurMonday evening, April
asetational essay contest on with acclaim from -women through- of practical ideas among the sug- Conn
oore, !dr. and likes.'a_aessoi.
.eirtrehre`deedient Weak until'
ray. who went to Paducah Monday
concert by the college band.
Thursday night, May 26, Wrather the subject "Wings Across' Ameri- out the country, who like the-happy gestions for more efficient home- Butterworth, Mr.. and Mrs_ Newel
to greet Barkley on his hoveccmca", an essay dealing with the combination of sparkling enter- making. covering such daily prob- Kemp, Mr. and Mrs. George Steele,'
Little Miss Peggy Turners 5All of these events. which will said.
ing were L. L. Veal. Frank Albert'
year
ideas, purposes, and advantages of tainment and close-up cooking in,. lems as laundry, refrigerati
daughter
old
be held in 'the college auditourium
W,
of
Mr.
D.
and
Sykes.
Bert
Sexton, Claude;
on,
Stubblefield, Bun Swann, R. H.
Mrs. Tom Turner of Olive
air transportation as it affects struction. Seats in the hack row up-to-date entertainin
are being given in preparation, for
g, beauty sec- Anderson, Miss Jewel Hill. Miss
Thurman. Harry Sledd. Burnett
Street, escaped serious- injury
modern communication—the first as good as those in the front row rets, news
the annual broadcast and perforrnMartha
Anderson, Mr.' and MPS.
of modernized hdine
Warterfield, Ed Rickman, George
nnce of the college oreefistra at the
late Monday afternoon when her
prize for which will be a .trip by —the motiOn picture permits everyeguipment and tips on making Will Guthrie, Mr. and-Mrs. CrossHart, Joe T. Lovett„ Waylon RayKentucky Educational Association
colored nurse. Hattie Springer,
airplane to Hollywood and return, One to hear and see every trick
those mechapical servants yield the land Overby.
burn, Boyd Gilbert BrUce Holconvention to be held in .LOOisheard her. screams in time to
with hotel accommodations and in frosting a. cake, making a pie,
Curtis Overby' anti sons Henry
highest degree of usefulness,
land, T. R. Jones,
extinguish .ffarn6s. that burped
meals for five days.
Frazee,
Anderson.Adimssion will
or cooking bananas.
Miss
Laurene
Yarbrough
Calloway county farmers eli.
It will be a real cooking' class,
Leland Owen. Wells urdom. and
the Clothes from' the child's
be Chltrged non-students at these
First prize in the state contest
Perry
Thornton,
Mr.
gible to vote In the burley toJohnson.
My
Mr.
Kitchen"
was
pro--'2S1ar_i1i
just as though' he model kitchens
Nat Ryan Hughes.
entertainments in order to. defray
body.
'Rowland, Mr. and Mess Fleetwood
bacco referendum on Saturday, will be 'an air trip from the disced in Hollywood. and the Audi- were right on the stage, and
all Crouch. Mr.
expenses incurred in Louisville
nearest airport to Washingtons-D. ence will recognize many
The Child was in the back
and
'Mrs.
'Hardie
April 9, will find ballots on that
Rogof the of the popular features of the oldduring' the convention:
yard playsing with some
C., and return, winners to bear rising young actors
date In the offtte of the county
and actresses type cooking school are retained: ers and daughter, Vernon GardSECURES GENERAL ELECTRIC
own
expenses
ner, 'Mr. and Mrs. Edd Yarbrough: matches.
while
Suddenly
in
Washingto
Peggy's
n.
who
take part in it. 'Women young free recipe sheets,
agent here, it was announced
atmosphere
the
' Mr. and. Mrs. Bute
clothes
Postmaster
burg
into
Waldrop
•flames.
said
She
he
Yarbrough
and old will appreciate -the human- of congenial
, Mr.
Wednesday
Harry Jenkins, manager of ..the
LODGE CALLS ?mum;
informality, the wise and Mrs. John
would urge every person using the ness of
reamed. The nurse rushed to
Dulaney. and
the romantic story, in counsel, the hints on clever
Every person who produced
R. H. yandevelde & Company,
short; Mr. and Mrs.' Otto Swann'.
her,
mails in Calloway county to write which
rolles1
her
body
on
the
Mr.
home problems are ap- cuts, and the distribution
burley - tobacco in 1937 is eliannounced in, tfiday's paper that
• In compliance with the Grand
of daily Hervery Turner. Chester
ground. and smothered' the fire
and mail at least one air-mpil letYarproached froire.• an entirely new gifts-and real
his rfirm had secured the agency
gible to vote in the plebiscitum
Master of the Grand Lodge of
surprises. .
out,--but
ter during air-mail week.
not
brough.
before
Mr. and Mrs
it Ntd (Or the General
Harlon
eagle.
and "should avail themselves of
Electric line of' re;
Kentuelry F. & A. M, the MurAccept the invitation• of the Kemp.
singed her hair considerably.
The.-7Mistiere Picture Cooking Ledger and Times
frigerators ad electric range, anti
the opportunity of sharing in
ray Lodge is ealled to meet at
and plan to
At the hospital, officials said,
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Kemp, Ortis
J.
a
Ferguson.
Mete'alfe
county,
,theri
School
electrical appliancec.
the referendum," County Agent
has graduated beyond the 'join your neighbors in the Capitol
The
the regular tire on April 11, it was
Moore. Mr. and Mrs. Guy Moore: the child's burns were not
has planted LW locust seedlings demonstration
e is. now on display at- their
J. T. Coohran said Wednesday
announced to
course in the wide Xheatre on Thursday, Friday and Jesse
by R. H. Robbins
serious 'and would leaee
Moore,
Douglas
Moore.
'.Mr.
obtained
(gum_
the
State- Foestatss ~arty sots- -sissassiswist evil:mac
andC.
. _
tpurtday
and
Helnirtittentassembled in .cltar 'View of the and 30:
,
family.
t'
nd see -the 1938 moolebi.
•
•

Perfection Range to Be Given Away
Next Saturday; Sensational Offer
Expires Then

Officers Destroy
Stills in County

I.

Mihn
•."11•11
,
MOIIIMP4
IMM•'

-

CIRCUIT COURT TO
CONVENE MONDAY

_
Glenn to Discuss
Farm Credit at
College Monday

Lloyd Geurin, 49,
Dies Near Paducah

armers Attend
Demonstrations at
Experiment Station

Charles Farmer
To Teach in Camp vvtar,
During Summer
Utopian Clubsters
Will Gross Corn

M IC WEEK
BEGINS FRIDAY

Ledger & Times Invites Ladies
to See "Star in My Kitchen,'

Cochran Smears
Rumors That Corn
Base is Unlimited

Barkley Visits in Western Kentucky
Through Monday

Legion Post To

Meet Friday Night

Many Attend Rites
for Murray Kinsman

Waldrop States
Air-Mail Week to
Be Observed Here

••

I

Child Narrowly
Escapes Serious
'

'nide

Burley Vote to
Be Cast Saturday

F.

• I

.Eva

•
St

r

-

55

•
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tits home inside as well as out it!de the square and et•id a big pasearch of fire danger*. A congest- rode. But we dare say, for color -AWN.
•
ed attic or basemeht, flikel with I and atmosphere it did not beat
ancient IfIblifiAliVell and broken 6ur own mule days held here M
'Spring clean-up week, Apra 12- furniture and clothes that will February 'and March. It has grown
13-14. wheel is en annual onsets-- never be used again, is the perfect to be a real institution here.'and
Piff-s. Cliffeed Melugin has been
anett in thousiinds of American starting Place for a • blaze. Frayed an event that people from miles
coafined to her home this weep
communities ae well as ours, and or amateurishly - repaired light around look forward to. Callowae
because Of an accident in width
shodld be in all of therm ,will be cords. improperly stored mnarn• counte eheuki adeertioe these male
..,she suffered a severe cut an the
next week. The week was start- mable liquids. dirty or vr:rn heat- a.a.y
,
we. aaaulzi hare some
forehead. ed 'primarily as a beautITylhig 111ye-tin1ts- -efrom such things asnew„ .
here
Mrs. F. 13. Mellen and Mee
k
'
reeeement _ele ineene are sure I these COMP- iffeee that destroye nundaurea at the ey.„,....
s.. Again murray. W. A. Printz have vetaintedAllain
&ant vaearet_lots are cleaned of cIreds of. millions of dollars worth
wbuld receive advertising all over Natchez. Miss.. wnere they sneered
debris, homes are painted, greasal of property and thousands of lives. the united states.
the I. vele- garder.s an
visited
Our siemens should make this
grown fields are cut and the har. e a.•
• •
elaniaiteeite
-weekem* -berried
le'
Mrs Ten T.. Irerrnrre
Yes it won't be long. The Ledger
little si needed in many cases to thorough in its history
It's an
from Paducah where she spent
di
-1'1511es
school
annual
will
cooking
easy
job.
if
.everycne does his. bit
change a squalid street to one that
several days with her sister, Mrs.
Is pleasasa and charming eto the 4E4 help. - And it will pay big be held at the Capitol Theatre Me
Boone, Heed.
dividends. in beauty. safety and last three days in April. 28 29. end
eye.
Dr. and Mrs. Rob Mason have
30. Sessions will be held at 10 a.
The city of Murray will tiee its cash.
returned from New Orleans where
in and 'all ere, free as •well as a
trucks and wagons to pick op all
they spent several days.
They
number of attendance prizes. May
forms of rubbish. -It -must- be
met their _daughter, Miss Marilyn
tive ---sage gest that -the women plan
placed on the curb, and because of
?damn, a student at Gulf Park
the size of the job. they will be.
,heir parties and come in grotme„, College. Gulfport. Miss,
on her
arattnie only ence Get yours eof-•
return Trom a Carebbean cruise
By John •
lected Monday. for they' start .
something new under the sun, and WhIch she has enjoyed
during the
work Tuesday.
you will. find some new menus to paM three weeks.
Furthermore, something other
, please butebey's appetits.
Mies Jane Melanin of Louisiana
than a
This next week is
•
•
T'LLI.:1,
.
•
looking city results
•
•
•
•
(
State University at Baton Rogue is
from a Clean-up week that- is loyal- week. Murray .College's music de .
The'apponarrient of Frank Albert expected home during the week.
ly and enthusiastically eapporsaa partment is presenting its Meth an
Stubblefield to be Barkley's cam- end to spend the Easter holidays
by all citizens. For a sound. thor. nual program in commemeration o
with her parents. Mr- and Mrs.
pantie manaaer in Calloway coun
ough clean-up proem,. is one of theevent. They are offering _foue
ii.a signal honor to Murary's young Clifford Melugin. Miss Meluitin
the bast possible
-Able ways of getting. fine progearns by different diets
business man. To lead your party. will represent Murray State Colrid of fire hazards. A city ..whieh eons of the music- school. They
matter which one, is a heritage It•ge the 'last of this week at the
no
rids itseTS sig old, unused buildings. will be well worthwhile and the
our,democratic.forne of govern- dedication of new buildings on the
of
.•
and which dons away. wan, litter
raised from them will help
ment_ To see young men taking an university campus.
and grass-ridden lots. acca
send the orchestra to the KEA in
omes
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann visited
far safer place in which to, live leautteille. Where They will play -interest in politics is. a good sign, in Paris. Tenn..
first of last .week.
and WE ARE NOT ON OUR WAY
and work.
a concert and one over WHAS:
Mrs. "Nornie Butterworth of Dea TO A -DICTATORIAL FORM VF
Clean-up week should not stop Thie -it one opportunity where Murtrcit. Mich., visited with Mr. and
at exteriors.
As the National ray and Calloway count); win GOVERNMENT. Free education of Mrs. Otto Swann. and the latter's
Holed of Fire Undersesiters points benefit from 'the advertising. as the Arnerjean Citizerrry has tinsel father. Mr. Tamer. last week.
-of thinking . to a point
oue everyone should go through. ,Murray • Stelae ie the oriry aschour pita- .mode
Mr. and Mrs. Will Fulton of
we----Would not stand for such a
in Kentucky .and the only te,achOwensboro- were week-end guests
°.°---b
est
-ErtilAre In frie
ntates-rat46 -at
**finer
Republican, leaders are -wont lot.
•
They came. especially to attend
to'NM National AssociaHowever,
believe.
inei..
us io
This
we do be the funerals of TO1T1
Carson and
Are
union that has ham extendtsd to neve that government should be Mrs. John Davidson
kept . at •heme, and we. need to
Mr*. Nomie Butterworth his been
them is a distinct honor.
r.
get back to some of the old basic visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
,
• :deals of Jeffersonian democracy. R. T. Cathey and other relatives
.
This next week is cleanup and
and friends for The past three
e
paintup week Let's all cooperate.
' t "n:6', destruction of Predatory weeks. She returned en her home
We already have one of the clean'
fov.ls. snakes, and animals should in Detroit: Mich.. Thursday:
est cities in the state. Let s keep
Dr. Charles Hire and daughter.
be encoufaged by everyone. The
.
it that 'way.
I9t-al fish and game club are soon Eleanore. dr.eye to Chicago, III.,
• • .. • •
'r
to malte an 'announcement- Thursday to be present at the NaMost of the 'fanners 'are now going
of prizes that will be tional High School Orchestra conof
a
list
buying their commercial-..fertiThursday flight in which his
for.. the _•enes killing the
zwirded
lizers- the smell of bonedust is in
help -pre.- daughl-e''. Helen. was a featured
'most -cro.. eta. It
. ow au„-hut the,,piant..fuud
they
Mrs Hire arid Helen
serve oar wild-game and especially violinist.
Men are more ,onocious at their contain is very necessary to prop- - quail. Sportsmen will
.find these had gone to Chicago earlier in the
of rear
er plant :growth. Fertnzers-prop--appearance today than ever before.
meetings
interest" They are week. The group stayed through
er a . appliedshouldpay- everyFri
day night, when Miss Hire
Thes demand glasses that are rarrrA big dividends you - yaw held at the courthouse ori Monday_ •
played in the combination archesodyie-right for their individual fea- find all Mernsy . and Celloway 'nights. Farmers are especially intra and band concert. They re' arid attendthese
tures. This is why srdzrt mem buy county , dealers handling regutable • '
,
turned to Murray Saturday.
meetings.Be -sure and watch
astir tiasses of
, for
.
brands ante many 'of them are adMrs. W. H. Lemons. of 'South
4
meetingdates
in
the
paper.
the
s vertised, this week in the Ledger
..
Twelfth street. ennounced
.
JOE T. PARKER
- her son, who is attending school at
de Times •
,
•
•
•
•
Jest in-a ear of Wayne Feeds. the University of Nebraska, has
Optometrist
.ci see as for your Chick Starter and accepted a position at NorthFrom all the mules trat.
Examination. Frame, LelbSiell
• western University to teach during
"
-a -era:ere on the was' to Pans Wog Feeds. Sass Feed Co. /
"1114
;
.. - the -Mannier. Yonne Lemons on*
mew. el as they really must have f
reiently received his Master's De. .1 • ^--•
they roped • It rays go Mead tie lerassifiede
gree from Nebraska and submitted
an article for ptiblication to a
world-wick- magegine. The article
yea. accented. Lemons will teach
two regular classes at Northwee:
tern.. t'Weather and Cltmate".
was mid.
Mrs. MarNin Fulton. Mrs. ,A.
Doran. Mrs. Cheney Butterwortte
Mrs. Arthur Fennel', Mrs. E. E.
Pentecost and Mrs. Wesley Waldrop spent Mopday in Paducah
Mrs. Ben l!tavis has returned
from visits in _Jackson_ Miss., and.
Lane Rock. Ark
ADDITIONAL LOCALS.
' Page 2, Second Section-

Safety Follows •
"Cleati-L..'p Week"

Still
)0cAt_5„. Utopians
Have Hybrid

JUST JO

Men Prefer Glasses
That
Style- . tion of ..,c school,.
kight!

(f

...it

war.

Parkeis Jewelry Store

There Is No Argument...
Against the theory that public buying is the remedy for
any depression-The big problem is how to get the public
to start buying In order to provide jobs for many of the
millions that cannot buy because they lack employment
and have no money to buy with.

M. MARKS COMPANY starts the ball rolling to create
an impetus to buying by the public with a DRASTIC DISCOUNT OF 22 PER CENT OFF their usual moderate
prices. The discount prices apply to everyone of the
more than seven hundred fine suits including the nationally famous lines as MICHAELS-STERN "Value-First"
and "New Yorker" Suits - - - GRIFFONS fine fabric and
tailoring - - - GOODIMATE and HIGH ART Suits.

THE DISCOUNT PRICES ARE 30 TO'40% LESS
THAN EQUIVALENT VALUES ELSEWHERE

imam
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TOBACCO SALES TO CLOSE
Two Murray loose leaf __tobacco
floors Wednesday sold a -total ,if
14.315
pounds of dark -tobacco
which brought farmera _ $1.115 71
for an average of $7.65. • Sales w.:1
close Friday of this weak at all
Murray floors.

-

SCOUT NOTES I

The Nov Scouts of Murray are
Sale meeting each Tuesday night in the
recreation hall of First Christian'-An .announcement from the of- Church on North Fifth street. The
fiee of the county anent here meeting, opens promptly at 7Wednesday declared that Utopian o'clock and at the present time
c_mtinnes for one hour and a half
Clabeemembers in Calloway still
due to the large amount of work
-havemale quantity 'of hybrid
which is being done. Later in the
seed corn on hand for sale. He
year, the meeting will be held
id kit year the type produced for
one hour.
20 aaer cent more cornAjer,. &ego
than an average of all other farms
Troop News
tested against it.
Tom McLean, a newcomer to the
Cochran said the hybrid corn
ranks, has the honor of being the
would produce 20 per cent more
first Scout to-pay his 1938-39 regbushels per acre than any Other
istration fee. Jack Hamrick open‘,.,riety grown on the' same land
ed his weekly buclget account last
tinder similar conditions.
Tuesday and likewise-gained honA demonstration plot this year
ors for his
Buist
will determine. the county agent Scutt, Second promptness.
Class Scout, has
ems lee
141..
.Fix.1•1 4,t
IONF441-•-cpperrett his- registration accusent.
corn grown on rich and thin land. Buist is an active
worker and has
Two plots, both in the same com- been honored by his
'buddies to
munity and under the same weath- head their respective group as
er conditions, will be Used.
Patrol Leader.
Last week-end, 10 Scouts,. and
TO AM WIT1111 INCOME TAX Scut Master Ralph Weer hiked
It was announced today that to a designated spot about VI
thloughout Friday, representatiVes miles cast of Murray. On the way
of the Department- of Revenue will the Scouts fell into double file
be in the office of Claude Miller, and held marching orders with arCircuit Court Clerk, to assist any riving to their •demonstration plot.
taxpayers with their income tax
For 15 minutes the Scouts took
reports.
to their. heels and explored their

Corn

for

e
13alcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday .

surroundings, I nod new plants, near Oak Grove, Friday at 11
discovered heiden spies of beauty me Benton, at the Ccurt Huie
Friday evening at 7:30; Middi,
andoalimbed wtld grape vines.
Fork. about two and half n-le
Thegroup then gathered to a
Benton. Saturday at 11
Scout _Master west of
leatneo *hrre.
nt. and in the evening at :
explained plans for the barrel stave
1P•ducah. at Mt. Olive Primo..
pack frames which each Scout is
Baptist church. Sunday at 11 a..tn
m
be
-used
expected to make to
and in the evening at 7:30.
the Camporee at PadueSh. First
Aid measures were -Studied. the
Iles Roes Feed Co. for a fall line
3-bearer lift demonstrated, and
the method of preparing a blanket of Field and Bulk Garden Seed.
stretcher was executed_
With interest increasing in free_
In additiote pyramid pudding
sTawaraoi,
rg (set',
'Mr Incti
"bucket
w
m
b
.rigada' was. -dencm - have, placed orders for slings.
trials
ra
ri pctice
strated and sevcl
made,
Camp craft WI'S" also studied
pitching.
tent
included
which
site with,
trenching, Is cat itc.:
sun, wind and r.m) in 'view and
other phases of camp lore'.

THOS. L. McNUTT
Of Mayfield, Ky.
Income Tax
Accountant -Tax Service,
U. S. and Ky.
State Income Tax
Service .

MINISTERS TO APPEAR
IN COUNTY IN SERVICES

Elders C. H. Cayce and W. C.
ministers, Vtill
Baptist
Davis,
preach as follows. it Was announced today:
Puryear Primitive Baptist,
Church. Monday (-selling at 7:30 1
and „Tuesday at ha. in.; Harmony.
near Farmington,, Wednesday at At Mrs. Sam Martin's, 5th
11 a. m.: Mayfield :at the .Cuhrt and Olive.
•
House. Wednesday and Thursday
7-30 each evening: Old: Union Social Security Information
71!

We Have State Blanks

CAPITOLI
.-

.,

S16.50 Suits
S3.65 off
$19.50 Suits
$4.30 off
$22.50 Suits
S4.95 off
$24.50 Suits
$5.40 off
•

•

10.55
92.85
15.20
17.55
99,10

S27.50 Suits
S6.05 ofpf
330.00 Suits
$6.611-Off
S35.00 Suits
S7.70 off
$4:: 301,Suits
S8.80 off
$42.50 Suits
S9.35 off

21.45
23.40
27.30
31.20
33.15

Dtscount Prices Cash

M, MARKS:CO.
217 Broadtsa%

Paducah. KV:

• HI
cons
out

• hI(
tem]
part

I am nou entering my thirteenth year in ihe Theatre ini,ine,,,, and have seea thousand.
, to n..,t ion pit tare', some wood and some bad, hut
-the nest few Vi reki, this theatre vi ill show to its patrons the greatest arraLpf prodntlIttits thit I has(' ever seen in arm Theatre In such r
short period of time. Bert- are a' few that will he shown soon.-Clitton E. 3Thrris, Mgr.

TODAY and FRIDAY

• Ftl
gard
time

-• Mt
costs
ordii

SATURDAY

Never such an exciting,
red-blooded story, as
the screen's glorious
iriging sweethearjs
e n act.o_ixe_ of the
world's most famous
love dramas!

DUC
COL

,A111S71 ORDON'S

BETTY BOOP
and

in

•

BAR RYMORE

"GET UP TO
DATE"

JOHN HOWARD
LOUISE CAMPBELL
REGINALD DENNY

-2f-

Walter PIDGEON
Leo CAFtRILLO'Buddy EBSEN •

SUNDAY and MONDAY
tAcINVIRE,
01-V. 01-11.'TELLING US? modest ,
YOU'RE
the
have all

10-YEA
en the
tor co
you buy
Ime

GRAMPY

JOHN

Hear 10 Great Sigmund Romberg and Gus Kahn Songs,
See Cast of 10,000 in Glorious Spectaclo with

PRE!

LARRY"BUST R CRABBE

p.•s•n,

"BULLDOG
"met
DRUMMOND'S
MacDONAID
PERIL"

9,40-REDDY

NBA

TRIP roMORS

Cl

Pr

ca

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
Young Love Runs the Gauntlet of
Machine Guns in War with Gangland!
NewYork mobsters
owned this town,
until old Jed Holcomb got good
and mad.

"They can they'll long-ILI"
siagets it
McIntyre
Bteen.
Bobby
--"0. O.

Administrator's
Notice
All persons having claims against
the estate of D. B. Outland, de'ceased, will file their claims with
me, properly proved, oh or 'before
May 1. 1938, or the eame wf
thereafter be forever barred '

•,)

Starring

VICTOR MOORE
ALLAN LANr
VICKI LISTER

We are in a position to supply you with all your fuel
requirements; also a corn.
plete line of Firestone Tractor Tires. Get our prices.
Jackson Purchase Oil
Phone 208, Murray, Ky,

•ctell by Chrtsty Cabanas PI
15
,
duced hy CIS Rood Scream ploy ,b.
Giodfi Awoit,and" Robort Bre

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

ADMINISTRATOR'S
NOTICE
All persons having claim's

against the estate.
Pogue, 4i-e0CoveRee, Val t'io
their claims -with me, TM; ).erty prot:ed,' on or 'fieffile
April Ig, 1938, Or the same
'will thereafter lie forcv(
barred.
RIP PULLER, Admit..
_
•
•
MEN WANTEp
$83 a month paid to many men at
nr•t and more later. Local manaser
iii na.tionallyaknown company eel
hire leVPhil men at once. Drifter
orders to farmers, render AV r%.IOf
and do other %sort'. farm e•peri. Price and ear nee...awry. Permanent
wrfrk. Even though you are not
mach interested in chaniring your
whrk. if you %sill
nd )(Fur name
wr
silt
guarantee to „furnish Yoe
inforination that ts ill be of great,
value to you. Adder.% Baty 3,2,52,,
cdre of dais paper.
Mast
,
Address*

--teltareS•-ee-

AL

• LO
Stan

-_-..„•
Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

N.

Mr. TRACTOR OWNER';

S13.50 Suits
S2.95 off

* A
FRE4

100

00
00
tH\V01001,
0 00\001

RALPH FORBES
m4ALICE MOORE

'

KIDDIES AMATEUR SHOW!
Monday Afternoon, April 11, 4:30 -P. m.
First Prize: A Genuine Bobby Breen Ukelele
Also Ten Bobby Breen Harmonicas

EDGAR EDWARDS
seas per by Elia, I is ar Cs• COLLETTE LYONS
• DmItlei
by NCI fetnan
A
COLUMBIA'PICTURE
Irene Dunne
in

Against .• •
The World

-----COMING--Joe Penner

All Children,Eligible to Enter Contest Eletween
in
-"!The n bf
Two and Fifteen Years of Age .
"Go Chase
Living"
Yourself"
agioa:Fai
bnks.
jrl rWANTED: Childt,Entertainers to Register at D'ou
Once at Capitol Theatre.
"Goldwyn
"The AdvenFollies"
Make Your Plans Now to Attend and "Root" tures of Tom
With
Charlie Mcfor Your Favorite
Sawyer.'
Carthy, Edger
4"reefeelealplien
11e
A TREE GIFT FOR-ALL
'
2446-Gi
g
•

id

Laurel
and
Hardy
in

SwissMiss"

a'

-

1

Martha
Ra ye
in
ticolleige

gWink"'

116.=•••••

le

I.

•

•

-es

f

-

.•

•

• ••• • 'Ow

•••• .1, M.- .1.- IP. ••••

eV

•••••••-•••••••••-•••••••••••••z•-••••-•••••••,,,.........-4.•••••••••••
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PAGE THREE
--- -Elwood Blackburn and L. K.
Miss Ruby Caldwell and Ernest lot the presentations they made Day at Murray State College
* KEEP FOODS PRIME *
and
Pinkley, who are working in Pa- Buchanan of Paris were Sunday with our purchases.
reported a nice time.
ducah, visited their parents over guests of Mrs. Mariam Wilson.
FRESH 2 TO 5 TIMES LONGER
Saturday tfight, April 9, the
The junior claks has planned to
the week-end.
„ Mr. and Mrs. John Moore, Mr. sophomore class will present one sponsor a trip to Nashville the
Mrs. Phillips Honore?
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Miller and and Mrs. John Lattimer and chil- of the best plays of the year, last of this month in compliment
With Shower
sons, William Cyres and Gene Orr, dren, were visitors in the home of "Fingerprints." Throughout t h e to the senior class. We expect to
Tuesday afternoon,' March 29,
and
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Orr spent Mr. and Mrs. Lee James near Mid- play there is a riot of laughs and visit the Grand Ole Opry, the
THE REFRIGERATOR
Mrs. Robert Waldrop entertained
11•111•11111 111
tears. It takes place in an old run- Hermitage, and severeal other.
Sunday in Bruceton with Mr. and way Sunday afternoon.
with a shower in honor of Mrs.
1111•11111 1111 •1
Mr. Raymond Evitts of Paducah down ranch where for the past places of interest.
Mrs. Dogis Orr and family.
OF TOMORROW—
Call Phillips.
•
The agriculture boys have about
Joe Nell, the infant daughter of was the guest over the week-end sixteen years Ned Thorndyke, his
-111
The afternoon was spent in play- Mr. Destel West has been ill with of Miss Rubye West.
PERFECTED TODAY BY
daughter, and Jimmy Lee, the half- finished remodeling their new
•
ing games, contests and conversa- a head infection but is improving
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Brandon, owner of the ranch, have happily room and equipment case. They
tion. The gifts were presented In some.
daughter. Miss Sady Nelle, Mr. and lived. But this has been broken up ire working on their tables now.
the living room from a tiny wagon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph West, J. C. Mrs. Owen Brandon and sons. Ted by the coming of Ned's sister and. When they have completed this
After the opening of the many West, D. M. 0. Dorsiel
of Cottage Clanton, and Mass left Wednesday the Whitneys. The characters are: project they expect to do some
lovely gifts by the honorable, de- Grove,. Term., were
work on the campus as their next
the Week-end morning for Florida wb.ece..Jhe
ICTOUS refteslitnetiCs Of -take and guests of Destel West and family. will visit relatives about 10 days. median of the play and
ii
the finger- pr64- of
Intramural tournaments, includfruit salad was served buffet
James Wilson of Memphis and printing fool, James Carlton; Ned
Miss Anna B. Hill was in Paris
style in the dining room.
his aunt, Mrs. Ruby Singleton of Thorndyke, an honest, home-loving ing volleyball, horse shoe pitchone day last week on business.
ing and dollar pitching are in full
._ Guests present were: Mrs. JohnZelna Carter of Murray was in Paris were Wednesday guests of man with an appreciation for sim- sway this
week.
son Scarbrough, Miss Cordie Myers, Hazel one day last week to visit Mrs. Mariam Wilson.
plicity .and plainness, Howard ArmWord has been received by R. strong; Jimmie Lee, foreman and
Miss Allie Tucker, Mrs
.
.' Goeble his grandmother, Mrs. John Ellis.
Scarbrough, Mrs.-Coil Phillips. Mrs.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Mrs. Lois Waterfield returned LNeely, grandfather,. of the ar- half-owaer of the ranch. He is the
Willie Cooper, Mrs. Billie Dunn. home Friday from a several dayt' rival of a brand new son, Richaid her type, young and teeming with
Mrs. Toy Phillips, Mrs. Brent trip around Bardwell, Arlington, Phillips Neely, born to Mr. and life and energy, Meredith Story:
Preaching by the pastor morning
11.V...
_L_
.Pscis-,11.s
SAajects: a. anclr Putton where
PrHtlit nt_TS-T -Te a reason. In fact, Purina Chick
Mrs. Quitman Walker, Mrs. Lu- has been working in interest of The young man made his arnival teit,m, with wealth and the city "OUR GREAT HELPER"; p. m.,
Startena couldn't keep on leading year after
on April 1, and both mother and stamped on his face and wardrobe. "THE G17,FAT HINDERER".
cile Hendersoe, Mrs. Oat Jackson, the W.O.W. organization.
year unless there were several reasons.
Sunday School for all ages in
baby are doing nicely.
Mrs. Cooper Armstrong. Mrs. Joe
He is of the smart know-it-all
Thursday' week guests of Mrs.
'The whole answer is simply this: poultry raisers
Charlton. Mrs. Perry Armstrong,
type. Ralph Gingles; Pamina separate classes, taught and officerHomer Marshall were Mrs. T. M.
have found that Startena does a better job of rising
Mrs. Toy Brandon, Mrs. W. D.
Thorndyke, young daughter of Ned ed by faithful experienced workMarshall, Mrs. R. 0. Shellman and
chicks than any other chick starter on the market.
Tucker, Mrs. Hubert Myers, Mrs.
Thurndyke. Sixteen-year-old ugly ers. You will greatly enjoy being
baby Clara Lee, Mrs. Carl Marshall
When they fted•Startena, they get better livability,
Ina Nesbitt and Mrs. Waldrop.
tomboy girl who later turned, out in one of .these classes every Sunand baby Sue, and Miss Rubye
The junior play, "Mama's Baby to be the heroine, Willa Dean day. Dr. H. M. McElrath. superinbigger chicks, healthier chicks, and other qualities
-•••••••
Little Bobbie Coles, Gerald Lee
West.
tendent.
Boy" which is to be given Friday Pace.
that they can't get with ordinary chick feeds. ,/
Coles, Patricia Brandon, Mary
Mrs. Treva Cochran Harding of night, April 8, consists of the folElizabeth Walker, Keith Brandon,
Paulette Whiney.--enobish young 'Training Union meets every SunStop by and see us the next time you're in town.
NORGE LOW -TEMP
James Frank Phillips. Jacqueline Paducah was in Hazel last Sunday lowing characters: Mrs. Shephard lad) of wealthy city type who day at 6:15, with each Union,
You'll like the new free Purina poultry boolifet we
ALONE GIVES YOU:
meeting
in
to
a
visit her parents; Mr. and Mrs. McLean, a young widow. Sue makes
separate room where
'
false love to Jimmy Lee,
have for you.
Wright; Shepherd McLean, her ;Martha Purdue; Mrs. Roger Whit- a very fine program of power is
• LOWER TEMPERATURES . • • conThose sending gifts were: Mrs. Ellie Cochran., rendered
by each Union; then the
A
number
of
Hazel
people
went
young
son,
Ralph
Sam Smotherman, Mrs. Mozell
Boyett Crouch, I ney, Sr., age 45, a wealthy and
stantly below 40".
closing program is always one of
Kemp, Mrs. Dell Adams; Mrs. to Paris Monday-First Monday, a Luther Long0 a widower, Preston well .dressed society lady, Nora
conviction
and
• HIGHER RELATIVE HUMIDITY ...
profit. R. W.
big
day.
Catham; Juliç,, Leng, his young Mae Coleman; Miss Amelia ThornSusie King, Mrs. Cloteal Coles,
Churchill. the director, is ably asconstantly above 60% throughMrs. Delilah Shirley had a pa- daughter, Ever
Mrs. Dewey Grogan, Mrs. Deck
LockhartMrs. dyke, Old maid sister of Ned sisted by
faithful workers. There
out entire storage space,
Steely, Miss Agnes Dunn, Miss ralytic stroke Tuesday of last week Matilda Blackburn. Mrs. McLean's Thorndyke. Tall. slender and in- is a Union
for every member of
and is now Critically ill at the mother, Ruth Cole; 'Wilbur War- clined to be rude and pert, Irene the
Mildred
Armstrong,
Master
Glenn
church. Your presence will be
• MORE ICE FASTER ... extra low
home
ten.
of
her
Shephard's
niece,
Waldrop.
Mrs.
young
Floyd
Morgan;
pal,
Migon Mocare, French greatly appreciated, and Will
Allen
Earl
tereperatuses_ 4freeting cams great,
me,--and Atm lelwis-Weatherkisi---Euclge- _Ivizs. Shirley- is. 73- yes', Scherffius;, -Sy Ivie -Miner-Wilhite*-Have
!
4-44-01e--iviititriey - who
neip-tit-thInttrikr-eve-n--a-irFaier
pertinent.
of
age
and has been in poor health girl friend. "r(Thela Brooch; Mrs in Isive with the fingerprinting Training Union,
and children of Puryear were dinwhich is needed
.
Carletta Anglin, a friend of Mrs. fool, Hosey Hawks, Wilma Dell much
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0.. T. for -several years.
• FAR LONGER STORAGE PERIODS...
our churches.
111,......d M.s. Bun Lax, who have McLean's. Bonnie Lee . Williams; Wilson; Porcelin Purdy, -colored
Weatherford Sunday..
garden freshness retained 2 to 5
Mid--week meeting is for prayer,
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Miller were recently moved here from Detroit Cynthia Anglin. her young daugh- cook of Amelia Thorndyke - who is song, fellowship, and inspiration in
times longer,
in Paducah last week to visit their have moved to North Hazel where ter. Ruth Agnes Carter; Max continually tormented .by Hosey addition to Bible study.'Come thou
-• MOST ECONOMICAL OPERATION..
daughter. Mrs. J. M. Dismukes and they will reside until they can Moore, a real estate agent. Alvis Hawks. Gracie Nell Waldrop.
with us and We will do thee good.
Costs no more to operate than
build On their farm southeast of Ed Jones: Minnie, a young colored
Doctor Dismukes.Come, bring your family and be This meeting is for all whether
Agents for Helms Approved Chicks
Hazel.
maid, Edith Cochrum.
•s j
- ordinary electric refrigeration.
A girl baby was born to Mr. and
happy, stay at hOme and 'be sorry. church members or notMrs. Notia Maddox of Murray
The honor roll for the last six
A brief Bible study follows. imMrs. E. Colley on the west side
•
JUST ARRIVED!
has been called to Hazel on ac- weeks is as follows: seniors-Fanmediately the close of the midnear Oak Hill last week.
DUO-CHARGED ROLLATOR
High School
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Milstead count of the serious illness of -tee nie Sue Jones, Mary Anderson,
week_reeetingCOLD-MAKING UNIT SETS
•
A cordial invitation- is extendmotored to Brownsville, Tenn.. sister, Mrs. Shirley, and will be Teddy ,Webb, Quinton Sims, MarNEW STANDARDS OF FOOD
We have started on our last six ed to the people by church and
Sunday to visit Bill Swann. who is ,here several days.
tha Stark; juniors-Ruth Cole. Evepastor. A warm weelcome awaiti
PRESERVATION
Guy Caldwell of Somorville, lyn Lou Lockhart and Preston weeks and are very busy.
in a hospital there suffering from
The Ken-tuehlan Society is giving every one.- Worship here whenInjuiles Sustained in an •tiefto -aeci= Tenn., was In Ting ThUitelay af- Cotham.
—
a free program Wednesday night, ever possible.
ternoon on business.
Sophomores:
dent about 10 days ago.
Carolyn
Rogers,
10-5EA1 WARRANTY
Sam P. Martin, Pastor •
Coy Cole was in Murray Monday
Ed Utterbatk, John Farmer and Mary Sue Miller, Josephine Craw- April 6.
an the weclusir• ',BaThe sOphomeres are giving their
John Neale of Murray were in ford, Faye Murdock, Jessie Dee
on business.
tor • connprestaan won
play.
-The
Hobgoblin
House". SatHazel on business Tuesday morn- Trees, Margaret
PHONE 388
Key, Eugene
Just received a car of Homestead
urday'hight. April 9. Be sure and
you buy today aill stilt
CHARLIE E. LINN
ing.
Smith and Mae Wright.
RUDOLPH THURMAN
and
Agrico
Fertilizer.
Ross
Mr.
Feed
TRACTOR
OWNER:
.be present for . this thrilling play
ha In affect in 1944
•MIIIS. U. II FAT of,
North Third Street
We are in a position to sup- Jesse Dick of the Providence sec- Teachers are making prepara- which has all the excitement and Co.
Murray, Ky.
tion was in Hazel Tuesday shop- tions to attend the KEA which will
ply you with all your fuel
mystery of a detective story or a
•
ping.
be held at Louisville 'April 13, 14,
Western movie.
And there is
requirements; also a comMr. and Mrs. Charlie. Clayton and 15
plenty of fun furnished by Wayne
plete line of Firestone Trac- and daughters spent the week-end
The visitors, of the week are:
Clack as a stuttering coon. Virginia
tor Tires. Get our prices. in the Providence neighborhood Dorothy Carter, Sarah
K. Mathis, Travis as a negress scared white,
Jackson Purchase Oil Co. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Finis Futrell Linda Sue Jetton and Buddy
and Sadie Nell Dyer, as the HenUnion Bldg.-Phone 10 Phone 208, Murray, Ky.
and .family.
Humphries.
'
glib 'ouskeeper. scared spitless.
All the seniors of Lynn Greve
Poo Onward Society, sponsored
Hi attended Senior Day at Mur- by Mr. Walston. is planning to
ray April I_ A qpiera.lia time- was- -g-ive-a- free program- some times
reported by all.
in the near future. The date will
be announced later.
Watch for
Clean-up, Paint-up and renew your home this spring so that you can truly' be
' the date in later news
Kirksey
proud of that home of yours. Whatever you have in mind for your home, we
High
The senior bus attended Senior
can help you.
The junior high pupils are preOnly 8 More Days to Get
senting a free program Friday
Ladies'
Bemberg Silk
Your
night, April . 8. consisting of five
short plays. They are, "How They
"SANDALS'
CREPES
EASTER OUTFITS
Got Their Dinner," "A Sight MisIn Whiles, Reds, Tan, and
take," "Waiting for'the Train," "Too
Sheers in Floral patterns.
Multicolors. Low and High
Much Borrowing," and "A Gypsy I'. to help you in every
inches wide.
iteehi, -Patent, Kid, -GabarSave at the Big Store in
slay possible and the
Cinderella."
dines.
the Little City of Hazel
The honor roll for .the last six real extent of our ef$1.95
behalf
is
your
in
forts
weeks is as folfeiws:
your
by
Junior
high-Lorraine
James, determined
Agnes Greenfield, Laura Lynn Red, needs and wishes IN
ford, Dorothy Workman, Anne TOKEN OF THIS.
Francis Miller, Angie Dean Myers,
Van Heusen
We place at your disMen's New Spring
Leon Jones and James Cochran.
posal the services of a
Freshman-Charles Clark.
SHIRTS
courteous, experienced
Sophomore-Nora Coleman, L.
personnel and the use
Fancies
and whites, BroadBEFORE
C. Miller, Hilla Dean Pace, MereAll latest style brims. Fine
UNSAFE
of the very best of
cloth and madras with the
quality (Fits.
dith Stery and James Carlton.
AND
Van Heusen one piece collar,
equipment including an
TO
Juniors-Richard Mill s, Joe
AFTER
exclusive ambulance.
SAFE
Jones, Harry Douglas, Sue Marine.
Kathleen Myers, and Alice James.
Others at $2.95 and $3.59
Sincerely,
Seniors-Gladys Hawks, Mary
E. Johnson, Maurine Rogers, James
The
.
Consult our home planning
Potts, and Vernon Wilson.
experts. Wallace
Key or
J. H. Churchill
Urban Starks, for advice conThe six upper classes have each
Fast Color
cerning any phase of home
purchased an evergreen to be used
Funeral Home
COVERT
-planning. remodeling or modin
helping
to beautify the school
Telephone 1
ernizing. Their service 'is ofgrounds. We want to express our
fered free, and includes plans
WORK SHIRTS
Murray. Ky.
Ecru, White. all Colors
and estimates for any type
sincere thanks to Shupe's Stursery
Full cut. Cheap only in price.:
of et:instruction. See our se'Yard
lection of pram for homes of
all sizes; you'll find many
Superior Ford roofing masuggestions for your own
Our complete selections of
terials that insure greater
6c up
home! NO charge for any
lumber and millwork make It
at 65c and 79c
iterVice.
strength ,and durability, and
easy for you to repair or remodel.
lasting service.

LHAZEL

J

NEWS

IT'S ME
POULTRYMANS
CHOICE!

LOW-TEMP

30
lyt

MORE C.HICKS WERE.
u
FED ON STARTENA
d
LAST 'OAR THAN
••
. •
ER
OTH•
I • STARTING FinErso

NORGE

leemo

OURS

"TOO!

III

••

Lynn Grove School

ks
it 11

Faxon

F

A 'Fresh- Carload of That Good
OLD KENTUCKY FERTILIZER
_For_ Corn, Cotton and Tobacco

1

ECONOMY FEED STORE

NORGE STORE

••

H. E. Pentecost

-Obsexue Clean-Up Week, Aprit-12--15-

News

Our Sincere
Purpose ...

BE PROUD OF THAT

H

Yd. 79c

We Sell HANNA'S GREEN SEAL PAINT

HATS

If You Intend to
Build . . .
Remodel or
Repair . . .

•

$1.95

Curtain Materials

49c

" ono.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

•
We offer suggestions gleaned from
years of experience
•
We'll Help You
Get Your FHA
LOAN!

WASTED
TO
EXTRA

Fine quality wallboard that's
Ideal for making extra rooms
or partitions. Very easy to
apply,

More than 25 years of
successful
experience
in serving the people of
Calloway
County
on
their
building
problems.

Ben Harrell

Raymond Edwards

LOOK AT YOUR
Big Smith

SCREENS

POSTOFFICE CAFE
South Fourth St.

Lace Curtains

OVERALLS
You know

the

All Styles

Quality

Across from Fos:office

-r
Men's

PLATE LUNCH 25`
GET THEM IN CONDITION NOW!

EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING

Plain Toe, Solid Leather l'pp e ra, Composition Sole
Peters Diamond Brand

"Choice of 4 Meats-3 Vegetables-Dessert

Cigars—Cigarettes—Candies--Ice Cream

MURRAY LUMBER CO
"Builders of QUALITY HOMES"

East Depot St., Murray, Kyr—Phone 262

SUITS

SHIRTS

Stripes, checks and solids
in Spring Patterns and
Styles.

Percales, Broadcloths, etc.
Well made, full cut. Sizes 8
to 14.

$16.50

49c up

Others $19.75 and $22.50

CURB SERVICE

E. Littleton & Co.

We Will Appreciate Your Patronage

"The Big Store In a Little City"
HAZEL, KY.

••• •
• -•

•

a

m

•
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Year.

Worsted
Bore Fancy

WORK SHOES
$1.98

Short Orders—Sandwiches--Hot and Cold Drinks

All-Wool

Round

A 39c up
LA.LE.41..itTi4,14 rAhisiLs

••• .-•••••?

•
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-
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•Shell. Eddie. Boy Shroat. Ray
Sn w and Bonnie Lea Kinguis.

Social Calendar

Mothers Club Meets At
Training School

Thursday, April 7

of the club are Misses Mary Not
Farmer, Virginia Veale, Mary
Frances Johnson. Jacqueline Sherborough. Martha Bell Hood, Rebecca Robertson, Sue Upchurch,
Margaret Webb Trevathen, Sue
Farmer, Frances Sledd, Josephine
Franklin, Thelma Ross, Martha
Nell Wells and „Rachel Linn. Additional guests were Marion Skimboruugh, Rev. A. V. Havens, and
0. L. Boren.

The Rotara banquet will be held
Members of the Training School at Wells Hall at 7 p. m.
Mothers Club met in the seventh
Sunday. April II.: grade room at the ...school Friday
aftornoon.
The Mac Dowell Music Club will
.. Mrs. Wade Crawford, chairman, meet at 2:30 p. m, at the home of
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
presided and-- Miss Clara Rimmer Frances Sledd with Mayrne Ryan
had charge of the program which assistutliftoste&i.
afternoon each week.
was as follows:
Monday, April 11
Mt. Carmel Missionary Society
Piano solo. Jamie Branch .
Mrs. Herbert prennon will be
at a
ale program
BYPt' Has Picnic
Piano solo. Louise Putnam.
Meets With Mrs. Swift
hostess to the Monday bridge club
by- the seventh alai
grade
Reading. Emma Sue Gibaon,
The "King's Messengers", Inter- Mothers and teachers
The Mt. Cannel Missionary Soat her home.
Thrift
To
Our
Talk--"Teaching
mediate BYPU ot the First Baptist
'ciety met Tuesday, March 29,' at
.Childrenaa_Mcs.. A...11 *.Beiterworth,
Church. en3oyed a hake-and- p
the -"home of Mrs. - Teta WM- air
Thelatatlie War
with
a
rcund
table
discussion
folMre.
—
Itenneiy
Is
Hostess
supper at Paris bridge Tuesday
the Alice Waters Missionary So- gave the following program:
lowing.
afternoon.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy entertained
ciety will meet at 7:39 p. nt. at
Song. "Jesus Loves Even Me;"
Vocal .solo. Charles Baugh.
Martha •Inembera of her bridge clab at her
Those
present' were
the home of Misses Mary and Ruth prayer, Mrs. Weldon Lyles; -poshad
The
sixth
grade
the
most
Robertson: Irene Watkins, Frances _twine. /Wednesday afternopn. Prize
Leasiter, with Miss Myra Bag- session," Norma Dell Lyles; "WhatSledd. Frances Gatlin, Ruth * Phil- for high acore was won by Mrs. mothers present. Lovely refresh- well assisting hosteaa
soever Things," Mrs. Alma Bleach,
ments were served by girls of' the
lips. Imogene Colson. Elizabeth Marvin Fulton:
"If and And," Mrs. Tho Marine;
Tuesday. April 13
Faye Upchurch. Chaistme Miller. " A salad plate was served,. to the -Hume EC...MK/RUCS clasa under iqe
talk, Mrs. Lula Dunn; Bible study,
Evelyn Slater.
The AAUW will hold a buainesS Joe Ward, Hugh Taionaas McEl- members and one ;natter. Mrs. direction of •Miss
% • • •
44,
46064)_____iirs. Edna Swift; benecliction. Mrs.
_rata R 4 Cho.laoci .1 R.
v_Earisser Is Moat - -April 12, in room 6 on second Late Dunn.,
. lanai .HaL K- Kiee",s Neagh-- P
s- •
floor of the College Auditorium.
due. John Wesley Tommie, Mrs.. A
J.
Buddy
Farmer
entertained
'
a
Hob Tonne Celebrates
Woodmen's
Circle
To Meet
L. Bailey. Miss Hazel Tarry, and
few friends Friday evening at the Officers for the next year will be
Birthday
Mr. and Mrs. Renate Churchill.
elected.
There
will
be
a
call meeting of
home of his parents. Mr. arid Mrs.
At 7:30 the meeting will be the Woodmen's Circle Friday night
Roy Young was host at six John Farmer.
opened to all who 'are interested, in the club rooms, officials, of that
o'clock dinner Monday evening at
Mrs. Steuart Entertains
Games were enjoyed and refreshProf. F. P. Inglis winaspeak on organization said today.
the home_ of Mr.'and Mrs. Wells ments were served,
They
Bridge Club
"Impressionistic
Tendencies • i n especially urged all members to 'be
Overby, the occasion celebrating
Those
present
were Mayme Ryan. Modern Music".
The Wednesday briage club was his betthday.
- present.
Marjorie Shroat, Martha Jo Crass,
entertained Wednesday iatarnoon
- A three course dinner was
Wednesday, April 13
at-the home of Mr, Roy Stewart. served. The table decorations car- Annie Lee Gathra-Jane Hale. FranMiss Helen Copper Is Honored
The Missionary Society of the
High score prize was wen by ried. out a Color .scheme of green aes Sledd, Sue Farmer, Hal KingOn Birthday.,
ins,
Hugh
Caaay
Erwin.
First
Christian
'church
will
Rob
hold
an
Hine,
Mrs. Ben Davis.
orange and yellow with a centerall
Gene
-Patterson.
day
Meeting,
-beginning
at
Garnett
.
Hood
Miss Helen Cooper was honored
A salad plate was served to the piece of nasturtiums and- 'orange
*saes. Dan Hutson, Charles MasOrt .eleaen O'clock. at the home of Saturday afternoon. March 26, with
members and Late guest. Mrs John candles- in green candlasateks.
sBaker, Ed Wilson Farmer, Virgil Mrs. R. L. Wade.
a party in honor of her eighth
Games were enjoyed after dinMiller..
Robertson and the, host.
birthday.
ner.
Mrs. Annie Wear will entertain
After -games were played, the
Guests included Virginia Veal.
10-TA Meets Wednesday
the Arts and Crafts Club at 2:30 guests were invited to the dining
Sue •Fatmer. Rebecca Robertson, Tea 'Honors Rotary Speneers
Afternoon
p. m, at the home.of Miss Emily room Where
table was set for
Phil Cutchm. .Heron West.' and the
Mrs 0. L. Boren was *bostess Wear.
The P-TA ire' at ,.the Murray host..
fifteen. Coolade.. rookies and - a
.
Monday afternoon &ore 4:30 to 5-,30
Virthdar eakeasaere.aaeratealaa
" atitaaaar-hoal-Litudatnaaaaaalgagnela
„
-Tiarsdarntprit-14
suiver-bcewho—OVIT itrroefit an
day .afternoop .$,.ahree
Guests present were Emma Lee
tars Kinglets Entertains In
The
regulir
business
meeting
of
• inforinal tea which was in honor
was
An interesting program
Manning. °pie Broach. Ernie G.
Honor Of Daughper
.the
Murray
Woman's
Club
will.
of the sponsors for the" past presigiven. The boys' quartet. coma.
Sheridan, Annie Nell Ritchie. Ruth
held at 3 o'clock at the home of
„posed of, Max Miller. Solon Hale. . Mrs. Carl B. Kiugins. entertaateca dehtsaof the—Murray Rotary Club
Carter. Frankie 'Ritchie, Anna
Mrs. Penn Roberts. The Garden
who
will
be
present
at
the
Rotary
Joe Ward' and Hugh, Thomas Mc- Wednesday. afternoon, March 30.
Gean Byrd. Sue Ritchie. Rex and
Department Will, be hosta. ,
banquet
tonight.
Farath. gave several vocal, num-. shonuring her daughter. Bonnie
Billy Stone. Harris Ritchie, Mary
Tulips.
nasturtiums
and spires
a_bers. This was fellowed by a.piano L,e. e. • wile was -Celebrating - her
Stone, Clyde Ora Carter. James
lent a aolarful note to the rooms. in the dainty refreshments. Mrs. Cooper, awl Helen .Cooper.
solo by John L . Roach. Mrs. Joe eleventh..anniveraary. •
Lovett gave an, excellent paper on
Gaines and contests ' were fea- The punch table was lotely with ltarl Frazee presided at the punch
.centeraiece of nasturtiums anid table and was aasisted in serving Noon Dinner Party is
-Character Education."
Reports tures of the .afteincan's entertain.
from the recent District P-TA cona .nerit and prizes were awarded to burning blue., and Yellow tapers. by Mrs. Gingles Wallis.
Givep Sunday.
velatien in Padacalf were braileht Rarrib
Bsobb3i - Robertson. The Eater motif alias carried' out
Sponsors for the 'past presalents.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Well, of 908
by Mrs. Joe Baker and Miss Myra The honoree received. .many nice
Bagwell.
and aseatil_glfia
presided over the business session.
The prize ter having the most
nvaliers present was won by the
severah
.
ar-irnenta were served

Park avenue. Padueah, entertained
with a dinner party at their home
on Sunday in honor of the birth
anniversaries of Mrs. Weil's sister,
Miss Ermal Champion, Miss Lillian
Tinsley and Mrs. Dewey Jones, of
Murray.
_
The rooms were decorated with
a profusion of spring flowers and
the table emphasized
a color
scheme of yellow and white holding as its central appointment a
birthday cake with yellow candles.
The place cards and favors carried
out the same colors.
Covers were laid for: Mr. and
Mrs. Charles B. Grogan, Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Jones. Mr. and Mrs.
untislwersEffie• Watson and George Ed Junes, of ,Murray, Mrs. Harold Hale and Miss
Virginia Hale, of, Smithland. Miss
Lillian 'Maley, Miss Flossie Clark,
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Ford, Miss
Ermal Champion and Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Weil.

which had been placed in the liv- !served at noon from three tables
Fay Hart, Mr. and Mrs.
ing and dining rooms. The beau- Lochie
Bun Crawford, and several friends
tifully decorated birthday cake and
including Mr. and Mrs. Felix Denlovely spring flowers made colorham, Mr. anti - Mrs, Darwin White,
throughout the
ful decoration
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lamb of Hazel,
MORI&
Mr. and Mrs. Baus Story of Lynn
Many lovely gifts were presented Grove, and Mr. and Mrs. Don Nix
the honoree, and a most pleasant and Mrs. York,

to th
club
home
Glu
won I
guest
Guc
bers,
carte
W. H

day was spent by all present.
Guests were Mrs. Hart's -ehilMrs. Coalter Entertains
dren and grandchildren as follows:
Bridge Club
Nix
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hart. Frank
Mrs. Russell Coalter was hostess
Hart, Mr. and Mrs. George Hart,

Show
Mrs
ed Ti
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She'll Appreciate.
Flowers

, Heber
Thom
forme
A
afttrn
prize
Lassit
The
ly
aervee
Thu,
Were
Charli
John
nell,
J. C.
peppe
Hugh
Mrs.
Vance.
WilliaJ
and IV

e if And Mrs. Fox Entertain
With Fish Dinner
- Sheriff and Mr,s. Ira E. Fox-were
heats at :luncheon Wednesday In
members of the county .-electargapersonnel. at a ash dialler in, the
Postoffice Cafe.
Guests present %vete County Attorney and Mrs. Wells Qa.erbey„
Ceuta)
, Judge J. W. Cloptn.
County Court Clerk" Mary -Russell
Williams. County Superintendent
M. 0. Wrather, Circuit Court Clerk
Claude Miller. Tax Collector Carl
B. Kingins, the seven._ magistrates
—L. N. Moody, W. c. Robinson. Ed
Flushing, Gatlin Clopton. Graham
Denham, John Underwood, and
G. M. Potts—Tillus Stubblefield,
Frances Whitnell, Era Robert.
Boody Russell, and Joe Parker.
• .-• __a

A Special
Easter Stock
Order your Easter flowers
today while, our stock is
complete. Yo'ti will find a
huge, varied selection of
beautifull flowers that will
adequately .expre.tie your affection for HER!
Telegraph Delivery Anywhere

Mrs. Hart Celebrates
Seventy-Eighth Birthday
Mrs. Line Hart was complimented Sunday with a surprise dinner
in *Celebration of her sevential
eighth birthday it the home of
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Hart, with whom she
makes her home.
Each guest .brought, _a_aeovered
dish and a 'delicious dinner was

'

Deltas
Mrs,

q

MRS. A. 0. WOODS, Florist
Phone 188-W—Free Delivery—Lk 4th:St.

it-th
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In the Easter Fashion Picture

-Bettye Lau Beach. Virginia Beach.
Avanelle „Farmer, Suzanne_ Miller.
Elizabeth Parker. La Don 'Merger.
Ma:Ma Sean Bake
Fir,bby Rob- a- n. Joe Graves
:Ker. Ralph

Let
nu

1

Seco?

WARNING!
The Easter
Bunnie

4

Easter Sunday
APRIL 17
Only *1 Week Away

BLOUSES make
the SUIT

144404
,,,-

Send It To Superior

1.00 and 1.95

CLEANING
and PRESSING
Our Exclusive

Dt!lightfully pretty Easter bonnets!
yoke -bonnets, saiW,
$
\Nev..•
watteaus, new wider brims • . ..your
495
'choice is easy! Gaily trimmed straws,
others
felts.
;1.95 to ;7.95

Moth-

Cleans and
Proofs in One Operation at No Exfra Cost

DRI-SflEiN
PROCESS
j
t- a .\'4`.."\.▪
`s#

•

New Easter Bonnets

,

ve rhade our name a thin.:
Irina". terror t•I the most
persatent &ad clinging of spot
and stains .
ttsey simply
have to give in under our repeated, scientific assaults: Gar-

to

ments are returned fresh. odorless and spotless, distinctly pos,rs,ing a "like nest"iv
vor Superior Dri-Shren aerale.
it -v th.- hect in quality cleaning'.

PHONE 44
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
THOMAS BANKS, Owner

"We Intend to be a Step Aheld—

Young "Be Pretty"

'FROCKS

"Be Pretty" Accessories
on your suit lapel ...
carry a pretty bag, gay _gloves . then
presto, you're pretty as a picture! These
pretty-aids cost,.little

-Plant a

Flowers
New Fabric Gloves
New Spring Bags

That Emphasize yclur
Femininity!

-•

Others
$6.75 to $27.50

New Easter"

$1 up
$1 up

COATS

'"'Eata'aiaavaare'

$4.95

10,95, up

Others $3.95 to $19.95

Others' $5.95 to $39.50

Ne*est—or the new "pretty.'
'frocks! Crisp dark sheers with
daiiity trims, brief boleros..
swirly-skirted -crepes! lovell
jacket and tapesheers,. ViVt.:
prints. Gibson Girl frock3...
--cleefinftely the most romantic
Mocks yon—ever wo're. Crepes.'
sheers, prints. ,Pastels. new
naty, black. All sizes.

Fitted and Collarless! Slim and Boxy!
Choose the tout that flatters you most! Sleek collar:.
leas coats. reefers
:
, slim hox casts, tuxedo and dress.y.
casual cOats!- Expertly tailored spongy woolens, twills,
shetlands. Creplr•or Calfeta linings. slack, navy,'bright
-..O/ors, All sizes,

Gladys Scat's
•

.01e.U.altaker.1111mme......1
,
.7.....-

$10 & $16.75

50c up

Rollins Ringless Runstop•

HOSIERY
- Iridescent Shades
2, 3, and 4 Thread

HOSitiVi

1•0
0

Ea-st Side Court Square

-•••

All Styles

may posy

Pair

%1•1.1••••D

0-

Suits

Gladys Scott's
East Side Court Square

•
•

•
•

•
•

4

••• .61/
.

41"

••••••••-

•••••-•*.
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to the Thursday morning bridge
club and several guests at her
home last week.
Club prize for high score was
won by Mrs. L. J. Hortin and' the
guest prize by Mrs. 0. L. Boren.
Guests, in addition to club members,'were Mrs. Boren, Mrs. Zelna
arter. Mrs. ElliAt Wear and Mrs.
W. Hutson.

home Tuesday evening for t
April meeting of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
She was assigted by Mrs. Harry
Br...ach and Mrs. A. V. Havens.
.neesina the business, session the
following officers were elected for
next year: Mrs. A. D. Butterworth, chairman; Mrs. Will H.
Whitnell, vice-chairman; Mrs. A:
V. Havens, secretary; and Mrs.
Wallace Lassiter, treasurer.
An interesting program on "The
Garden and Recreation" was given.
•Mrs.'Wag.
"The Garden as a Recreation Center." Mrs. F. E. Crawford read a
paper . prepared by Mrs. Hugh
Houston on "Meal-time Out-ofdoors." A flower show was sponsored by Miss Estelle Houston.
Lovely refreshments were served
ia,PY-the bests during the social hour.

Shower Honors Mrs. Dunn
Mrs. Hub Dlinn was eonipliment:
ed Thursday
afterriooti
with a
-ishuwasiiiirts was -savers by- -Mr
11th it Dunn and Mrs. E. E.
Th.mapson at the home of the
former.
A clever contest featured the
afttrnoon's entertainment with the
prize being awarded Mrs. Carroll
Lassiter.
The honoree received'maly
-wee
- - -served by -the host.
•a •
Those present or 'sending gifts Locust Grove Missionary Society
were Mrs. Carroll Lassiter, Mrs*
Charlie Cain, Mrs. R. L. Mott, Mrs. - Attends Zone Meeting in Paris
John Farmer, AIM John WhitThe Locust Grove 'Missionary Sonell, Mrs. Charlie Waters, Mrs. ciety of Kirluiey attended a zone
J. C. Calhoun, Mrs. Perry Cul- meeting of the Western Tennessee
pepper, Mrs. J. L. Culpepper, Mrs district at Paris, Tenn., Saturday,
Hugh Farris. Mrs. R. M. Vance, April 2. The Locust Grove Society
Mrs. Dick Vance. Miss Gertrude is included in the Western TenVance, Mrs. Alma Steele, Mrs. nessee district.
William Jeffrey, Miss Lucy Huie,
Those going from Kirksey were:
and Mrs. Sally St. 'John.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Watson, Mr.
• • • • •
and Mrs. Bufford Hurt, Mrs. Hal
Deltas Meet Tuesday
Hurt, Mrs. Byron Staples, Mrs.
Mrs.- George Har opened her Lowell Palmer, Mrs. Morgan Cunningham. Mrs. Sula Cunningham,
Mrs. Lanell Usery. Mrs. Ruth Hanley. Miss Ida Brook Alexander,
Robert .Govsery and* Tar Ezell.
The..Paris .Society_ ...and Locust
Grove of Xiilisey were in-Charge
of the morning program One of
the most enjoyable features of the
'morning program was" a playlet,
"I.„ Would Be True,", presented by
Locust Grove Society. The' theme
of this playlet was truly carried
but by the use of a little wooden
cross and burning candles. Mrs.
The Sensation
Bufford Hurt and.-. Mrs. Bryan
OF SPRING
Stapies esseh gave gs-reading:
is thete'neve• high-curl 4tyie featured in the hair designs of LA
The afternqon program was given
VAaLEI E
by the Young People's Society of
Special Easter MarcPIS, Finger
Paris, Memphis, Clarksville: FulWaves and Permanents
-from Tenn. --Brother
Let Us Give You the Un- 'Powell, the district superintendent
of the young people's division of
matched Beauty of
Western TennesSee gave au,- interSpring Styles!
esting talk to the young people
•
in the afternoon. Brother Powell
also organized a younsi people's
meeting at Locust Grove Church.
Mrs. Charlie Watson was elected
Telephone 699
'as a delegate to the annual misSecond Floor Peoples Savings
sionary meeting at Bristol. Tenn.,
Bank
in May.

Be Beautiful
THIS EASTER!

)
-4k

•

r

LA VANITE
BEAUTY SHOP

ilE

Sophomore Girls Have Sunrise
Breakfast

Spring Opening
Girls of the sophomore class of
Proves Success
Murray High School enjoyed a

PAGE FIVE

Children Honor
Mason Hart to
Drennon to Speak
Mrs. Sheldon On
Speak Over WKY
To Funeral Men
Her 90th Birthday Meson Hart. former Murrayan, Dr. Herbert Drennon. head
of
• brother of

sunrise breakfast Tuesday morn:
PRIZE'
.WINNERS NAMED
ing at Ow Baptist Picnic Grounds.
Daughters and sons of Mrs. C.
These present wore Mayme Ryan.
A Sheldon. of Murray, route 8,
The Elm Grove Baptist Church
Louise Shacisleford, Ma rj or ie
who is convalescing from a genwon the fifteen dollar cash prize
Shruat, ,Ruth
Phillips. Gretchel for the rural
eral "worn out" condition at the
organization having
Hamrick, Josephine Neale, Dixie
Mason Hospital surprised her
the most adults register under
Mae Beaman. Carolyn Johnson,
Ibis morning on her 90th birthth'eir name and the Alice Waters
Freda Smith, Jessie Fay Pool,
nay with gifts and a small
Missionary Society of the MethOrneda McCollom, Sylvia Merle
Party jlist for the family and
usii'it church in Murray 'Mon ten
Pi_mmustrE,_room _alai& arid .Mist...doiler-rasir-prtze---amUnr -etty -tire;
Hazel'Tarry.
Mrs. "'George Coles. one of
ganizations for having the most
Mrs. Sheldon's daughters with
members register under their name
whom the elder woman lives,
Service Circle Meets With
at the annual spring opening and
was there, and Mrs. Bill ForesMrs. Etheridge
paint sale condueled Wednesday
by the Calloway Courtly .1...iimhcs. burg of 'Sharvely, Ky. Mrs.
Mrs. Hamp Etheridge was hostess
company. • The first group regis- -FoTes.burg broirght her 'mother
Tuesday afternoon at her home to
a cake. Other children present
tered 67, and the latter 85. The
the Service Circle of the First
were Mrs. Cczy Phillips, MurLynn Gre.fve Methodist Church
Christian Church.
• '
Mts.. Harry Broach presided over
duc-ah; Tom Sheldon, Harris-with 11 and the Mothers
the business session and conducted
burg. Ky.; and Jesse Shelton.
the Training School was second in
the devotional exercises. Mrs. Bill
Dexter.
the city contest with 68. Altogether
Parks won the Service Circle prise
The Ledger Si Times most
402 adults registered and over 500
for the afternoon.
sincerely wishes Mrs. Sheldon
were In attendance. The event exThe hostess served a delicious
the best of all good things
ceeded all expectations, according
salad plate to the foaming memthroughout her future years,
to Jack Sharborough, manager.
bers: Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., Mrs.
The following persons were winHarry Broach, Mrs. Karl Frazee.
Mrs. Will H. Whitnell, Mrs. A. V. ners of attendance prizes given to
Havens, Mi s. Jack Farmei, Mrs. individuals: I. M. Tripp, Murray
Bill Parks, Mrs. Shelby Davis-Mrs. route 3. Venetian medicine cabi0. L. Boren. and Miss Clotile Pool. net; Thomas Martin.' Murray. 6an April-fool trick, Jack
foot step-ladder; Mrs. Lorene Col- Fr :a. nipped port Spring and froze
Son, Murray rieute, ironing board; the ground April 2. When the sun
Ladies Of Christian Church Are
N. 0. Outland. route 8, small step came out Sunday morning, he beGuests In Mayfield
stool; Carney Hicks, Murray. small held, my flags that had flaunted
On Monday afternoon several step stool; and the following won purple banners drooping in the
members of the Missionary So- one gallon each of Pttsburgh Out- dust. And the song birds -hid
ciety of the First Christian church side Sunproof paint, Mrs. -Annie themselves in silent shame. Most
went to mayfield as guests of the Wear, city; Cleo Bucy-Hazel route of our fruit has 'hews killed out.2; Mrs. Chas." Hale, Murray; Ver.- rhtbt, and I imagine most of the
Missionary 3.6clety. _ef.
nerreOutiartil, Murray; and MA G. .01811 reinainder, is badly injured.
5- Christian
Members of the Murray society B. Pennebaker, Itturray.• The prite
gardening is the fashion just
furnished the program which_ was winners may claim their prizes by now. Some have reported havcalling at the copipany and identi- ing new
as. follows:
radishes, lettuce, and
Devotional Exercises, Mrs.. Bill fying th-emselvtg, according to Mr. mustard. Others report that the
Sharberough.
-•
Parks.
little.
'tomato plants were killed
Paper on "Confucianism", Mrs.
Those assistin't the . Calloway under the canvas on their plant
0. B. Boone, Jr..
,Lumber Company in the 'Opening beds. I have had. no report of
mrs
Pa
.pl.trie non
pa
'
r'Skhis,n tois sh
,elbr
M ys.Da
Shvel- were!' Richard F. Asbury and Earl tnjory to tobacco plants.
Nichols of the Pittsburgh Plate
These t much sicknesg: now. Litby Davis.
Medley of Religious Hymns. Miss Glass Company: Chad L. Archie of tle Grundy.Adanis, son.of Mr. and
the Corinth Brick '.Company; Paul Mrs. Nolan 'Adams, has been very
LIIId Sde-McGehee.
Those 'from Murray who attend- T. Phillips of the Johns-Manville ill with intestinal flu,- but he is
ed were Mrs.- 0. B. Boone, Jr.. Corporation: Mr. and Mrs. Ted scmewhat better. Oscar W. FolMn Shelby Davis, Young of the Paducah Sash and well has been rather seriously inMiss Linda Sue McGehee, Mrs. Ot- Door Company; and P. C. Hardin disposed for a week, but he seeing
tis Churchill, Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, of the Huddick- Sash and Door surnewhat better at this writing.
Mrs. Alice Colson is reported,
Mrs. M. D. Holton, Mrs. R. M. Company of St, Lochs.
very seriously ill at Paducah,
Pollard; Mrs. A. V. Havens. Mrs.
where she has been visiting her
Marvin Fulton, Mrs. T. P. Cook.
children..
Mrs. Ira Morgan. Mrs. B. J. Hoff,Sunday afternoon Mrs. V. B.
man. Mrs. Arthur Farmer, Mrs.
Folwell visited her aunt. Mrs. Nan
R. L. Wade. Mrs. Annie --Wear.
Mrs. Wesley Waldrop.
Rudolph Tabers. 14, under pro- Parker, who is seriously ill with
bation from ,city police in St. the debilities incident to old age
•
Louis. his home town. Wednesday at the home of her son, R. B. ParADDITIONAL SOCIETY.
wag placed in the Murray jail on ker. pear New Hope. Mrs. Parker
Page 5, Second Section
a confessed, charge of taking $6.00 Is nearing her 94th birthday anfrom the Jackson purchase Oil niversary.
About 50 persons participated in
Company here Tuesday.
ha,
Sheriffs officer, reported too kik ass open air service at F •
arrest of Eel Kendall, recentl
ro
rom
•dyville penitentiary,
on a charge of drunkenness and
malicious shooting at his wife.
When arrested, Kendall had in I
his possession a Concealed pistol. AR iodine breeds u B.
CZ•••d..Blorg.ti,eted, ettar,ect
sheriff's officials testified.
raig6tr,SztVelisi‘le•ii
CATALt,
FREE
j.7.7 WRIT FOURTH ORM• Li111•67TON. ILENTUCRY
Read the Classified column.

Faxon- Facets

Mayor George Hart,
and Mayor sef Paul's Valley, Okla.,
will be the first speaker in a
Chamber of Commerce broadcast
from Oklahoma rity Friday afternoon at 1 o'clock, it was made
known here today.
Oklahoma City Is 70 miles from
PaUl's
tie-leitiiied over Station WKY,
and may be picked up on local
radio dials at 90 or thereabouts.
On .some clials, the frequency is
listed at 906.

Card of Thanks
We wish to express our appregratitside-to-theat wfi
were'kind to-us during the death
of our father and grandfather. J.
W. David Morgan. Especially are
we grateful to Dr. T. D. Hale and
to Brother J. II. Thurman for the
services they so kindly gave and
Mr. Churchill, also to our neighbors and friends we express our
deepest thanks.
Sincerely,
Herley Morgan and Mt of
the children.

the department of English and
foreign languages at Murray State
College, will be the principal after-

dinner speaker at the thirteenth
annual meeting of the West Kentucky District Funeral Dilectoes
Association in Paducah at the Irvin
Cobb fate! Tuesday
April
12. Ronald W. Churchill. Murray.
secretary-treasurer of thr Association made the announcement here
today.' W. 13: Gilbert. Murray, is
a. member of the _board. ace- Ali-rectors.
Pupils of Mary Frances Spear,
Clinton, Ky., will furnish enterove y pot
and Harry Ware's orchestra, Paducah, will play for a dancy to follow.

"The New"

Chevrolet'Lunch
Murray's Newest Quick Lune
And Short Order ,-

1

-Restaurant
Specializing In Clean Food and
—Coin tistras Service

I CHARLES

RYAN, Prop.

Don't Let Easter
Find You
Unprepared!
•
Make Your Beauty Stand Out
Like An Image In Cameo!
Let us share in the happiness
that *ill be yours just as surely
as

Sunday morning. Since the doubli.
doors have not been installed and
since the house is yet somewhio
dismantled, the sunny yard On
the lee side of the house was more
comfortable. We had a lengthy,
interesting lesson. on James .L
nevertheless. and good singing - and
earnest worship.-Alf.
.
V

"•••••••........,

Wallpaper and Paint
Headquarters

EASTER

COMES
•

MAI-DONNE
BEAUTY SHOPPE

real

Youth is Jailed
On Theft Charge

A

So Much GE Refrigerator Value for the Money!

Dressing Up For

EASTER
Means More Than ,1
NEW SUIT---It Means

TIES
Never

buy so much in a General Electric
as it does right now! See this refrigerator that started a new "Save
Wave" in America! When you buy
a G-E you don't spend—you inveSL
And you are sure of getting full
value for every dollar for General
Electric has long been a leader in
true economies and multiple savings.
No other refrigerator, under actual
home conditions, can freeze more
ice, preserve miste food, give more
convenience and produce more cold
for thy little current cosof a G-E!

and HOSE
25e and.59c

a- dd SHIRTS
OIL

of theCOOLING
ra moo r Tihis feature
s. ti
61nnito•
Mech.:1:
1 f --in-steel

Z

r5.

, 'no SENOFATA

$1.00

REFRIGERATOR
Thrifty In CURRENT!

50c
to

Before couldsolinlemoney

Thrifty in PIKEI

Made over aseirralsiti
"Limit" loos

Thrifty in UPKEEP!

The multiple sayings of a 1938 G-E irip1;-Thrift Refriterator,
of course, include additional sarinss in food, in ice, in time, elc.

nd
stra°Pc"ti°n'
,aelternig
1°17(urrmeans
•All at
economy.
thew
rit,..z-.
"
1 ,
a,,,
-•:;:ii.-ilaiii 'T .,
•
4*
G-F..16•dais wokI
some iu
•
all:
Aii-Seeel
less Steel Cabinets.• Stain• Faster
Super-Freexer.
Freezi
ng,
r
inst•n t
eleasin g
• f2
Quick
'trays.
sspeed
and
Temperiture
Defrosting
•
•Control.
• Automatic Interior;
Light.
Thermoetr.•
Sliding
Shelves.•Adju
stableStorage
Space.•
Vegetahle
Drawer.

R. H.'Vandevelde & Co.
HARRY E. JENKINS, Mgic,
Plumbing, Heating, Electric and Sheet Metal Work—Callowvty County
Representatives for General Electric Ranges, Refrigerators and
All Appliances. Phone 436, Res. 416
•

Fashion's proudest footwear! Rnilliait
Red Cross Shoes—they're here in all
their Spring glory. In all the newest
-styles, colcz.,, materials for you to
choose from. Paris-approved Red Cross
Shoes to =del& your Easter costume.
Stunningly smart. Perfect. fitting.
Unequalled values. Now only $6.50.

$G50

Arrow—Riegel
$1.50 to $2.00
Others $1.00

and HATS

The V-Pi7INEE

$2.00
to
$6.00
and
SHIRTS
and
SHORTS'

Also Rythm Step and Other Famous Makes

25c. to 05c

W. T. Siedd tkCo.

HOWARD & JOBE
----zosfifisamoosmossamassmeis...........•••••:aossigowporms;TENN.
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and in all was
N. S. Castleberry 'moderator ;224 years.
years. "He_seas chair-

_

ME/WHIST CHURCH NOTES

-

"Salt" Is Text of
Havens' Sermon

- Classified Ads

NOTICE:-On and after March 31,1 municate with Mrs.
D. Rowlett, Located in tertt at Log Cabin Guff
Tont-owed
1..
1938, I hereby set my sons, 711 West Main St. Phone 137. lp
s's
man of the district board --of the
Sanday. April 19. 1931I •
Gas Station, SS mile West of MurARE
YOU
in
Thomas
the
Market
and
James, free, and will
for a
Association for 14 years.
ray College. Look fur sign on
As we approach thc Easter rime
Radio?
sell
We
not
the
be
responsible for any oblirtCA Victor.
he ever baptized were Mr. •ceid
During his ministtbi
ship, he bap- we call all our peoRie of all de:
STEADY WORK-000D PAY- Highway 94.
lip
"Salt," will be the sermon oath- Philco and
Sentinel.
Farm gations contracted by them. SignMrs .1: L., Copeland on August 17. tired approxiinately 2000.
people. nominations to a greater devotion jest f A. V. Havens,
RELIABLE MAN WANTED to
minister
of-4
modeLi for homes without elec- ed, T. W. Nesbitt.
1883. His Sinkflig Sonde pastorate He had fall time work for 53 see- to the Church and ts ajse
A14p call on, farmers in E. Calloway
Master. the First Christian Church. at the tricity. Johnson-Fain
Mr. TRACTOR OWNER:
APPI. Co. tfc
was tbsh lonsest of his life In L.a cessi% e years-- from 1884 to 1937. No better time to renew your
County. No experience or capital We
Sunday morning worship aarvisa
EVERGREENS, Shrubs, Gladioli
are in a position to sup56 years of preaching., he was pas- Ile did the biggest pelt or his . vows of allegiance and devotion.
next Sunday. -This sermon," stated WANTED-Middle aged white lady Bulb s, Perennials, , (including required. Make up to $12 a day. ply you with all your fuel
tor of 28 different charches. ana trLveling ulth a horse and buggy]
Write MR. THOMAS, P. 0. Box
_Palm Sunday has been observed Mr. Havens, "will set forth another to keep house far 2 men and the Sedums) and other rockery,
requirements;, also a complants.
in that capatity he served the but in his -latter life owned two in the
lp
chorch in some measure of --Jesus' descriptions a the right latter's wife. Call M. R. 'Wells, Bleeding Hearts. etc. Attractive 1082. Lexington, Ky.
plete line of Firestone TracDenton church 17 years.automobiles. neither of nhich.She sines( the fifth century so our ob- way
phone
No.
6704.
Route
7.
Alp prices. Murray Nursery, Ilth &
and happy way ts live."
PALMIST-ReEklings on all affairs tor
Mr. Castleberry, served in five kept ery long.
orr prices.
servance of it -thiss- SundaY. Is sf
01
lye.
Phone
384.
The
service will begin at 10:16. FOR SALE-321.-sieres of land on
tfc of life, love, marriage, business, Jackson Purchace
associations in this area: p:.- .torati.s
Many Calloway eountians and I ancient origin. The
Oil Co.
Past°r
'Special music will be
resented Blood River. Three Settlements.
which were his in the blood P,iver Murrayans supplemented a Ire- preach at the morning hsur
_thill.91.4..iik.frielUES- _and
Phone
Mtirrayr
208,
RENI-ssEur
ntshed
FOR
-apartment
s
Association and the number of mendous crowd in Benton Wednes- -The Triumphant Entry of Jesus by the chorus choir. directed _bys_ Five,to_bacen-barnh-isad-other nut- Modern
conveniences. Mrs. Solon
buildings.
lie
All
in
square,
in
-are
w
he ,sayeit each ikery.Renton r1:.- 4. jar,errk
..herubarlerri,
-.--arst he ITIE-C1Wii:
Higgins, 712 W. Main.
tic
T he
all-musical, candle-light one piece of land. J. H, Curd,
.ing hour on "Under Divine Or. 17 Years; New Hornahay, 3. &al.:Hazel.
Worship
Ky.
service.
Telephone
Hazel
-W or ds and
Ex- FINE HOWARD PIANO smallest
tag Spring, 31. Elm Grove. .20, ders". The church will be apMusk," will be presented Sunday change.
Read the CLISSirh`a Comma
A7p size walnut finish, can be had for
. tonsil Grove. 6; Hazel, 2: New ipropriataly
decorated
and
the
balance due. Address Box M. C.,
, Bethel. 7; Murray.
will --favor us with some night. Beginning at 7:30, the serv- BROOM CORN SEED, 'Tall
Cberz
and Care
ice Will feature musical numbers
Ledger _& Times.
• special, music.
-Corner, 8: Calvert City: 8;-Gilbert A7p
Short variety. SQUARE DEAL'
by the College Girls Glee Club divile.. 6: Zion's Cause...1; Bethel.
W.-Thank the young people of
BROOM SHOP, 110 Main St. at FOR RENT-Furnished or
unfurnrected by Miss DpOy Hinkle, and
LE; Wadesboro-which
the &today-school orchestra for
Railroad Crossing. Murray, Ken- ished '3-room apartment,
with adto Hardin and is now. in Hardin. 9: Loading Car of Hens for their fine contribution to the Charles Miller.
tucky.
421p
ditional small rooms. Nice quiet
The Sunday School. led by SUPand Salers. 2 years He had 4,-. Easter
music of tha
gorsksiw 1•114 Wiiitele15011L-r..:-un and alter March 31, 4aLace
paroral years in the
or •eitners who can play some in,r
ens if wanted. Mrs.. Sallie' KenHeavy Hens
at 9s30 -Sunday morn,ng.
17c strument.
1938. I hereby set my son. James ,
County Association; nine in
lp
The Christian Endeavor Societies Elvin, free, and will not be re- dall, North 10th. St.
Ohio River Association. and tws Leghorn Hens .
14c I • We wish to remind all our people will meet
sponsible
at
for
6:30,
any
obligations
Sunday
evening
conWANTED
TO
,in West Union He preached s
BUY-Tract of TimLot the six o'clock community
K. C. RIB ROAST, 1 lb.
12c
7c kvice on Easter rrisrning at 'ser- The Young People's Society, spdu- tracted by him. Signed John ber or logs per thousand. Rough
years in Fsryear. Tenn.. his only Old Roosters
the sored
2 lbs. PURE PORK SAUSAGE
Garland.
35c
by
Mrs.
George.
Al4p
Hart,
We
lumber
will
Sell Feed
for sale. Custom sawout-of-state pastorate:
' hurch. Particularly we invite the
10 lb. SUGAR, Cloth Bag
50c
He attended the first Blood Rive:'
membership of the Murray Circuit meet in the young people's parlor FOR SALE-gladiola, Dahlia and ing. Mill now under construction,
BOGGESS
2 Large and 2 Medium IVORY SOAP
28c
Asspciational meeting 55 years
to share, with their pastor. in this and the juniors, led by Mrs. Ira Tube Rose Bulbs. Mrs. I. T. hist South of Rowlett's Factory.
2 LUX or LIFEBUOY SOAP
Morgan and Mrs. 0. B. Boone,.will
J. S. Knight, Murray. KY.
15c
lp
communion service. '
-and was elected moderator of that
PRODUCE CO.
•
Crawford, Murray, Ky. Rt. 6. A14p
meet in the lecture room.
2 RINSO
itody. in 1891 and served Sneers-18c
S. G. Boggess, Mgr.
On Monday night. April . 18, all
FORSALE-Sam
pson
Tractor,
'The Mid-Week Meeting will be HELM'S Chicks-Officially Blood3 Cans Country Gentleman CORN
25c
plow and disc-all in good runSouth 13th St.
Phone 441 Sunday-school workers of this sec- held, at 7:30, Wednesday night.
tested, Government Approved2 Kellogg's CORN FLAKES, 1 Wheat Krispies 21c
tion are invited to be present at
ning
order.
Cheap for cash; or
The Woman's Missionary Society Highest Livability 1937 contest
14 oz. TOMATO CATSUP
the church and to share in-the pro10c
will hold an all-day meeting at Champion Pen Illinois Contest will trade for livestock or corn.
6 Rolls, 1,000 Sheet, TOILET TISSUE
gram to be given at that .hour.
25c •
the home of Mrs. R. L. Wade, January, Pedigreed Sired Mat- J. H. Scott. Lynn prove Ky. lp
Rev. Jr D. Canady is inviting you.
3
POTTED MEAT
10c
Inas. Free Brooding Bulletin. FORRENT-5-room house in good
-.1. Mack Jenkins, Pastor Wednesday beginning at 11 o'clock.
3 Boxes MATCHES or SODA
10c
The women from the Benton church HELM'S HATCHERY, Paducah. condition. Close in. J. D.
Sex2 lbs. OLEO
2 Kellogg's Corn Flakes
25c
will be'guests and a eco2ired-dish Ky. ,
AMp ton.
lp
4 Its. PURE LARD
dinner will be served.
and 1 Wheat Krispies 17c
45c
ALL KINDS of Fruit Trees for WANTED-to
1 lb. Bag MARSHMALLOWS
buy
baby
bed.
The Chess and Checker Club will
CORN, 2 No. 2 cans
15c
15c
sale at Clinton Nurseries. We are Would
like
large size.
Mrs.
meet with Ed Frank KirkSTuesday
All 10c size Baking Pow...
throwing in- -free trees in every George Ed Overbey, Sr.
Bring
Us
Your
Hams,
Bacon
Phone
and Eggs
evening. at 7:30. All those who are
der, Vegetable -or To, „t,MT_ ST.....1Al2.15.
ug-umlon.or truce
lp
interesnect-tn-either-gatne-er'de- over Sen4-im-Yo
mato Soup, each
to Nursery and get yourpc
Hogs, 6.500. 800 direct. strong- 10
.
I
sire to learn are invited.
trees. Write for price list and FOR'SALE-All Upright Piano.
Fresh Ground Coffee,
10c higher, practical top 8.83. part
particulars.- 0. Piper, Clinton. Telephone 291,
-load 875; bulk 170 to 260 lbs. 8.50
A14c
2 lbs.
25c
Ky.
lo 6.65: phcker _top 8.50; 150 to 160
•
A3c WANTED
, Phone 375
MATCHES, 3 boxes
10c
TO RENT--a rolling
lbs. 8.15.. 8 50: few at 8.60; -1443 lbs
7 Rolls Toilet Paper
25c
WE RECONDITION' Automobile chair, or invalid's chair.. Corndown 1.65',8.10: sows 7 50s, 765.
2. lbs. OLEO
Motors; Repair burst cylinders
25c
Cattle 1.800. calves 1.200: 300 - Patient, admittfd
41(
71'
3
2 lbs. Country Style Sausto the William cracked
water jackets: burst
through: '1(4-15c higher on steers.. Mason Memorial Hospital
during and cracked ,cylinder heads: cylage, all Pork
35c
strong to 25e higher on bulls, other the -week ending March 30:
inder regrinding, not honing;
PORK CHOPS, lb.
23c
classes generally steady; choice
Mrs. Elvin 'Vale) Seaton. Whit- crank-shaft grinding. All work
See us for Manure
medium weight steers- 11.25; other lock, - Tenn: -.Miss Dottie C. Buck- guaranteed. -TURN
ER'S Garage
sales 7.601: 8.40: heifers and mixed ley, Puryear. Tenn.:
_
and Automsbile Machine Shop,
Thos. Jeff
Forks„. Spades, -.Hoes,
yearlings-3.65'a 8.2: beef .cows -5.25 Griffeth. Sharon. Tenn.: -Clifton P. Coldwater, Ky.
A23p
,o 6.25: cutters and low cutters Summers, Dresden, Tenn.: Mrs.
Rakes,-Yard Brooms.
4.25i500: top' sausage bulls 6.75: Bredford Turner, Golden Pond: FOR SALE-!5 Dodge 1 42 ton
WHEAT
etc.
top vealers 10.50; nominal range 011ie Brandon, Murray; Mrs. Ama- truck. - clean job, low mileage:
IIRISDIES
slaughter steers.„6.25's 9.75: slaugh- son Craig. Camden. Tents: Master also restaurant, excellent eqilipW1-*Thos. G. Rushing. _Camden. Tenn.. ment. See L. Rose.
A2Ic
ter heifers 600i1'8.75.
-Miss Lenore Louise Workman,
,
..
PURE
BULK
West Side, Court Square
Pounds
Palmersville, Tenn.: Min Bstaite
Swann's Grocery
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
CANE
Elkins. Hamlin:: Mrs. R R. Me10
24-P hon es-25
loan. Murray: Mrs. C. H. HiArnan.
CHOICE
Fancy Fresh Tomatoes, lb.
lac
LARGE
McLemoresville, Tenn_
Waybe
DeLuxe
Green
Beans,
Green
Peas,
'lb.
Ilk
Powell. Benton,. Miss Pearl Biabey,
No, 2 1-2 Can
Yellow Squash, lb. 7c. 3 lbs.
ZU,
Murray; • Jaunita Johnson
I cob.
Hill
Onions,
Large Bunch
PRUNES
Murray: • Baby Danny Jimerson
Cc
PEIT411.
Puryear. Tenn.; Peggy Ann Tus- New Potatoes, Fancy Reds, lb. Ge
Pound
her, Murray; Miss Roberta Manor, Fancy Fla. Changes, dos.
20e
C. Ipuabalifall;
FRENCH snc SPOTLIGHT 3 lb. ACC
Fancy Calif. Oranges, doz. _._ 254Murray. E
2 Pounds
JJ Pound 16c
Patients dismissed during the Red Winesaps, dos.
lee or Us
Bag Lts1
15c Package Rice Krispies le
week ending March 30:
Ly2
o
4
n's
I
bBe
s
a
s
t
c
k
89c
C.24CLIbUB.
A
orVB
0
0
NK
DZLE 24
Sacklr. 59c
Mtn- brace Holcomb, Murray; -it Ton -huy letenagrirSack
Flakes. 2 for He, 1 for .......2,4c
Miss Mary C. Hicks, Murray: MM.
Bredford Turner, Golden Pond; No. 2 Corn. 3 Country Gent. ___25c
2
Also
Thos. Jefferson. Griffeths Shams. 3 Field (orn
23e
34"20c
Lat. Club Orange, StrawMust. or Tom. Sauce SARBottles
Tenn.: Clifton Summers, Dresden.
lb. Bucket Port Lard
$1.00
berry, Root Beer, Lemon.
Tenn.: Beverly Ann White, Mur- 8 lb. Carton Pure Lard
Ginger Ale Lime
Na
DINES, 3 Large Oval
Rickey
etc. Plus
ray: L. E. Marberry 'cols Mur: 10 lbs. Fine Gramasted Sugar See
Small Deposit on Bottles
Cans
ray: Miss Zula Cole. Sharon, Tenn.; 100 lbs. Fine E'olonial Sugar $4.94
25c
Rev, C. L. Francis. Murray: Bstty Early Ohio Seed Potatoes, bu. $1.19
Webste
r
Brand
LIMA
June Re wlett .Paducah; Mrs. R. R. Seed Sweet Potatoes. Ina.
C. Club Green ASPARAGUS
_ 60c
Meloan, Murray; Mrs. Homer Jones, 48 lbs. White Frost-Freebures'
BEANS, 2 No. 2 cans 15c
Full No. 2 Can
Trezevant. Tenn.; Roscoe Joyce.I Best Exclusive Flour
23c
_11.60
Golden Pond: Mrs. David Roy 24 lbs. Guaranteed
Mar ____.11.5c
TWINKLE DESSERT,6
Hart, Hazel: Mrs. Garland Cun- 2 lbs. Pure
Jack Frost OLIVES, 6 oz.
Coffee
- '
3k
niogham, Cadiz; Mrs. C. P. Mason, Cup and Saucer
Boxes
25c
Free With 1 lb.
Bottle
Pad ucah; Mrs. J. B. Young, Padu10c
H&(' No. 1 Peaberry Coffee ZOc
cah; Peggy Ann Turner. Murray;
American Ace Coffee. lb. _.__25c
Choice
Whole
APRIC
OTS
Miss Pearl Blabey. R. N., Murray., omen
TOMATO PUREE,6
sets, Gallon 10e 15e or 2tte
Large No. 2V2 Can
15c
. 1Nice Frying Chickens, lb. _____25c
Cans
25c
It Pays to Read the Classifieds --I Dressed
35c

QUALITY FIRST

LOOK

Ne

Ho
41- 1) 0 City

But Low Prices Count

We earry the Best GridiOfigiats,
Try Them

YOUR CASH
TALKS HERE

F

ITvestock

i

Elliott & Blalock

Hospital News

L

I

CORN
Funs

OGE

6ETTRISFOR
ONLY'
MORE.

T. W. FAIN

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

SUGAR
BLUE PLUMS
DRIED FRUIT
25c
COFFE uum
FLOUR

50`
10`

Mw
era a]

the r
time
lying
Cleo
for tr
and
too.
might
Dr. J
that i
fever
year.
In tilt
is dal
intern
The
ranget
trash
Korn
home
'

rats. 4
all usi

ed an
remov
have
Dr.
home
tlereen
trollin,
of the
best
will
while
practic
Qualit.
the m
likelih
Cleo
build,
vacant
Murra
city ci

25`

C

Pui THE

SPRING IN
SPRING HOUSE
CLEANINGIP

THA
Pfr

ABURGH PAMTV

Pep Up Tired Homes With Bright, New Color

.10

KITCHENS AND BATHROOMS
take on glistening new
beauty when you paint
them withPITTSBURGH
WATEWSPARENANCEL.
You can,apply this durable finish in a jiffy, and it
dram in four hours. Unsurpassed for refinishing
shabby furniture,,Available in 18 different cokes.

THIS COUPON

•
Bring this
iou It is
o hase of a
Pittsburgh
•
Name
Address

Tolley & Carson

WORTH

25c
valuable coupon with
worth 7e.- on the purquart or more of any
Paint.
•

.

City and (State __

21c

Lynn Grove FLOUR,24 lb. bag

75c

OLEO,2 lbs.

25c

FURNITURE POLISH, qt.

23c

Toilet Tissue, Good Quality,6 for

23c

l'ittsburgh Paints During tie an-Up, Paint-Up Week, April 12. to 14

CALLOWAY COUNTY LUMBER COMPANY
Just North of the •Water.
C Oil 0 R .5
BY

Sun-Bright CLEANER,6 for

25c

Sour PICKLES, Quart

•r

Fresh Cucumber Pickles, 1.
5 oz. jar

10c

BY

1

s

Brand

15c

Highest Market Prices Paid for Nice Hams and
Fresh Eggs

s.-essit&-essIs'

-

-OM

4

Phew's 37

-

Prompt Delivery
:::,...../siefeae7.- •

WHOLE or HALF
Pound

POUND
POUND

POUND

1 Oc

23`
'21`
25`
15`

POUND

DIXIE OLEO, Pound .. 20c
All Amer.. Pure Vegetable, 1010 Units Vitamin
A. WOO Units Vitamin D

!vs,.

Kwick Krisp Sliced Breakfast
BACON, No Rind, No
Waste, lb.
29c

1 Oc

Fancy Milk Fed
Veal Roast or Chops, lb. 19c
STEW, Poulin--

15c

- Creamery BUTTER, lb. . 30c
Large BOLOGNA,lb..

2
STRAWBERRIES
TOMATOES 2
SWEET POTATOES
CAULIFLOWER
2
RHUBARB
MAJESTIC
COOKWARE

Pints

15c

Armour's Banquet Beef Only, Dressed Fryers,
Veal, Sliced Country Ham, Link Sausage,
Salads, Cold Meats, and Cheese of
All Kinds

WA ILHKIE • FLORHIDE • WATERSPAR • SUN -PROOF

U. S.Inspected
Pound

LOUISIANA

MEAT MARKET

PITTSBURGH

$4.95

'
Ll:X
E I3
4ER

Sliced HOG LIVER,lb... 10c

lb. can,

Pork and Beans, Tomatoes, and
,Corn, No. 2 Can, 2 for

Murray, Ky.-Phone 7 !

telAtURE-PAINTS

FANCY
SUGAR CURED

That Good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs 25c
Laundry Soaps of all Kinds,6 for
25c

Robin
I

50 lbs. Net
an

2 Kellogg's Corn Flakes, 1 Wheat
Krispie, 35c Value

FRUIT COCKTAIL,

Country Club Corn Flakes,
Large Box
9c
Bran Flakes, Large Box 10c

PURE HOG LARD
BACON
PORK LOIN ROAST
FRESH SLICED CATFISH STEAKS
BACON SQUARES
SALT MEAT

Food Market
Better Foods for Money Spent. Fresh Vegetables
of all Kinds. Government Selected Garden Seeds
of all Kinds.

A TWAC FOR TIRED WALLS
PITTSBURGH WALLHIDE beings smart, new,
soft tones to walls and
ceilings. Perks up dismal
nooks and shabby corners.
With this quick-drying
easy-to-use finish of longlasting ?beauty, any room
can be completely rsdec_, cleated in one day....
masa

SCUFFED FLOORS need
WATERSPAR VARNISH. One Cciatisusetselly
suffi,Lint t:..i,give them histro
able fir.:-:.111:1-...ishess
di le in fi:ur hours,
reSies fsr.y.ars. Btaps and
boilin waiir will eidt2,431IITI
• this,glistening surface.

Macaroni, Spaghetti, also Elbows, and Seashells, bulk,
3 Pounds
25c

2'7c

POUNDS'

F1
FLORIDA

BUSHEL.,

75c

HEADS

POUND5

Take Advantage
of 30 Days Trial

14c

19'

PECK

19`
25`
15`

11

Satisfaction
Guaranteed
i•os•-••••••pAre.--

5.

-Vtirse

...

„.

4,
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

City Is Give
_ Service April

Free
Removal
12-1314 U
Placed Conveniently

Peach Crop Is Cut 50 Per Cent;

Strawberries Are
Tucker Clark, and -AnsaDamaged
Little
Young
are
Named
Murray home and property ownA severe and killing frost Satera are urged to fon
urday night followed a sudden
As
Vote
Purgers
lamati-n of Mayor
April cold spell in which snow

PROCLAMATION

on.

the dtstrict'S Is -$5,000: and mr
Funds and
s.IR.Davidson
Senator T. 0. Turner, chairman, is
confidant it-. wiW—he met. Any
To Aid Cripples crippled
Is Buried Sunday
of. indigent parents.
•
To Begin Easter regardlesschild
of color or religion, is Well-Known -Lady
Dies
After

Doe to conditions which make spring cleanup, paint-up and fix-up week necessary each year,
I hereby proclaim Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes,
day, April 12, 13, and 14 as Spring Paint-Up an
Senator Turner Sets County
Clean-Up Week and trust that the citizens of.Mur- •
Quota for Funds Raised
ray will cooperate with the town council in efAt $500
fectively cleaning lip the city on those three.days.
MANY CHILDREN
We want,to clean ny the litter_that- has:math- —MAY
ered during the winter—not only because the litter
' is unsightly, but because it constitutes fire hazards.
The fight for Kentucky's, 15,000
Respectfully submitted this seventh day of
crippled et-lib:wen begins Easter
April, 1938.
Sunday. Sported t
the grave
need for 'funds to replenish the
GEORGE HART,
treasury of the Crippled ChilMayor of Murray.
dren's, Commission, civic, church,

BOY SCOUTS TO Father of Murray
DEVELOP LAND Man Dies Friday

Baptist Church
Has Campus Set
With Rich Shrubs

Stroke of Paralysis
offered the combined services of
Comes
the, Society, a volunteer organization. composed of individuals and
Mrs. J. ,R. Davidson. 63. who
members of civic clubs, and the
died Saturday afternth.n at 4
Commission.
"It takes money to carry on the 'o'clock at her home. near Penny
ter _a___audden attack
_
ics, of providing treatment, hos- was buried Sunday afternoon at
pitalization, braces and crutches.'" the West Fork cemetery in this
Senator Turner said. "Emergency county.
A large crowd attended tile
needs demand emergency Measures." The Commission has always funeral which was conducted by
responded to the task 'confronting the Revs. J. H. Thurman and R.
it, but the waiting list is long. H. Gregory.
According to high cfficials, it is esMrs. Davidson is survived by
club, and professional leaders in timated that of the numbers of her husband, one daughter, Mrs.
Kentucky are striving for a goal of crippled children in the state, 'one- , F. L. Story; a sister. Miss Dean
$50.000 set by the Kentucky So- Asalf---ean--he corrected to-- a point Marine, tiller broth-era. Bill. Bob.
ciety for Crippled Children.
where they are considered cured. and John Marine; and three viand"Epidemics of infantile .paralysis one-third can be educated to be children.
have Acted hundreds of 'crippled self-supporting, and one-third can
children to the Commission's ranks be helped.
of patients, and 3.384 cases are
now on the waiting list," Miss
EDUCATORS MEET
Marian Williamson, director, reports.' Spurred to greater effort
The Calloway county board of
If you can't eat or sleep because
by the increased needs of these education met Monday in its reggas bloats you u try Adlerika•One
children, committees appointed ular monthly session. but save for dose
usually relieves stoseeeirges
thrsieghnia the State. have .begun alte-appeevei -et eeretze
on -heart: -.24titcrikir tddirris—
work preliminary
upper and' lower
to the drive. tary proofs, its business transaction out BOTH
bowels.—Dairtik-Stubbiefield DrugCalloway County's quota is $500.00: was of routine character.
gists•

ARE

I
NO
ot
WO,Stucco

But
brick,
your
Stucco &
Beautitul? Yes!
painting
rain arid
Sherw•Iilliarns
penetration ol Costs no
tor
reason
prevents
macking•
—
house with -tight, it danger ot
ashes.
Water
checksperishable lime w
Paint.
.
moisture • . SNIERVIIINWILLIAM
S
apply than
More to

STIICCO Atil)

COCOS%

BEST

Volume CVI; No. 14

4 Drive For

m s rerl aturoay and did con'Hiram Tucker, Murray, bemocrat; Hulette Clark, Murray, Re- siderable damage to fruit, espeeialpublican: and Burton Young, New ly peaches, in Calloway county. '
County Agent J. T. Cochran and
Concord, this week were appointed
Agent Kelly
members of Calloway County's Assistant County
Purgation and Registration board, Cromwell. whs examined crops
is was announced by the State throughout the county after the
frost, estimated the peach crop
Election Commission Saturday.
BO per
Members of the county boards would be cut from
cent, depending, they said, on the
will have charge of purging the
location of the orchard. Those on
registretion books for the primary
With goad aft
-drainage
and the general elections this year.
escaped with little loss, but those
They will serve without pay exin the valleys where frost hit
cept in Jefferson county and will hardest
were almost completely
hold office until the end of the Wiped out.
year.
Apples suffered much in the
One Democrat, one Republican,
TVA Leases 119 Acres in Norris le. T. Wilford is Stricken While
same manner as peaches—those on
and One "citizen" member appointDam Area for Playground
Disking in Field; Was
the hilltops escaped serious damed without legal regard to political
for Scouts
age, but those in the valleys were
66 Years Old
affiliation compose each. county.
hard hit. They were not injured
board.
as_rinsch_ as peaches, however, it
W. L Wilford, 66. Graves counThe Tennessee Valley Author449•
was agreed.
has leased * 119 acres of fend in ty farmer and father of Freeman
Cdchran'and Cromwell after ex- the Norris DaM area to the Boy Wilford
Murray cafe operator,
amining strawberry fields agreed Scouts
of America, John B. Bland- was buried Sunday at the Burdarnale was 'not serious in the
ford, ./r., general manager, annett's Chapel cemetery near his
Aroma fields, but that Blakemores,
nounced today.
which were in dull bloom, Would
- home in Graves county after he
The lease extends for 15 years.
The planting of shrubbery and suffer about 25 per cent damage.
had fallen dead while disking Satthe landscaping of the graunds of Only a small percentage of Aroma The Boy Scouts of America are
urday morning. Doctors attributed
expected
-improve
to
the
site
by
blooms
had appeared.
the First Baptist Church here took
erection of cabins, headquarters his death tie a 'heart attack.
place Saturday. with Alton E.
"Both the early Blakernore and
The funeral was conducted at 2
Barnett,
nursery
operator,
in the later Aromas," Cochrisn said, building, mess hall, and other suitcharge of, the transplanting of '
,were at .lest a- week ahead of- able structures. The Scouts _egree_ o'clock.. Sunday ,at the Burnett's
shrubs.'
usual development, and that means to conform to Federal. State, and ."Chapel Methodist Church of which
Lovely artmrvitaes and Arizona there will be an extra -week in local laws applicable to the land. I*. Wilford was a member. One
Of.. the largest crowds to attend a
Cypress trees arranged beautifully which pLants will develop late The rental will be $125 a year.
The granting of this lease follows funeral theie in long honored him
are more than becoming to the out- blooms.
side appearance of the edifice.
"If the freeze had come later or the policy adopted by the TVA at his bier.
Family relatives who survive,
if the crop had not been ahead Board of Diectors of permitting the
Eron Flippo of Route 4. is spend- of the usual schedule- the damage use of public land by public ant many of whom are known here,
ing the week with 'Mr and Mr• would have been much greater," be semi-public agencies where such are four children. Freeman Wiluse appears to be in the public ford, of Murray: Mrs. C. L.
Clarence Flanary of the Brandon said.
Tobacco beds with canvas were interest and is not inconsistent Jetton. Graves county: Freda AnMill community.
done little damage by the freeze.
with the purposes for which the derson, Akron. 0.; and the Rev. J.
D. Wilford, Clinton. His widow
land was acquired.
The new camp site will be used als3 survives, in 'addition to five
EXAMINATIONS POSTPONED
by the Knoxville Council of the brothers, R. H.. Graves county,
George, Fulton: Walter. Graves:
AccortUng to Paul L_ Garrett, Scouts. Approximately eight couse-1
the Rif.,a. L. Wilford, Jonesboro,
ties
in
East.
Tennessee
are
reprerepresentative
of the Ken•Peoi01
Ark and Lee. Wilford, Sedalia,
sparked in the Council. Mote than
stc_#seot Serviie, 1it
Yithuland
Scouts
ILI
the'erxrectr
amine
'for positions w1ti t
Service will be held on Friday and area will thus have 'access to One WOIRKIIIIS
ELIGIBLE
Saturdey. may - 13-14, tither''Mari ah year eteep--ereund:FOR PAYMENT BENEFITS
Oti Saturday, May 7. as originally
scheduled. The change was eXpediLittle Laura Frances Osborn of
All workers who may be eligible
ent, it was believed, because of the near Providence, spent Wednesday
for unemployment '-compensation
What a aifferen
heavy traffice on highways and the night of lase week with a classmate,
benefits in Kentucky are advised
crowded conditions in Louisville on Miss Jessie Lorene Jackson, of near to obtain
that paint mak(
social security account
Deryy'Day. which is May 7.
Murray.
numbers at once. This advice is
my 0/il brick hi.
given by R. A. Tweedy, manager
Read tile' CLassaied Coium-o.
Read the Classified Coletmk
.../ can har
of the Paducah field office of. the
Social Security Board. This office
believe in
11••••••imi
serves Murray and vicinity.
_
- "Many-millions of dollars will be
available for the payment of unemployment insurance' benefits in
Region V in the near future,"
Tweedy said today. "It is necessary that any one who will apply
for these benefits should have a
social security account number.
If the original 'has been lost, a
duplicate should be obtained now,
as we anticipate a rush for such
Plate Lunch complete with meat, 3 vegetables,
numbers when Kentucky begrns
but one
dessert,
bread,
and
butter
are
to pay benefits on January 1939" ,
gks
concrete
loo
ood
only
Tweedy said.
smart,
stucco or C,onctete

tot'toot
Conctete Soto

•

Don't Sleep When
Gas Presses Heart

•

WHY NOT ENJOY YOURSELF?

-mecAs_Te ,

TT'S a wonderful feeling, beng a part of the
Easter parade, and it
doesn't coat a fortune,
either! It is really not
necessary to buy an expensive new butfit . . .
not when Boone's vvill
clean yitili-f-- present
clothes lo well and so
economically! Gather
up .x9).41 slogies and
give us a ring, la- I
pick them up promptly
and return them looking like new . . . and
then, you'll wear them
proudly in the Easter
Parade!
..
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Your
-

Cleaning

Nov-

BOONE CLEANERS

FOOD For the
PRICE . . .

Just Installed! The best Cold Drink Cooler obtainable—We carry all cold drinks, kept at just the
right temperature.

.../
ziohi
on

Get Ahead of the Easter Rush, Send
,

PLACE for the

25`

,

•4

"Murray's Big .Cleaning Plant"
Tel. 234

We Call For and Deliver—South Side Square

1938 FRIGIDAIRE

PAINT

a

RE RENT METER"MISER

SAVES MORE ON CURRENT...FOOD—ICE...UPKEEP!

-Your eye:, don

CONE IN! LISTEN TO flit NEW

Mr. Wilcox. There

c2,M? B

SILENT 'METER-MISER

g like this „pi
Sherwin-Williams Point
to snap up a brick. ,tucco
or concrete homer
i

UM so filth rarrent—Y•ir ran hardly
bear it ran'Meet the simplest refngcrating mechanism ten built! Saves
up to 25% 140RE on electricity than
even the current-saving MeterMiser of 1937. Completely sealed.
Automatically oiled and cooled.
Comes witial-Year,Protection Plan
backed by General Motors:

Take Home a Package
—

North Fourth .St.—Phone 323

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co. _ I
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

of our tempting, TASTY ICE CREAM. Just the
thing to Satisfy spriag appetites during thes::
balmy days.
Half Pint
10c
Print _
20c
One-fifth Gallon. . 25c

Quart
35c
One-half Gallon . 65c
Gallon
-1- $1.20

In Sanitary Factory Packed Containers

•Come in and see our Spring Showing of the most
money-saving Frigidaires ever
beautiful, usable and.
built!You'll be amazed at how much more they save
-not only on current, but on food,ice, upkeep...isti
4 ways there are to save!
Unless the refrigerator you buy saves in all these
ways, it may actually waste money through "hidden
extravagance." Why take a chance? Frigidaire gives
you proof of all 4 savings- before your eyes, before
you buy! Plus NEW "Double-Easy" Quickube Trays
...NEW Moisture-Seel Hydrators... NEWLY-STYLED
9-Way Adjustable Interior and many
PRICES
other NEW.EXCLUSIVE features! Buy the
AS LOW AS
safe way-see our Frigidaire 4-Way Saylog Demonsurtion first.

Zeee
"0001111EASr

QUICKUBE TRAYS
S. RELEASE CUBESINSTANTLY-SAVE 20%
MORE ICE I All-metal for faster,, cheaper
freezingINo wasteful melting under faucet!

East Main Street

SEE OUR

EASY 'PLANS

14#,Arifff DEMONSTRATION!
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•
,

(1095)

Johnson-FainApplia
y
nceCom
pan
•

Scads Side Court Square

.1•110.
1‘004110411_04E-

a

$11950

2. TRAYS COME FREE AT FINGER-TOUCH
. with Frigidaire Automatic Tray Release. Every tray, in every model, a Quickube Tray! No other-like it! See PROOF!

DAY-NITE LUNCH

The Only Exclusive Paint and WalleFV.r,.Biore ULJII1117
1Dr_

P
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Create Maximum Impression at One Cost by Advertising in the Newspaper
Nearly_ Everybody Reads.

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 7, 1938

Rome Owners Are Urged 'FROST DAMAGES
To Clean Up Premises FRUIT IN COUNTY

and Ct./
the week of April 12-14 as the
time for cleaning up and beautifying their homes and property.
Clean-up Week is set aside both
for the health interest of the city
and the beauty and appearance
too. Health conditions in Murray
might be impreved, 'according to
Dr. J. A. Outland, who 'declares
that some dysentery and typhoid
fever were present during last
year, and they are born primarily
In filth. Refuse left around a home
is dangerous* and is a matter of
intermit to the whole'community.
The city council has made arrangements for the removal of
trash and litter from the homes of
Murray during clean-up week, and
hcme owners are esepected to pile
„such on ,or near tile curb. All
tift490WRIBR. _Utter .including_ssid
talk Pugs 'lima, buckets. and most
all unless Betria•should be included and other litter. Do not just
remove the ashes and feel that you
have cleaned tAiD your premises.
Dr Outland
urges that every
home be completely and well.
screened as the best means of controlling the diseese-spreading work
of the house fly. Under the very
beat sanitary conditions, tRW-EIS
will breed and spread riftease
while the well-screened h:me can
practically be free of this danger.
Quality screens will also keep out
the mosquito and the subsequent
likelihood at malaria.
Cleen-up, paint-up, repair, rebuild, and brighten up the homes.
vacant lots and all property in
Murray is the program of the
city clean-up campaign.
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Murray Route V

Buchanan. Bill Taylor. Mr. and
Mrs7 George Linville and daugh- 1

Help Crippled Children Build
•
•
Brighter Minds
'
fa
in Sounder Boeli
W. Simmons I

April arrived with another cold ter' 56t•
spell, also showers and sleet but , Mr end Dirs. A.
sperd Sundae night in Paris.
maybe it won't last lone. Farmers
Aubrey HarAher is home from
are needing to get in the fields I.
Detroit for a few - days. His work
plow.
Sick folks are all. better in this, is transferred to Memphis, _Tenn.
Community once more. Buddy Far- I Mrs. Hatcher and baby. Emma Lou.
les is able to be up now Earlial h4ve been here several- days.
elms . „me • bm,a been very sier t Miss Alice Robertson visited
with ear trouble is also able to Mrs. George Linville Friday after.
be out. Sue Linvillehas been hay- mac-Ming trouble with an infected toe. daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Verium Wilson and
Mrs.-Lila L
.- still irnTing.
ter. -Nilo were Minda-T-TdinTwo marriages to announce this ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
week. Miss Myrtle Thurman to I Wilson arid son, .Deaez,
Orvelly Housden and Miss P011y
Mr and Mrs. Dave Iiicks and
Thurman to_ dames: Lamb._ Tee •rhildron,— -1-42e-1110--W-tHttiter.
brides are the attractive daughtersi spent Sunday night' with Mr and
of Mr. and Mrs.. Walter Thurman. Mrs. Earl Stem and family
The grooms.. ar-teases
.
lanisreelesspent
Mrs. Andrew Housden and Mr and Saturday . night and Sunday with
Mrs. Taman Lamb. all of near New Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Linville. SunProvidence Haven't learned where day ,dinner guests were Mr. and
tEey will reside. Congratulations to Mrs Albert Ellison and children
you an.
of Murray.
Mrs. Ola Nix and daughter. SuQuite a few 'from 'this neighborMinds, as well tes bodies. of crippled children are important. The
zanne, Were gaests Of . Mrs. Eva hood were in Paris ItOnday. They
Farris and daughter. Dot: Monday were Mrs. Francis Simmons. Miss convalescent class above is in one of the hospitals where the RimMrs Mettle St." John and Miss Eulala Craig. Gusaw St. John, tucky Crippled 'Children Comrnissior: has its little patients under
hand with physical rehaiallitatian.
Bessie Crutcher were Monday .at- James H. Foster, Mr. and Mrs Gar- treatment. Education twee hand
ternoon guests of Mrs. Gracie Mor- vin Linville. George Linville. Her- It is for the examination.' hospital care, and education of such groups
ris and family so
bert Robertson. Guthrie Osborn. as this that the _Kentucky Society for Crippled Children is launching
Mx. arid Oitte, Sari Stem ad Cailtun lauchanan and Will Morris. a - campaign April-17;24 fiat $50.000. Committees in every Oeunty
are
family slatted Mr and Mrs. .Dave
Miss Eunice -Orr is visiting Mr. organizing for the campaignHicks and family Sunday.
and Mrs. 'Melvin Farris and chitDave Hicks and son are oper- drep.
aria.the blacksmith shop at New
School was out last Friday. 1
.Providence
will sow have more time to gather
Dinner guests of. Mr. art:Anis ateWS.
G.'B. Buchanan Sunday. March 27,
W. N. Taylor has purchased his
were Mr and Mrs.
Mil- same lunch stand in Paducah
ner of
. Union City.Clarente.
Ten/V.' Mrs
So long.-Poop-Deck-Pappy..

OCAL

•

her Artier.
pookirwer
Mrs. S.
and Mark [..comair
ie.al-STLZ7R-667.71Wer:
.rill and Gnats Cooper': all-pf Paris, Misses Marie and
Miss

Thelma

Fitch

A

a

of
-----

Atwood

-

Freeland News

Support Bobby!

Old Jack,Frost visit
-id file people
in this part of the country Saturday night and really cleaned up
on their•plants. We have five
large apple trees that were in full
bloom Saturday but they look
different now.
Mn and Mrs. Afford Downey
of the flatwoods were Saturday
night and Sunday guests of Mrs.
Pearl Williams and children. Billie
Jo and Gene, Miss Novels WitHems' and Mrie-Moitte--Deentey-uto•
New Providence were also guests
in the Williams' home.
J. C. Williams of New Ploy'.
dente spent Saturday night with
relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Toy Williams • and, children.
Charles.
Louises-and- Vernon a OM .Blefid
River.

Miss Eva Williams af FreeInd was the Sunday ciInn•cr aaast
of her aunt and uncle and cousins.
Mr. and Mrs. Zrrette Williams and
chiidren. J. C. and Ronald Marion
of New Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. Cordell Hutso:
have returned from Jackson, Mich
to speed a few days in Kentuclo
with relatives.
Mr. an
Mrs. Eunice Williams
and daughter. gron Larue of Cedar
Knob and Hershel Oliver spent
Saturday night in the home of
Dewey Williamso near Frog' Creek.
Kelly Gulledge spent a few days
last week
with relatives and
friends near Macedonia.
Mrs. Daisy Williams and children. Dorothy and Jean, and Miss
Eva Williams of Frog Creek, visited Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson
and s:n. Joe Max. and aunt.'Mrs.
liessisTskossiosts ot-mew-frouldenote
Mr.. and Mrs. Nolen,. Simmons of
Paris were Wednesday night guests
of Mr. and Mae 'Oren Simmons
and daughter. Sue, of New Providence.
,
Mrs. Thela Wachtel of Murray
spent Sunday and Sunday' night
with her daughter. Mrs
Noah
Maynard. Mr. Maynard and children. Dottie and Raphael of Cedar
K_nob.-Aunt Cindy.

Merlyn Smith
were kodkking an Murray and vi- Hatcher spent the week-end near
Golden Pond. visiting their aunt,
Sunday.Mrs. Charlie Grogan. Mr and Mrs. Tom Travis. and family.'
MISS' Margaret Parrigan and Miss
MrSDieteey Jotted and son GeorgeEd. Miss Effie Watson. and Mr. and Ruby Nell Hatcher were Sunday
Mrs I. E. Key spent Sunday as the afternosh visitors in Hardin .
Mr and Mrs. B.
guests cf Mr. and Mrs J. R.' Wed
Scherffius of
Hcpkinsville were week-end guests
in Paducah
Dr. Hugh it McElrath attended of friends in Murray.
of
slaw,Dent
.
*
Mr,_ and Mrs. Daniel Near of'
eocietion in Louisville 'the early Bruceton. Tenn spent bast week.:
part of the week. He returned to. end with Misses Emily and Oneide
Wear.
his duilee here today.
The Rev. and Mrs John Porter
Mrs. E. • L. Jones. Blytheville.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Story were
Ark.. is visiting her sister. Mrs: B. of Hickman were guests last Fri.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Telof
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon StubK. Butterworth. and Mr. Haters. day
bert Story.
'
blefield. Jr.
voseth during the week,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr have
Mr. —iar d-lites. Clyde Burden. ' Mr. and -litra. George Bowden of
purchased a new bed room suite.
Murray. are the parents of
new Memphis announce the birth of a
Mr and Mrs. Othel Paschall
daughter on March 29 at the
shild. born on April fr.
spent the week-end with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Scott, May- Methodist Hospital in that city.
Mrs. Charlie Wicker,
field. and Mr. and Mrs. Ebb Mrs. Bowden was before her marWell I guess Spring is really
riage
Miss
Julia
Sheridan.
Hood
Mayfield.
daughter
.
of
were
die"
'- See the new 1938 HotSunhere.
•
the
Late
Rev
day
and
gueste,
Of
Mrs.
Watson
Mr.
and Mrs: 'Jimpoint Electric Ranges.
Mrs. Commodore Orr has recentmie Mills here. Mrs. Mills is the Hood, who formerly made their
.
ly completed seven new quilts. '
Only in a Hotpoint danglaisess
home in Murray:
et
and Mrs..
Those from this community- st7
Raage.-will you. get 4/./hese disisaineesAglIeMr.
W.
S...Swarie returned Sathad just bvesi
nsj
le
. riding Trade DP* at Pail! Men-advantages. Ask for.a dem- roissed`.--from the Chnie-if ial
- *ben poksts
Florins
were Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
onstration. Come in today. i.vhsroshe had undergone an opera- where she spent the past few Wicker.
Mr. and Mrs. A. It.. Byars.
'ion for appendicitis. He is re- weeks. On her way home she
Mr. arid We.._Gs DQrL AntLfam1 FAST-,liosposoi4 Caked unit cuperating iiiss is
vented hee-sen, Bill -Swann: 'who
y. Mr -arid Mrs. C. R. Oer. Mr.
is world s fastest.
Mss John Tanner was confined is in a hospital at Brownsville.
Tog SALMItailV-Rwiross• awl sew
and Mrs. Fred Orr. Mr. and Mrs.
to her burnt- with illness during Tenn.. following an autorriobile ac1901 Leale-se-tim-Arar Oro* roagr oak sew- 2 CLEAN-No smoke or soot to
Car1qs Kelso, Loman Wilson. and
dirsir harbuas. marristriatost
Soisit.4- darken your pots and pans.
eident. Mr. Swann is reported im
the ear,,y part of the week.
*•••Gi1
Mr. and Mrs. Delirious Paschall
F..upoweiftaarhowet 3 COOL-No htsat escapes to raise.
Mise leatheryn Whitriells,Prince- proving.
and tarnily --Grasshopper.
the room temperature.
ton, home economics teacher in
Tour Old Steve
4 ECONOMICAL -Select A• Butler H,o'r. School. spent the Feeder and market hogs have
as Do•• n Pas- Speed Calrod cooks faster
Chiropractic: The steerice Mae
weekend with her mother, Mrs. L. been much. improved in quality by
-more
makes people well and
ment. Balance on efficiently
.
C. lehitnell. She came over Fri- Wayne county farmers, who had
happy.
Easy
Monthly 5 BETTER RESULTS
day f
High School Senior Day at top privs all season.
-Hotpoint
Terms.
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
I-(citric Range is automatic.
Murray' State College.
Chiropractor
Mr. and Mrs. 0 T. Bennett.
Stsne Bros.. Grayson coun•
SICLECT-A-SIRSAD 6 HEALTHFUL AND SAFE-149_ _ Pactuseah.
West Main
Murray
hinte
-eisit
had
fumes
ed
their
-Friday
or
poultry
flock
&lines
in
Murray.
to
injure
health.
GALAN
Igurray: Men.. Wed, Ss Fit P. M.
A. A. -Red- Doherty returned culled Houroist's sensational 7 TIME RELEASING-Hotpoint
Winton*
Tote_
Thom
A
gat.
mew cook's( stest
from .Bnwling Green Sunday after
vetuch provides 5 chi- releases time- gists new hours of
having been attending his mother
fereot cook'ss speech freedom.
-the electrically corMrs. Mary Doherty. who
s,
rect speed for,eo.crs _8 MIDDIDN- Streamlined styling.
curtly ill there.
conking peed.
smart modern design.
Miss
Nora
Mcleeel. Obion. Tenn.
•
spent the week-end here with her
ELECTRIC
Oster. Mrs. Frank Holcomb; her
RANGES
niece Mrs. Cecil Thurmond: and!
her brother William Daniel McKeel.
Mr and Mrs G. B. Buchanan.'
•
•
Mr.- and Mrs. Ellis Muss. Robert'
Owene all of Kevie and Mr -.est ,
Xrs. Hribert :hileriventhees I
Reek. Sally pate *- Stahl. s
Come in and See the Complete Hotpoint Line
I-ills:art and Blanche Ellen Mee- I
wether. Maine Evelyn Shepherd.
Mary Virginia- Blanks. and T A.
Northington. all 7-1.if LaC,ge\ a
visitors in Murray for H
Senior Day triday ai Mei ray
UlUgUl
▪a
'
8‘
Collge. •
North Side Court Square
"Mias Mafelle- Ward, Mrs. - G.
Jones. and Mr and Mrs. N.s
Melugin were Saturday -riturning visitors- in Patturstr Mil Willie Kelso and MO,
SPeritSatial:da: !. with the,r-Tittrentit- ISOn Gro.
The Rest. C. H. Wilson. ann..Jus
daughter. Miss Rubye Carplyg Wilsoh. visited:tho ugh Saturday e !
Active Growing Children Need the Healthful
ing and Sunday in' Kuttawa :NourisLment of
neighboring Lyon County vicinereturning to Murrasisisarly Ms.
clap morning.
,
-Mr. and Mrs. A• L.IlailiOr visited
Mr,• Bailey's 2"inottfer. Mrs. .0,
Bailesf-ni NasitivilIes last Thurscs.,
and Friday.
•
Mrs. Martha 'Carter. Mrs. Lucy
PASTEURIZED MILK, it builds up that, surplus
Celeman. Mae Ophus McNutt. Miss
resistance they need to protect them against -spring
•Sertie Maunin. Miss Pauline Poyner. and Mies Marie . Hatcher atcolds and spring fever. Sunburst gives them that
tended a WOW meeting .ai Arlingextra Pep and Ener.g
. y that keep them at the headmost
welcome
A
spot
the 1..e•ui-‘ ilk %i•itor! ton_ March 29. •
of the class ,in school. Each child as well as each
.Miss
Marie Hatcher.
project
k place w here gracious southern
1:snekOeper for the WPA Sewing
adult should drink a quart per ditty.
honestly makes you "feel at'home" right in
Center. attended
WPA meeting
the center of titer, t oct
at Mayfield !sot- Wednesday night.
Mrs. Nees Witielhester Spent Sat;
The famous Seelleule-ts71.111.1e. ogres the
urtiay II Trigg ef;utitvdTd
. Or er it by Name From Your Neighborhood
best in apPentzeng food owl •lrirt14-..and at
Store or Direct From
modei.t prices!
t5e - -BACK
•
Be our guest on your .neit trip to tonik•ille
-07:t
tyLrrit
aleseeser t hr
kry plea e•urre 'that are TEST when due to functional kid:
rery aolders. Your ..25t
if it
yours o hos 'ex, stop ,at
!..k.F.1.11
disore
r
- • excese acids and other waste, and
lisersita i- i 41111FR 'el so vet
el -

•

8

THESE
ADVANTAGES OF

Oak Grove News

ELECTRIC COOKERY

.

/.

t Creek,
Seeding of korean Impeders is
The "Uncle" Verge Boyd home on the increase in' Lee county.
that burned last fall is now being where more than 150 farmers are
1 rebuilt.
using it for the first time.
4.4

CLEAN-UP
DAYS
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY
--

E. S.

-Ic-

Featured in supp.irt ii

the ten. t
year-old singing star, little Bobby
Breen. in his latest musical picture,.
CallS" at the Capitol Theatre Sunday and Monday are the
sour-faced comedian. Ned Sparks.
.al*Vei. and the writer-getor, jetle
..Cobb at top); alei grac'
Gloria -Holden. who plays the wife
qf a naval aviation officer In the
film. which Sol Lesser peodueed
for RK0 Radio Release. "H eir
Calls" is based on the adve
ee
story of Don Blanding.
ways in Paradise": it was
almosterntirely 'in' the H
iionail land has a backg
getat gelauty.

voun-

thereby. mottle the irritation that
wakes you tip. eausita` i.frequent and

HOTEI:SEELSACH • LOUISViLLE. KENTIJCWY-,,

fi
o lYRIWragair
-9 etiefl-kadbc.
.'tj
ItrOg
at 15-,Ir SttIbblegieit
-

urray Milk Products Co.
Telephope 191 -

91

Ileve
struatli
glad ria
natura
lines Is
grow ii
'Thou
It help!
It men
they
appetlt
reatstaz
monthl
Try(
help yi

Residents are urged to get all trash, rubbish,
cans, ashes and the like on the front, accessible to
workers_
.
_ _

The city will furnish wagons to take up trash
of all kinds. Property owners must have same at
edge of curb.

Be
will

sure and have the trash ready, as wagggio
be around ONLY ONCE.

BURMAN PARKER
Chief of Police
orderCty'çouncb

• 40

trestone
Tires & Tubes
Pirt -tone builds a first-quality tire made
top grade materials and sells it for less
money because 'Firestone passes savings
along to oti in the form of extra values. Firestone., controls rubber and cotton supplies
at
-their sonrces, manufactures with greater
efficiency,-and distributes at lower cbst. Because of these economies—
You Get Extra Protection Against Blowouts
—eight extra nourish; of ribber are added to
every 100 pounds of cord by the Firestone
patented GUM-Dipping process. By this process every fiber of every cord in every ply
is
saturated With liquid rubber. This counteracts dangerous internal friction and
heat'
that ordinarily cause blowouts.
You Get Extra Protection -Against Puncture'
s
—because under the tread. are two extra
layers of Gum-Dipped MIS.
You Got Extra Protection Asgainst
Skidding
—because-the tread is scientifically designed
You Get Longer Non-Skid
Mileage—because
of the extra tough, long-wearing
tread.
Maake your car tire-safe now
for summer,
'driving. Join the Firestone SAVE A LIFE
CamPaign today by equipping your car _witp
a set. of new -Firestone
Standard Tires—today's top tire value.
DON'T RISK YOUR LIFE ON
SMOOT'H
WORN TIRES!
Do You Know
THAT last year highway
accidents cost the
lives of more than 38,000 men,
women and
children?
of

Two extra layers*/
Gum-Dipp•d
cords.

SO% Lonyer NonStud Mileage.

THEY NEED IT MOST!

•

All
Wand 23
iNiduca
will be
those •
Paduca
or witl
Boys
s/1-5rie7
their I
from F
nenses
to cont
cah eh
be refis
portatii
room' r
Comi
of the
minor
hand t
scoutin,
nounce
No f,
attend
to do
with tt
o'clock
To fee
should

For "SAFETY" in Driving

Son

S;tuicertt-t
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section
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April 12, 13,14!
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My Old Kentucky
Home in.
Louisville ..

Pad

Nan

I:

NOW ON DISPLAY
The New 1938 Wotpoint Electric
Refrigerator

--- Mr. and Mrs. C A. Cochran had
as Sunday dinner guests Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Parsley and daughter,
Farmers around here ate worried Zmestine, Mr. and Mrs. Ancel
afraid
beds,
tobacco
about their
Cochran and little son. Donald.
they were killed by the heavy R. J. Cochran. Robert Johnson,
nights.
frost Saturday and Sunday
Corbin Workman and Orvel Lee
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Cook and Williams.
Roy Suggs visited relatives in
The farmers are now beginning
Arkansas the week-end of March_ their spring plowing and disking.
26-27. _
Fishing is getting to be a popuMiss Frances and Hatlye- Lott lar sport in this community.
'Cochran of Murray spent last
There is no sickness to report
week-end with their parents?. Mr.
this week. Spring must ese putting
C.
esitiO .I4fit
4-savisee,.012.s 3.Jraailhy
Mr. and Mrs. Vendaugh Cherry
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wheeler and
of Murray spent Saturday night
children, Larry, Louis. and Joan,
i with Mr, and 11111- . Rebt. Morten:
'visited Mr. and Mrs. Ebner Cook,
landowners
!I The
of- Tarpon Sunday.
. Creek are well pleased that thee
Little Sue Overby vidted in
i i new dredge ditch is •now under
Heil City Sunday, _
nay. The right-e_t_-_wa_x_ is 11°w
I'll sign off until next week.
being ...cleaned off.
---The Wren
Elmer Motheral is having a lot

Bell City Gossip

FIRESTONE
o

HIGH SPEED
-• STANDARD
• SENTINEL
• COURIER
All Sizes
In These Four Grades We
Have a Tire For All Purposes, At Prices To Suit
You.

That a million more
were
ThIlt more than 40,000 of inirtred?
these deaths and
injuries were caused
directly by punctures,
blowouts and skidding due to smooth,
worn
unsafe tires?

Super Servic• e -.

iStaton

Jackson Purchase Oil
-Co.
C

• *

4
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Paducah three or four days.
Wednesday night at the bedside of
Those seeking further informs- Mrs.. Katie Simmons.
tion concerning the camp should l Mr!. and Mrs. Allen McClure was
write R. L. Myre, general manager I wee‘nesday night caller of Mrs.
PADUCAH, Apr. 7-Boys in this of the Paducah club, at Paducah. McClure's 'parents, Mr. and Mrs.
s' section who have visions of beTess Dick.
coming professional baseball playMrs. Linda Simmons spent a few
'erg will be given the opportunity
days this week with her daughter,
to determine if they have a future
Mrs. 011ie Lamb, of New ProviHello to everybody this Saturin the game by attending the trydence.
Kentucky
April
2.
morging,
day
out camp to be conducted by the
Mrs. Elmus Mitchell and children,
Paducah club of the Kitty League Bell in her feeble way can't forget Clyde and Mary, of Macedonia;
at Hook's Baseball Park here, the grand old Ledger and Times
Mrs. Martie Mitchell, of New
to leave the Cedar Knob news out
beginning Monday, April 18.
Providence; Wiley Young, of New
The Paducah club has a working but little dews have I this time for
Concoed; and "Uncle Tom" Pool
agreement with the Cardinal-own- I haven't been able to listen for
of Stone School spent Thursday at
-- ect -eohmrbtts- tObto)- club.- •
news, but hope all. will enjoy. what
the bedside • of Mrs.- Elmus and
Ak All boys between the ages of 17 I have.
Mrs. Martie Mitchell's mother,
Wand 23 are welcome t3 attend the
Wisehart
and
Mrs.
Pete
Mr. and
Mrs. Ada Weatherspoon, of Fulton,
i'aducah camp.
Every aspirant- children, Misses Berline and Berwho is very ill with heart trouble.
will be given. a thorough trial and nice were in Murray Monday.
Hope to be able to be back next
those who display sufficient ability
Mr. and Mrs. Hartie Hutson of
will_be given a contract with the Paris, Tenn., spent the week-end week.-Ky. Bell.
Paducart - club for the 1938 season, -with Mrs. Hutson's mother and
or with some other minor club.
brother, Mrs. Linda Simmons and
Boys must bring their own shoes Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons.
...
glove and un orms an mu
pay
In sad but sweet memory.of my
Mrs. Katie Simmons and daughtheir own transportation to and ter, Miss Pernie Mae, and son, E. darling niece. Charlene Hill, who
from Paducah and their living exH., were at Mason Hospital Sa,tur- passed away April 8, 1937, age 2
penses while here. Boys signed
day morning. Mrs. Simmons and years and 5 months.
to contracts, either with the Padudaughter are under treatment of "The angles came one year ago
cah club, or some other club, will
Doctor Fisher. Miss Simmons is And plucked a bud from our garbe refunded the cost of their transden fans
improving nicely from poison oak
portation to Paducah and their
but Mrs. Simmons is confined to Our souls are burdened with Our
room' rent and board while here.
lay, but we hope to meet her
slowly improving.
Competent managers and scouts her bed and is
some sweet day.
and
daughEunice
Williams
Mrs.
of the Paducah club, and other
She's with the little angels singminor league clubs. will be on ter were Monday guests of Mrs,.
ing around the throne so fair.
Mr.
Williams'
and
Mrs.
parents,
hand to judge the aspirants. The
When she came she filled qur
scouting personnel will be an- Elmus Mitchell.
hearts with love and joy.
Mr. and Mrs. Conard Hutson and
nounced later.
Our eyes are filled with tears.
No fee is charged the boys who children, Mr. and Mrs. Buddie We cannot say why.
attend the camp and all they have Hague were at Doctor Hale's office For she is much better than you
to do is to report at Hook's Park Monday for Treatment of Mr.
or I.
with the 'proper equipment at 9:00 Hague who is slowly improving.
A jewel came in our home we
daughter,
Pete
Wisehart
Miss
and
o'clock Monday morning, April 18.
thought to stay,
To receive a thorougt? trial boys Berline, Mrs. Eunice Williams rd
- she.. was with us two short
should be prepared to remain in Cedar Knob, Mrs. Stp Williams, of
earls4ben_Cincl..ausie and took
lrifF1
TrOg Cree
-k,"
her away.
Osborn of New Providence, were She is in her little grave so narFunctional
Health-Wrecking
in Murray Tuesday on business.
row and cold,
' Miss Mary Mitchell was a caller Where she will never grow old.
Maryeille
Simmons
of
Miss
TuesRevere functional pains of menWe will try to bear our sorrow for
struation. Cramping spells and jan- day afternoon. .
we know she's at rest
gled nerves soon rob a woman of her
Bob and Marvin Allbritten were With her head of curls gently pinatural, youthful freshness. PAIN
in Paris, Tenn., Tuesday.
lowed on our loving Savior's
lines in a woman's face too often
Kelly Gulegde spent a few days
breast.
grow into AGE lines!
-A lotting aunt,,Mrs. Bonnie
Thousands of women have found with his grandmother. "Aunt Lue"
It helpful to take CarduL They say Housden.
St. John
14 seemed to ease their pains, and
tlifton and Decey Mitchell were
,
they noticed an increase in their at Perry Mill Wednesday.
Elbert Howard, Laurel county
appetites and finally a strengthened
Miss Velma Lax was a caller 4-H club member, had 107 bushel
resistance to the discomfort of
of Mrs. Viola Hague Wednesday per acre corn production, and as
monthly periods.
Try Cardul. Of course if it doesn't afternoon.
a result many farmers are trying
help you, see your doctor.
Mrs.
Monnie
Mitchell
spent to increase- their production.

Paducah Indians To
Hold Tryout Camp

Cedar Knob News
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Many a splendid NC&StL employee of a year ago is walking
the streets today and wondering why. One of the several vital
reasons is TAXES —unsound TAXES—unfair TAXES—exorbitant TAXES — job-destroying TAXES.
The NC&StL tax record for five years (with 1938 partially
approximated) is as follows:
•
Year
1934
1935
1936
1937

1238

Property
Text,
$ 428,416.66
456,391.80
466.295.80
480,479.96
497,000.00
/2,328,584.22

0

$

Social
Team

Other
Taxes

49,410.75
43,062.74
65,000.00

bacons
Taxes
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

Total
Taxes
$ 475,383.37
505,407.62
598,447.79
932.780.87
1,044,682.09

$253,956.02

NONE

$3,257,301•65

.ss $ 47,468.71
49,015.82
.00

32,741.24
409,238.17 .
432,682.14
1074,661.41

spent Saturday night with Mr. quisttion office for the project conan Mrs. Coy Lamb and daugh- tinues its purchases of farms in
ter. Mrs. Vick attended Sunday the, Gilbertsville area.
School at Providence, Sunday.
The largest purchase by the
Our sick folks, the two Cochran
Mr. and Mrs. William Ray were agency was from J. R. Gregory,
families, are better. Warm sunSunday guests of Mrs. Andrew who sold TVA 470 acres of land
shine is a fine tonic for old people.
Housden.
for $25,125.
Last week's Ledger & Times, as
*Mr.:. Revs Clark visited Irvan
The county clerk. at Benton said
usual, was replete and magnificent.
Miller and daughters, Era and Vera indications pointed to a land boom
I read it from "kiver to kiver."
Saturday. Mrs. Flora Jackson, who in Marshall county as a result of
John H. Brinn will preach at
is In fr..an Flint, Mich., to undergo the TVA purchases.
Thirty:/ive
Union Grove SundaY at 10:45 a. m.
an operation, was also a guest in
deeds and mortgages for real esCharles Houser will preach at the
the Miller home., Mrs. Zelna FarInta----a new record-were filscl in
Kirksey Church-of Christ at the
ris and-laot were afternoon guests.
same hour. "Be there on time!"
office in one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Caesar Hanelfne theTVA
purchases, however, will hot
What I Saw and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haneline
4th Monday. in and baby-swaps- guests Sunday -in be affected by a boom. The land
March at Mur- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lunie acquisitioiti office- alfeeifilias tinifer
option practically all the land
ray: A tall guy Clark.
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Lamb vsit- which .will be required for conin flaming red
and blue, high ed their daughter, Mrs. Verna Clay- struction of the dam and the reservoir.
cap with "tur- ton. and Mr. Clayton, Sunday.
tail" feathers on
mr. and Mrs. Mason Wilson and
top and beating Children were `Sunday guests in
and the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmus
drum
a
ringing a sheep- Wilson.
s. fivis-beetr-antither
bell. -Ire-TOTI
NE and Mrs. Chester Willis and
an excited crowd to near the jail children of Buchanan, Tenn., and Sunday but the wind has bee
and then proceeded to sell his Miss Rachel Lassiter visited Mr. blowing hard.
"Ingin medicine". Suckers sho did and Ws. Ralph Clark and baby 'Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall. Mr.
bite-pulled the cork smack-dab over the week-end.
Earl Nix and Mrs. Ben Byars and .slaughter,
under. Lithen started toward the Wilson and Lathon Craig were Inez, Mr. and Mrs. Hollon Byars
visited Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris
court square and got lost among guests in The home Sunday.
a 1.000 fifties. Of course I finally
Callers at the home of Mr. and and family Sunday.
landed into the_ Ledger & Times Mrs. Lon _DStrin last Sunday Were
Nathan Vandyke, Morris Jenkins,
office.
At Tom Fain's . corner, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Dunn, Mrs. and Howard Morris were Saturday
Elmus Beale entertained a bunch Dailey
Waters and
Mrs. Iva night guests of Douglas Vandyke
of us with high grade of wit and Thompson of Murray. Miss Mary and family. Sunday
afternoon
urrilbr.. The end of a perfect day. Dunn was e. guest in their home guests were Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
We attended meeting last Sun- Saturday night and Sunday. .
Marshall, Frank Raney and Miss
day at Coldwater Baptist Church.
We are very sorry that Mrs. Bernice Holly.
George Archer, pastor, is a very Viola McKinney is unimproved
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall and
brilliant young man.
at this time.
Bobby visited Mr. and Mrs. CharFrom Coldwater to Murray:
Mr. and Mrs. Toscoe Wilson and ley Wicker over the week-end.
Turn off at Stella. Go North 250 children and .Mrs. Ethel Smith
M•i$S Dorothy Orr returned .home
yards. turn East straight to the Ben- visited Mr. and Mrs. Fate Wilson from Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall's
ton highway, then South into Mur- and Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Wilson last Miss ore has been helping
Mrs
ray.. The old road ,is _under con- Suncray.-Jiggs.
•
-- - . -.I Pasehall.iii -her Ia*Awe work. -, struction and bridges are out. Are
- Mrs. Talbert Story,-"Mrs. Add
you listening?
Paschall, -Mrs. Charlie Wicker,
About 20 years ago most everyMrs. Jack Key.'Mrs. Rudolph Key.
body had telephones in their
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall,
dwellings. Now the telephone busi•
Misses Pauline and Wilma Paschall
ness has been monopolized. 0!
attended the shower at Mr. and
_
Money let my people go!
Mrs. Charli eOrr's last week. They
Once upon a time a 1,000 men in
BENTON, Ky., April 7-Deeds reported a very nice time.
Calloway county belonged to WOod- recorded here
Saturday by the
Mrs. Jewel Key assitted Mrs.
men lodges, paid their dues for
TVA land
acquisition division Ola Morris Wednesday of last
many years but had to quit. Al]
brought the total ownings of the week.
their money and, time wasted?
..federal agency in Marshall -county
Sorry to learn 'of Bert Wilson
Why'? Echo says why!
to 2.2969 acres.
.
and Cornelius Erwin being on the
I note that 20 odd juniors took
The TVA spent $121,771 to ac- sick list at this writing.
part in a minstrel at Murrhy State
Mr. and Mrs.. Delmus Paschall
College's auditorium. Entirely , too quire the land, part of which will
many in 'the cast! Ten years ago be used as siSes for construction and children, Eunice and Calvin.
camps
and roadways in building and Miss Sunshine Farmer were
I attended -a "moeie" and the picture had so many characters I was the giant $112,000,000 dam at Gil- in Paris Saturday.
completely bewildered and bum- Hertsville. The rest will be covered
Monday was the big" /fey" 1i
fuzzled.
Four characters would by waters of the Tennessee backed Paris.
have been all right. I held up Up by the dam.
Odie Morris and Douglas VanAlthough the House of Repre- dyke have broke two young horses
my right hand and swore off forsentatives
failed
to
approve the to work this spring.-Humming
ever.- Thunder yes!!
'Ewen Douglass. Rubie •Richerson, Senate measure to make an ap- Bird.
Dixie Norkman, and "ole Eagle" propriation to begin construction
contemplate on having a private, on the dam, pending the outcome
In Boyd county. 50 farmers who
lonely birthday April-11. Twins? of a Congressional investigation of
have never grown strawberries are
Worse than that-quadruplets. one the TVA organization, the land acplanning to plant an acre each.
more, quintuplets. Now! 0, Paw'
Tell Maw to come a-runnin'.
r"Eagle"

cases which have developed from
it.
The record of deaths will lead
us to probable sources of the infected early in life and spare
The Calloway County Health De- them the fate of some others by
partment. cooperating with the giving them the advantage of early
Bureau
of Tuberculosis, State diagnosis and treatment. Homes
Board of Health, has started its will be visited. mother will be adcampaign to lessen the number of vised and the entire family will be
deaths from tuberculosis in Callo- given the advantage ef our x-ray
WaY County. In the Past fire clinic. This Clinic will be schedyears we have had several deaths uled later under the supervision .
from this dreaded disease which' is, of-Dr. John Floyd. of the State
entirely' too great a toll .to pay for "Board of Health.
something which can be prevented.
Read 'the Manned (*Munn.
e..
"
"
1 tartieeble
disease and commonly runs in
families fsr we frequently find
several cases in one family and
WE BUY
often find it in persons living in
the home where tuberculosis exists.
such as domestics, roomers, or
boarders. And again. in persons
who are associated with tubercumembers, of the family out.
side the home. '
Phone 38
Whenever we find a case of tuFor Qdcktations
berculosis, we kn.w that person
contracted it 'from some other perWe Sell Feeds and Seeds
son or animal. We also know that
that person has probably transmitted it to others. Therefore, in
addition to caring for the patient
the Calloway County Health De:.
partment is endeavoring to find
the source of the disease and other

. County Health
Office Notes

:Puryear Route 3

EGGS, POULTRY,
HAMS and CREAM
Highest Prices

MURRAY
PRODUCE CO

East Maple (Depot) St.
-

.
4

More Than 2,000
Acres Bought At
Gilbertsville • Site

. Spring really is here at last. We.
of this community, welcome it
very much, too. Much progress 'is
being made toward the future crop.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Wilson of
Basco. Ill., returned to their home
last Monday where they are planning to build a new home. We
hope they have good luck and
pretty weather t) work on their
new home.
•Abe Hart of Hazel spent Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs. Lunie
Clark.
Mr. and Mrs Hubert Wilson visited Mr. and Mrs. Bob Moore and
family Sunday
Mr. and Mrs 1.:Urice Clark visited Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Winchester
over the week-end. Mr. and Mrs.
Q. D. Wilson and son and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lax and children
were guests in the Winchester
home Sunday. They met to cslebrate their mother's birthday. The
honoree received lovely gifts. All
enjoyed the day very much.
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Chrisman
spent Saturday night as the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Craig.
Mrs. Bess Dunn and daughter
spent Friday
with
Mrs. Ruth
Dunn. They were called of Mrs.
Tcscoe Wilson in the afternoon.
It is understood . that Orviille
Housden and James Lamb were
married to Misses Myrtle Mae irid
Polly Thurmond Saturday. Congratulations and best wishes are
extended these young folks.
Mrs. Wavel Vick and daughter

ALWAYS BUILDING a- better-railroad has been the policy
of the NC&StL for nearly ninety years. Instead of paying out
all of its profits, in the good years, in dividends, it ploughed back
into the railroad, from its beginning through December 31, 1937,
approximately $29,320,909.00 (more than retirements) for improvements. But wise building can be stopped by unw'.se or
unfair action of public authority.
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Stella Gossip

HAZEL ROUTE 3

BUILDING OR TAXES?

JAAAJ

Since January 1, 1931, in which year (August 3rd) NC&StL
stockholders received their last dividend, the NC&StL has paid
(and will pay for 1938) $5,059,623.41 in taxes. As the result of
on•vatinps during the period January 1, 1931 through December
at, MI the NC&StL's net corporate deficit was $2,708,959.00 and,
from present indications, there will be • large deficit for the
year 1938.

TOM, Jack and SAM, Stud
will stand this season at my farm, located some 2
miles Northwest of Lynn Grove.
Term's: $4.00 Cash

LEBERT-JONES
KENTUCKY

LYNN GROVE

•

Under the FHA You Can Build a 'Real' Home
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The feeling of Security, Independence, Comfort and achievementthat comes with owning alhorne of
your own is now within the reach of practically eiTeryone ... When the National .Housing 4ct was first
put into effect many homes were constructed, many buildings were repaired and reconditioned ... This
plan met with such popularity and SUCCCESS that it has now been amended to make larger building loans
available at smaller premium charges an.d extension of maturity dates . . . No family need now be denied the thrill of owning their own home ....At no other time' have conditions been more ideal to build
the home you and your family have always wanted,or Modernize or remodel your old one.
bl-e4,1oiv interest rates for Building, that NewHome; Skilled 1n%Sa
Ready money is avallae
pert counsel on.tbs.rtr-_-. --..;-.11.;611 of BETTER TYPE Calloway County homes ara. available . . The -Tinest
building materials in the world are at your comriland here in Murray . . . Deaters in Home Furnishinesare carrying the full spring stocks, giving you.* wider choice of •silectiorr . . . and last, but not le4st,
at this season of the year the cheerful sunshine is sure to Smile upon your efforts ... Why wait? NOW.
is the tinie to BUY or Build and FURNISH your HOME.

The NC&StL has now a limited amount of money to spend.
Would the public prefer that it be spent by the NC&StL on jobs
for ill'fine employees, WHO BUILD, or that it be seized by the
taxgatherers for the politicians to spend?

BABY CHICKS
From healthy blood tested
flocks. Plenty of them
hatched weekly. All chick
prices $8.50 per hundred.
300 or more, $8 per 100

Shall it be BUILDING or TAXES?

THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & St. LOUIS RY.

HATCHERY
MURRAY

SIlL

DIXIE I

Yes, We Are Making F.H.A. Loans! Come In!

BANK of MURRAY
STRONG

SOUND

:

SAFE

Big Enough .tos Take Care of You; Small Enough to be Aware of You

R. R. KELLEY, Prop,

41•4111•10MININIImmumwell
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Afros, From Postoffice
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daughter, Lillie Mae Lamb.
Denote Orr and chilMrs
dren were week-end guests of her
sister, Mrs. Luther Farris.
A large number of persons froen
this community
was in Parts.
Tenn.. Monday
Mrs. Duncan Ellis is sick at this
writing.

Kirksey Kinklets

•

.•._

Today (Monday) is the fourth
day of April and the weather is
as cool as February. On Sunday
morning there was ice in the
water bucket and the ground was
frozen. Tamale plants were damR eD Bowden of Cottage Grove
aged and I expect. fruit will fall
Whet in Hazel Sunday
from the trees later.
Mrs. Aubrey Shrader and sons
-Nunt Amanda" Edwards visited
at the home of Charlie Carson's spent Wednesday night of last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Lon Shralast Saturday and Sunday.
Rex Beach's family of Chicago der
Noah Hill is impnlving at this
has returned to the home of his
father arid Mr. Beach is now esn, writing.
.plortd at_Terry rochratis Gauge.
in Kirksey
The sad news was brought to.
Kirksey Saturday m6rning that
Mr. Tommy Carson was dead. We
I think the spring seasan of the
were sorry to hear that. He lived year is a wonderful time
Dog.almost all his life in tins neigh- wood. apple and wad plum trees
borhood He was a good man end are in bloom, and every person is
a fine neighbor. His remains were as -busy as a bee
laid to rest at Oid Mt. Carmel
A wedding which came
after services were . held by the stir-pi-Ise to us out on Route 6
pester. the Reverend Mr. Evans. was that or Roy Edwards.and Miss
A large concourse of friends at- Housden. The bride is the daughtended the services.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Everette HausThe church organized its Sun- den and the grooms is the son of
day School at Locust Grove the Mr. arid Mrs. Robert Edwards. Atfirst Sunday. We hope to have a tendants at the wedding u-ire
good Sunday School
Miss Marrelle Workman and MaurMr and Mrs. Lawson Alexander ice Crruse. A dinner honoring
of the Lynnville section. visited the young couple was given SatSunday with Mrs. Mary Alexander. ...urday night at the home of Mr
The farmers are -sure Litt in get- and -Mrs. Robert Edwards. The'
ting Out their crop and planting menu
Included
ham,
pickles.
potatoes on account cf the heavy peaches. pies. -cake and other dera ly
lectable foods.
Mies Johnnie McCallon of MayDouglas Moore and family. Jesse
field visited Sunday with her fath- Moore gnd family. and Elwood
er and mother.
Moore. all of Detroit. Melt. are
Cleude Luther' and familyof visiting Mr. and Mrs Guy Moore
near Wing. spent. Saturday , ruble and Don Wilson.
Mrs. Douglas
.-hath Mac • Bo,vd's aniiI
Mpore is a sister to Ws.' ElmuS

Cole's Camp Ground

s

THE HOME DECORATOR I
OSCAR

SKAGGS

Furniture-New for

Old

Of course you have your wellloved pieces of furniture-the
cherry bureau and the lovely walnut table-that you've had since
you and George were married.
But you probably have some wellhated pieces, too. The old bookcase that's threatened to fall
down- for many a moon ... the
chair that you have to yell "Be
careful!" over ... the old table
that's about as smooth as the
gravel in the driveway. You can't
get rid of 'ern, so why not put in
a little leas effort than pure hate
and fix 'em up?
, Of course, no amount of enamelling is going to keep the chair
.iloom.-.11nca you
fix it (probably all it needs is a and paint it nethermost first.
little glue), enamel's going to Then, right side up, the job is
make a new chair out of it. And soon finished. Let it dry thorwhat% more you can make it any. oughly. Then paint in the trim on
color you like.
knobs and turns. But be sure the
Start around now with a men- body color is dry first. A good
tal notebook. Stick out your quick-drying enamel will be hard
tongue at every single piece enough to use in from four to six
you've heartily disliked for years hours. And just as you painted
and say with a sneer, "I know the underside of the chair first,
what's going to happen to you!" paint the bottoms of bookcase
Then, spread out newspapers in shelves and tables before you
the basement. Get George to paint the tops.
carry every stick down there. A
You can do a whale of a lot of
few nails and a little glue judi- redecorating in no time and withciously used will make everything out putting out enough to dent
sturdy enough to hold your fat- ths family budget.. . and you'll
find that those old pieces are now
test Aunt.
You're ready to painti
among the shini,ng and new and
. Turn the chair upside down, well-loved.

go rabirtg -aniirgieri iit5i
v isited----errie -./Cuyi-eadrial
isterley tobacan-4or
.00 per Mtn
: Don Wilson traded for a mule
Creek and bring me- a mess. I day afternoon.
dred.-Lazy Ned.''
IP •
this week to make gardens and also
•
want you tell me what the
We're glad to report that Mrs.
truck patches. ,.
little Miss is named over at Mr. Jim .Orr is much improved.
•
. Paul Drinkard bought a fine
and Mrs. Tommie Parker's.
Mr .and Mrs., Eune Kuykendall
horse at Clint Drinkard's sale
lacus Lawrence is building, a and son. Preston. Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday.
'
new poultry house
•
The Rev K. G. Dunn fi!led his
Elmer Paschall and son, aTernor)
Truman
Oliver - and
Elwood
I guess are will' soon be hearing Hugh. visited Mr. and Mrs.
regular
appointment at South Moores calvesNtiecIded
Lee
that 'he Hatten whistling again
s
e
He
said
Pleasant Grove last Sunday. Roy Kuykendall Sunday.
grass was. greener in Tennessee he
would
be
through
this
com'Mr. and Mrs P M. Shrader of than it. was
in Kentucky and left munity in April
to file lawn mow- ' Mr. and Mrs. Fred On- Visited
Pans. Tenet, and Mr and Mrs. immediately
for that territory. en.
Mrs. Rebecca Paschall over the
.
George Shrader, and son. Gerie! Their -earners
chased- them all
It will stIon be Easter and that week-end. Mrs. Nannie Paschall,
spent the week-end with Mr. and Friday morning
and finally caught means. -eggs boiled,
fried, and also visited in the Paschall horse;
1I& Lon Shrader.
ittlwooda. calves 'at the , Belcher' irrirribled.-Sunday eight. •
.
.
Sweet Pea"
W. Monroe Hutchens remains farm and (Rivera
calf at Robert,
Mr. and' Mrs. Earnest Colley are
etitleally
Crouse's. after (+wimp it from Bill
the---parents of a baby girl born
tars Corms, Lamb has returned Spann's. )These boys
are.,.pretty-March 27.
home after a week's visit with, her swift on foot
but they are not
Mr. ad _Mrs Bardin !Once end
sister, Mr- L. W
sett wanting a Sob chasing -calves
any
em phis daughter. Monease. visited. reltime very soonspent the week-end as the guest atives Sunday.
Mrs Roney Wilson and children
Ancil Wicker purchased a car.
of .her parents. Mr. and Mrs; Billy
ated her parents of near PactuMr and Mrs. Vester Paschall vis,Dunn.
,e last week.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Jim Erwir. Doane. ited Sunday night in the home of
Mrs. Cora Etta Moore is on the
spent a few days last week as the Mr and Mrs. J. • L. Orr,
••k hat this week.
guests of the latter's parents. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Paschall visRoney Wilson and Paul Drinkard
and Mrs. Roscoe Hayes.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wilker,aled, wood Thureday..
Mrs. Morgan Owen.s. who has son Sunday afternoon.
i Miss Susie Oliver and atm
been ill"-forrsometinte. remains in a . Mr. and Mrs. Emma Key and
!Ruble Fay.Olaset visited Miss Myrserious -Condition
daughter, Martha Sue. visited Mr.
THE, MUTUAL LIFE OF - Edwards Saturday. •
Mr. and Mrs. le'avel Curd and arid Mrs. Dorris Lampkins Sunda?
NEW YORK
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Edwards visitdaughter. Wanda Lou. and Mr. and
Vester Paschall has traded for
the bride's . parents. -Mr. arid
Mrs.' Joe -Brandon spent Sunday as yoeng mule.
Office West Side Square ud
Mrs., Everett Hoinden. of near
the
ebests of . Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Phone 202
Mr" and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall vis-.
Murray'. last Sunday.
Curd,
ited in the home of Mr. and Mra
• A•:- C sss- ' ',,.-.,,' ,-1.1 would
Miss Agnes Dunn and Mrs, Ina Chesley Paschall Sunday.
Mrs. 0.
Nesbitt spend Wednesday in Paris.
or.
T. Paschall is much Improved.
St
Tenn.
Mrs. Rebecca Paschall visited
Clarence Coles and sister. Mrs.
her daughters. Mrs. C. D. Orr. and
Genie Adams of St Louis. came
Mrs. Fred Orr, ;Art of the past
in recently to, be at the 'bedside
week.
12 to 15 Months—We Give the Best Allowar.ce
of their mother. Mrs. George Cates.
Several from this community ,
whoes
ill
at
the
Mason
hospital.
For Your Old Tires
-Mr's Amos Wells visited recent- tended the shower Thursday afterGood Allowance for Your Old Battery On Our
ly -with her mother'-Mrs. Sheet. of noon given in honor of Mrs. C
Paschall and Mrs Elisha Or at
Dexter,-"Ruse bud".
New Ones—Insured 6 to 24 Months
the home of Mrs. Charlie Orr.
.-"I As Monday was Mule Day
Paris most everyone of this co:
munag attended the big day.
?bone 210-J-Wrecke service-Ph our 573
'Monroe 'Hutchen is very
e.
Good-bye till next week.-Hap
Hello folks, seems as though
winter is not over as Jack Frost Jack.
r•armmmik.
visited us Saturday night.
It Poses to &lead the t iassifiede
Mr and 'Mrs Claude Coats. Mr.
. and Mrs. Purina Coats and Mr.
I and.Mrs.•Jack Key visited Suisday
You Need
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
a Laxative
Rudolph Key.
Thousand& of men and women
, Mr- and Mrs. Harvey On of know how wise it is to take Black1 Mayfield, and Mr and Mrs. Albert Draught at the first sign of constiI Gallimore visited Mr and Mrs. Jim pation. They like the refreshing relief it brings. They know its timely
Orr ever- the week-end.
• tele may save them from feeling
Misses Brace- Holley and Mildred ladle and possibly losing time at
fartungton viiited Miss Lettie Lee work from serene:, brought on by
constipation.
iGrmoonurss Sunday.
Bee----W"ve
-Gi--aums visited - "1f cosi have to take a laxative seoissionally,
you can rely on
Miss Oina Kuykendall over
the,
week-end,'
:sfi•
;
- and Mrs. Clyde Nicholas and
•
daughter and Mrs. L. C. TarkingA GOOD LAXATIVE
are ' youra-'st Letuisville's _newest

Pottertown Scribbles

Dexter News
Mr. and Mrs. Stafford curd and
son Russell. and
Mrs. Hayden
Walston and _ children , returned
to their home in Nashville after
visiting with Mrs. Dock Hollornan.
Mrs. Lee Reeves of . near Murray
spent Sunday afternoon with Mrs.
Will Reeves.
Mr. and Mrs. WR1 Roberson
spent Sunday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Walston.
Mrs. Jeff Edv.ei-ds and son
Ewing and Mrs. Nancy Woodall of
Almo spent Sunday afternoon as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Edwards.
.-. •
Misses Maud and Mae Woodall
visited 'Saturday night in Alm°
and attended the play at the high
school auditorium.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Copeland
and children visited Sunday wibb
Benton.
Mr. and .Mrs. Clynt Skaggs shop.
ped in Paducah last Thursday.
Mrs. Merle Andrus visited Friday
with Mrs. 'Henry Putman.
Miss Beulah Fergerson is visiting
friends and relatives here while
Mrs. Hayden Walston is away.
Several persons of this community attended „the big singing
at Hardin Sunday.-C. A.

Mrs. Charity Falwell gave a
quilting last Wednesday. A fine
dinner was served at noon. Those
present were Mr'. Jake Forrest,
Mrs. Walter Outland, Mrs. Eva
MOW, Mrs....Vera Hutchens, Mrs.
Roy Boatwright, Mrs. Clifton Roberts, Mrs. Tom Nance, Mrs. Flavel
Pendigrass, daughter and sister-inlaw, Mrs. Dallas Wicker, Mrs. Gray
Roberts and baby, Mrs. Curt Hale,
Mrs. Dewey Crass and Mrs. Cannle Wilson. Two quilts • were
quilted.
Those on the sick list this weeis
are Mrs. Mellie Hobson and Mrs.
Martha Outland. - Clifton, the small
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ruin Hale is
confined to his bed with measles.
I was very sorry to hear of the
deettr-ar -Arthur Morgan.
We have some new neighbors,
Mr and Mrs_ r
daughter. Gracie Mansell, of Louisiana, have moved to Pottertown.
They are making their home with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Peters, at the preatit
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Flanary
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Peters. It was the first time
in 10 years that they had both of
their children at home at once.
Miss Hilda Mae Nance of Bell

-

$198 $495 $595

t
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EASTER HATS
G a y., feminine
hats for Easter
New eider Mims,
sailors,
watteau
brims
%'tiled.
flowered. Crisp
straws. All size..

HARL

$1.98

v---- --

Others at Mc

$ 1.95

--

The New TOPPER
COATS that are taking

t

BLACK-DRAUGHT

Kentucky

Irvin Cot

akspring

cr:ezivz
That Stand Apart
in Style and Value

CORDUROY TIRES INSURED

1,
•
•
•

Copy

Sty les
Boleros
Pleated
and
Swing
Skirts
Jacket
Styles.
Redingotes

Enters:Violet
Aqua
Rose
Post der
Navy
Grey
y
lack

3 Other Groups Sensationally
Priced at

1

The Finest Food
The Utmost in Service
The

H. B. BAILEY
Murray

$3.95 Values At

District Manager
of

-

Work done at reasonable
prices. Estimates given on
work mailed to us.
All work guaranteed

AND EASTER is Only. 1 Week From Next Sunday

ROBERT D.
ROWLAND

- Whoa

Expert Watch and
• Jewelry Repairing-

Thrillingly Smart and Thrifty

Hazel Route One

'11.9!!!•_
essit
MRS.

Feeding Dry Cows

ft.r.ZZ

r

PARKER BROS.GARAGE

City has been visiting her brother! to realize this.
and family, Tom Nance. She was
A cow can--'draw fat for her
accompanied home last Wednesday
milk from two sources: from her
evening by Misses Estell Phillips,
Eulala Johnson, Orville Boyd and feed and from stored fat in the
Elmo Rattner. Estill stayed and body. By the use of vored fat she
spent a few days with her sister, is able to produce more fat in
Mrs. Lynn Nance, and family.
the first few months she is fresh
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Forrest spent than there is fat in the feed which
Sunday with Cullen Forrest and she eats those months.
family cif Cherry Corner. Adias.
- A; coif/ is just a machine, which
converts feed into milk and butterfat. She
works twenty-four
hours a day. No machine can work
twenty-four hours a day. 365 days
The dry ana freshening period in the year without time out to
is the most important period in overhaul and repair. By giving a
a cow's yaw. The importance Of cow a dry period she can rest and
a six week's dry period being tied rdPaar _her machine and'it *wine
grain all the time cannot be over to no more efficient for the time
emphasized. Many dairymen fall she is in milk.

the country

by

Marvelous f o r their
Style and Quality at
such a Low Price.

Storm.

All New Spring Shades.

Fleece Toppers

Others Specially Prided at $5.95 and $7.95
•

NEW ,
HATS 2.J
Si.98

Smart Styles $1.98
in all shades

It's Fun "Dressing-Up"
WHEN YOU "DRESS-UP"- IN
OUR SPRING SUITS AT
Ness Sprat; Patterns in Famous

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
where the True Court.t..sy
ception and a pica,ant

Frabenized (chars

95

9flic
All Mu.

Others
at
$14.95

There's nothing like the feeling of complete comfort and self confithat a new suit gives. It's fun to dress up in the latest
when they're quality, and rich appearing. If you've never hadstyles,
this

dence

. -vf... the

Southland guarantLe,

PARKLANE SHIRTS
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kn

an ad
own
of yoi

Re

feeling, or wish to renew it, come in today and see our spring
clothes.

re-

BOYS. SUITS
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Hard
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TURNER MILAK:
Assistant Manager
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Winchester. Wanda and Gene Wil- honored Mrs.- Orr with a shower.
Steely, Mrs. Leo Caraway, Miss
lis, Warren Stubblefield, Bobby
The event was sponsored by Mrs. Frances and Nell Caraway,
Mrs,
Roy Anderson, Effie Faye Clark, Burrie Waldrop and
Mrs. Louise Perry Armstrong, Miss Mildred
end Ordien Gerald Garner.
Scharbrough.
Armstrong.
••• ••
Thaw present were: Mrs. Oscar
Cake and fruit salad were served
L. A. Burkeen is Given Surprise
Morris, Mrs. Dave White, Mrs.
Birthday Dinner
Marvin Hale and daughter, Peggie
Last Sunday relatives and friends
Ann; Mrs. Brent Cooper. Mrs. Miss Mason Takes
gathered at the borne of L. A.
Ethel Roach, Miss Allie Tucker,
Caribbean Cruise
Burkeen to surprise Mr. Burkeen
Mrs. Lula Tucker, Mrs. Lena Harmiss Marilyn Mason, daughter of
with a dinner on his 47th birthday.
man, Mrs. Eva Hurt and daughter, Dr, and Mrs. R. M. Mason, MurHis friends gathered at his home
and each brought varieties of food Martha Jane, Mrs. Johnson Scar- ray. who is attending school at
which was greatly enjoyed at the brough. Mrs. Dixie Dublin and Gulf Park College in Gulfport.
children. Jennie and Rebecca Ann: Miss., returned to school Tuesday
noen hour.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Opal Waldrop, Mrs. Ernestine after docking at New Orleans MonMan Burkeen. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Orr, Mrs. Data Jones and daughter, day from a Caribbean cruise
sponsored by her. college which inBurkeen and.,, Charles, Mr. and Sue.
Mrs. Paul Burkeen and L. W., Mr.
Mrs. Dortha Caraway, Mrs. °vie cluded visits to Havana, Cuba;
and Mrs. Willie Burkeen and fam- White and children, Billie Joe and Cristobal and Balboa, Canal Zone;
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Cleavie Burkeen Freeda Nell, Mrs, Burrie Waldrop Limon and San Joae, Costa Rica;
and Aaron, Mr, and Mrs. Royal and children, Lydia and Glenda; Almirante. Panama City, and Colon
Parker.
Mrs. Gabel Scharbrough and son, in Papama; and Teta, Honduras.
Mr. anch and
The -cruise is an annual event
Mrs. Arthur Dorris; Mrs. David Harman anti
, -Mtss Mamie • lc e
e college
son:Tames-Lee; Mrs. Frank Alton,
Miss Monico Peeler, Miss Mary Mrs. Obie Waldrop, Mrs. Lee Cara- president, Richard G. Cox. School
Nell Hopkins, Miss Cordia Burkeen, way.
Is held on the deck of the chartRoy Burkeen, Sims Burkeen, Miss
ered boat, which ,,this year was
Those sending presents were:
Myrtle Chapman, Miss Mary FranUse H.S. Ulua.
ces Jones, Edison Miller, Wilson Mrs. Cooper Armstrong, Mrs. J.
B.
Roach,
Mrs.
Harry
Stark,
Kra
Childres, Miss Odea Burkeen, the
Bead the Classified t oluniu.
Rev. H. P. Blankenship and son. Glen Edd Paechall, Mrs. Deck
• •• • •

Irvin ('ebb Book Club Holds
to thirty-five members and one
mlipring Meeting
I visitor, Mrs. Boyer.
11111Pairs. A D. Butterworth opened
her home Thursday afternoon for -Alpha Department Meets at
the spring meeting of the tram
Mrs. Richmond's
Cobb Book Club. She-Was assisted
Mrs. James H. Richmond, Mrs.
in her duties as hostess by Mrs. Cleo Gillis Heider, Miss Beatrice
Waylon Rayburn, Mrs. G. C. Ash- Frye and Mrs. G. T. Hicks were
cork Mrs. A. F. Yancey. Mrs. E. hosts Saturday afternoon at OakB Mowton_ and Igra_Inslie
1-asurel1-4ate---levely—home- of
nam.
Richmond, to members of the
Mrs. s N. P. Hutson, chairman, Alpha Department of the Murray
called the meeting to order and Woman's Club for their regular
during the short business session meeting.
gave a brief history of the club
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, chairman, presince its organization a year and sided. During the bus'
session
a half ago. A vote of appreciation the following nomina
commitwas extended Mrs. John Rowlett See was appointed: Mrs. A. B.
for the book plates bearing a like- n.ustin, Mrs. Joe Lovett .and Mrs. 'Mrs. Phillips is Honored
With Shower
ness of Irvin Cobb which she had Hugh McElrath.
Tuesday afternoon, March 29, Mrs.
made and presented to the club.
Three excellent papers, taking
Mrs. George Hart had charge of the guests through the Metropoli- Robert Waldrop entertained with a
an appreciation program which fol- tan Art Gallery, made the program. shower in honor of Mrs. Coil Phillowed. An informal. discussion, Mrs. J. D. Rowlett discussed lips.
The afternoon was spent playing
entered into most heartily by those "Painting," Mrs. E. J Beale, "Scrippresent, centered around the best ture," and Mrs. W. J. Caplinger games, contests and conversation.
liked books in the club library. In- "Other Collections of Interest" The gifts were presented in the livcluded in the discussion were "The Each paper was illustrated with ing room from s tiny wagon:After
Nutmeg Tree," by Sharp, "Prod- picture? on the subject which ad- the opening of the many lovely
„gifts by the 'honoree; delicious reigal Parents," by Sincjair Lewis, ded much to the interest.
sherient.f cake =Limb salad
Return, to licligion sby-Link. Allatiftisalart...naciatisaserind "The Citadel," by A. J. Cronin,. refreshments were served to the was served buffet style in the dining
."The American Doctor's Odessey." members and one visitor, Mrs., T. room.
Guests present were: -Mrs. Johnby Heiser, "How .to Win Friends P. Cook.
son Scarbrough. Miss Corshe Myers,
and. 'Influence People," by Dale
Miss Allie Tucker, Mrs. Louise
Carnegie, "The Woolcott Readers," Mrs. Stubblefield Entertains
Scarbrough, Mrs. Coil Phillips, Mrs.With All Day Quilting
and others.
Mrs. Gracile Stubblefield enter- Willie Cooper, Mrs. Billie Dunn,
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, C:I.10
closed the meeting with tained- with an all day quilting Mrs. Toy Phillips, Mrs. Brent Coopa report of . books and funds on fourth Monday in March. Although er. Miss Willie Mae Paschall, Mrs.
hand, and read an article on "The it was a cloudy day and was Quitman Walker, Mrs. Lucile Henthreatened by rain, several persons derson,.Mrs. Winnie Jackson, "Mrs.
Art of Reading" from -"The
portance of Living," by Lin Yutang. were 'present and much work was Cooper Armstrong, ?Iris Joe Charlton, Mrs. Perry Armstrong, Mrs.
Lovely refreshments were served dene on the quilt.
A delightful meal was served ,at Toy Blandon, Mrs. W. D. Tucker,
the noon hour.
Mrs. Topsie Myers, Mrs. Ina NesThose presept were Mrs. Johnny bett. Mrs. Robert Waldrop. Little
Mcculaton, Mrs, Fannie Hendon. Bobby Coles, Gerald Lee Coles, Pa"The New"
Mrs. Jennie Hendon, Mrs. Even tricia Brandon, Mary Elizabeth
Hendon, Mrs. Chester Willis. Mrs. Walker, Keith Brandon:- James
Ralph Clark, Mrs. Alton Anderson. Frank Phillips, Jacqueline Phillips.
Murray's Newest Quick Lunchl Mrs. Marvin Winchester.
Those sending gifts were: Mrs.
Mrs. Fannie Winchester; Mrs. Sam
And Short Order
Smotherrnan, Mrs.
Maze
Oscar Garner, Mrs. Ayon McClure Kemp, Mrs. Dell
Adams, Mrs.
Mrs. Ruby Dick, Mrs. Laura Law- Susie King,
Mrs. Cloteal Phillips,
son. Miss Annie Willi*. Mrs. An- Mrs. Lucille
Grogan, Mrs. Emma
Specializing in Clean Food and
nie Hendon, and Mrs. dradie StubSteely, Miss Agnes Dunn, Miss
blefield.
Courteous Service
Mildred Asmstrong .and Master
Children
present
were - Myra
HARLES RYAN, Prop. Faye Mcgtiston, Eva Lois Lassiter. Glenn Allen Waldrop,
Tommie, /tickle. ahd Mary Frances
Miss Flippo Entertains
Freshman Girls
On Tuesday night. March 29, the
following girls of the freshman
class from Hazel High' School visited their classmate Jessie Lee
Flippo for the night: Gerthal Armstrong,' Mildred Clayton, Leota
Hodges, Olivene Moore, Lucille
Wynn, and Dorothy Dean McPherson.,One event of the evening was
a hike to the England bridge with
the party arriving back at the
home of the hostess just in time
for supper. Other events were
games, contests, singing, story telling, .radio and victrota 'music.
Other callers of the evenings were
Messers Milford Orr, Herbert Hey
and Wyman Holland.
••• • •
Mrs. Odell Orr
Honored With Shower
On Thursday afternoon, March
31, friends gathered at the home
or Mr. and Mrs. Odell ,Orr and

Chevrolet Lunch
Restaurant

rkcE prvm

A Picture of Fresh

LOVELINESS!
. . . As Beautiful as April Days
From the Pacific Wave to the most intricate curl, our operators are trained togive you the multiple degree of satisfactory hair culture.
Permanents, Facials, Manicures, Massages, Finger-waves, Rinses, Lotions,
and Courteous Service Always!

MURRAY BEAUTY SHOP

A Perfect
Easter Picture

RUBY E MAE BLAKELY—Operators—BAL LONG

Phone 281

Only 8 Days Remain to Get
This Sensational Offer For Calloway County
Subscribers -Only to

he Ledger

a.

Times

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"

The Home Newspaper That Has Stood the Test
of the Years!
3 Years Subscription
2 Years Subscription
I Years Subscription

$2.00
$1.50
$1.00

- FREE
$105.00 Perfection Oil Range
(Price Nationally Advertised) ,

FOX
FERTILIZER
-

Gee, but it's a thrill

6-The Largest
,Amount of
,
.tetual
f
Available Plant
Food in the Best. •
It64•11anical
Condition for
the Least
Amount
of Money"

ALSO 15 PIECES, 22 GAUGE ALUMINUM WARE
See This On Display at

E. S. Diuguid & Son Furniture Store

Plitt Power Perfection No R-O79 on*
of 1-.,•^1., -t.,ree High -Power ed

Will Be Given
To some Calloway County subscriber'to The Ledger & Times

Time,' What
Fertilizer
Stands For!

Fox

SAMMY. APRIL lg. 1338. 3 P. M.

,To know that you will not be caught at 70. without
an adritrutte-swermirei —a-e'Cblitit. You can create your
own SOCIAL" SECURITY by depositing one. tenth
of your earnings eac)'-pay day in a

Regulai Systematic Savings Account

ON COURT HOUSE SQUARE

a.

IS

Come in(dice sod Let
us help you get ,

Peoples Savings
A. B. Beale & Son
Bank
resoled

1

Murray

Ketstucky.

East Main Street—pone 56
Murray, K.
I

11.

•

Come in today and we'll be glgtis toteplain all the details of this
unusual offer at our office on North Fourth Street.

The Led er & Times
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Behind the Scenes
Am erican Business

•

reductions in the building trades. and children. Howard
and Zipora 'Tension J Thos., 13 A.
3.95 Curd, Wallace, 1 lot
!Prospects for a arreatly expanded
3-110 Rowland, Harry, 24 A.
8.80
Mr and Mrs Clyde Nichols, Mr iJamerson. A. D., 66 A.
19.62 Dixon, Taft. 1 lot
residential building boom during
SAO
BRINKLEY DISTRICT
,
3.44 Dumas, McRee, 1 lot
the spring and summer appear and Mrs. Carl Poyner, Ruthie Lee Kimbro, R. P.. 45 A.
7-30 Beach, Mrs. I. A, 34 A. .
7.87
Kimbro. J. J.. 58 A. _____
"especially
14.52 Futrell. Beet, 1 lot
bright
according
to Fletcher. Mrs. Noah Holley. and
4.36 Carnet!", Mrs. Polly, 40 A. _
7.87
Mohundro, A. P., Admr.,
Gammons. Laura, 1 lot
Stewart McDonald. Federal Weis- i children, James and
1.50 Cunningham, Bilious Est.,
Grace. Wade
•
86 A.
.ng Administrator.
18.12 Gilbert, Vernon, 2 lots
4.93
155 A.
: 16.55
I Harold. JOlian and Bernice Holley. Moore Heirs, 66 A.
•
• • •
Greer,
Susan. 1 lot
__
868
5.70 Johnson. C. C., 116 A.
14.18
NEW YORK. April 7-BUSI- lateral will benefit if this bill _beMr
and
Shannon
Mrs. Loy Nichols, Mrs
, D. C., 35 A. _
HEADLINES - Allis -Chalmers
1.18 Grogan, Galen. 1 lot
13.00 Radford, Kittle, 80 A.
__. 17.32
NESS-Despite the sharp decline comes law.
Company announces production of Robert Paschall, Mrs. Sam Bazzell, Thomas, Mrs. N. A., 37 A.
6.30 Jiarding. Bert, 2 lots
1.30„
Riley, Mrs. Rhoda, 94 A. . .. 11.02
• • • • o
Williams, Dewey S...10 A. .".._ _ 5 i2 Hudspeth. Vista, 1 lot
harvesters 75o. greater than in Mr and Mrs. Homer Paschall,
5.70 Simmons, T. E., 32 A.
in stock and commodity markets
Mrs
6.30
Martin,
Wright,
Chester,
Roy,
1937
68
...
L.
1
lot'
F.
.
A.
Loree,
president
12.04
Hildred
THINGS
of
Johnson.
TO
-WATCH4.73
-An awn.
Mr. and :Ors.
last week there is a growing feel:
Singleton, W. R. Dec'd., 32 A! 9.44
Martin,
Maggie,
the'
Delawar
CITY
1
lot
e
OF
and
Hudson
ing
that
resigns
Oman
MURRA
autcmati
is
Paschall and Mr and Mrs.
Y
2.36
cally raised or
ing among impartial observers that
--WEST MURRAY
Arnold, H. B.. 1 lot
8,35
17.10 Marvel, Will, 1 lot
business generally will show mark-' lowered by means ,f a photo elec- i at 80 ‘.- . . Increased demand for Rudolph Key and daughter.
Langston. Elizabeth. 1 lot ___ 52.20
Marvel.
Barber,
Quitman
Fred,
,steel
ore
,
1
1
lot
lot
ur
ng
next
7.77
Terry Morris and sons, Gaylon
4.45
i'd Improvement by late summer tric cell sensitive to rairoand sun
Pogue, Thus.. 9 A., 1 lot
21.85
2.04
1.90 McClain. Lizzie, 1 let
or early fall. Reports from De- .. A miniature oil cad that looks months . . . Retail sales of Dodge and Howard were in Puryear last Barnes, Geo., 1 lot
Rogers. Glen, 5 A.
3.18
McConnel
Barnett.
cars
l,
I.
Tinnie.
last
L.. 2 lots
week were 19% ahead of week on
1 lot
.5.70
7.50
tr it indicate _that sales of new like a fountain pen and is designed
busines&-Snowball.
Rowlett, Lee, 2 lots
3.80
Barnett, I. L., Agt., 20 A....- 11.02 McGehee. Lon. 1 lot
for oiling small machines, electri- tto previous week . . . Shoe busi10.14
tars. Which began to pick up ten
.
Walker, Mrs. Harry. 1 lot
1.90
Brown. Freeman, 1 lot
3.80
3.80 McGehee, Ella, 1 lot
days ago. were ...exceeding earlier cal equipment. typewriters. etc. . . ness reported improving in St.
West Ky. Mineral Co., 4%. A. 40.95
William Yates. Breckintidge Clopton, Donnie, 1 -lot
2.86
32.30 Olive, Connie, 1 lot
expectations. Rayon manufactur- More summer excursion trains Louis and Boston areas . . . Transalso
Young. Mrs. C. F., 1 lot
continental airline tor Canada is county, obtained 40 bushels per Curd, Mrs. Dottie. 1 lot
120
7.80 Patton, Andrew, 1_ let
of _that_ esItOpPrd With motion picture -proers .helieve_that
4COLORED1
Perry,
Dick.
announc
acre
Fred,
Mrs.
more
ed
1
.
.of
M.
.
Rubber
.
liae
V.,
hybrid
consump
jectors
1
lot
11.10
____
and
radios
corn
0.50
.
.
.
than he
Larger
industry Will improve later in the
Ellis, Henry. 60 A.
3.28
.76 Chance, Euin,
13.34 Pritchett, Mrs. Jessie. 1 lot
year as sales of medium - priced sales cf airplanes to individuals tion and tire output gains during did of a regular variety.
PROMISCUOUS
Finney. Mrs. Dell, 21 A., 1 lot 12.58 Ross, Dave, 1 lot
March
.
.
Foed
.
prices
this
back
summer
4.27
to
.
.
.
Bicycles with
dresses and upderwoar are increas1935 levels . . . Campaign to move
Reit. C. H., 1 lot
3.16
9.50 McFarland, R. N.. 57 A.
14.90 Scruggs, Alice. I lot
ing. Steel operations viOsre up le shock-absorbing handle bars . .
Heisler, Mrs. H. G., 1 lot ____ 33.24 Stone, Bailey. 1 lot
SUPERVISORS
4,72
-new device •which -returns the 3,600.000 bushels of apples.launch7.86
• 35
of -eapacity last week,- Three. A
Wall, Elmo 1 loL 141 save: orlon
ed in New York stote by apple
Hollifiel
os tree Alaimo ar.a.•
,s
y bea„oh.
Houston, Mrs. S. W., 1 lot __ 16.14 Warfield. Mary Alice, 1 lot __ 654 Cress, ellar
B. T11
,451a°
A. A
3
7.06
23
• - •-• 'the cup . . . A new water- growers. chain -stores and wareby manufacturers e:
Millet. Wm. L., 2 lots
and self-lubricating -bullet houses in cooperation with state
391 Cunningham, Vernon, 80 A. _
43.58 Willis, Marvin, 1..tot
frigerators, air coiditieriro: Topoe Eastman. E. R., 1141 A.,
Ftobertrion, Mrs. Jane, 107 A
which won't jam in the hunter's department of agriculture . . .
9.45 Wilson, Nellie, 1 lot
ment and farm implements.
Walker, Myrtis, 1 lot
oil leases
6.75
gun
. . Bathroom tiles mide Chrysler renews contract with CIO
HAZEL DISTRICT
660
.• •
Williams, R. L., 10t
Eastern Gulf Oil Co., 713 A...
for another year . . . Women are
from *shrimp hulls.
26.30 Harris, W. F., 55 A.
17.32
WASHINGTON-When
• • . •
reported buying more beach and
oil leases
1 a r ge
5.33
(COLORED)
Knight. B. L., 80 A.
13.13 Edwards, R. T., 61 A.
corporations need money for mod12.60
SLUM CLEARANCE - Federal play apparel, particularly in the
Bvauregard. Georgie, 1 lot .... 7.60 Mathis. Thos. L.. 50 A.
I
will
sell
15.74
for
delinque
nt state Blanton,
ernization and • exporisien' purposes. projects for slum clearance
Evans, Ina G.. 2 lots
4.50
, which less bizarre designs . . 1 Orders are and county taxes,
Columbus. 1 lot
10.15 Outland, J. P.. 65 A.
24.41 Graham, Luther, 20. A.
property of the
they issue stocks or bonds which , will employ thousands
3114
Boyle, Eli Est., 2 lots
of local improving for men's furnishings. following
1.43
named persons on April
EAST MURRAY
are sold to Investment laankers4 workers, will soon be undqr
Cream, Roy, 1 lot
1.12
Carter. Wm.. 1 lot
way with the spotlight fastened on novel, 7.30 Curd, Houston, 21 A.
1938, same being fourth Mon7.08 Hale, Mrs. Mary, 1 lot
who in, turn sell the securities in i AustinTex:, ellarlestc
2.26
Coleman, Tom._ 2 lots
:n. S. C. ties such as bush. coats, barrel day, at
1,90
Miller,
G. W. 77 A.'
the county court house
smalllots to the investing public.. New Orleans. La.. Syracuse
11.03 Hicks. H. P., 47 A.
10.63
Curd, Susan Zit., 1 lot
. N. Y. sweaters, loud-patterned half-hose door,
311t) Overcast.- Bryan. 1 lot
between the hours of one
'But this method seldom is open to. and ,Yuungstorr. 02
----- 4.44 ?ayes, Aubrey, JO A.
9.44
The govern- The new summer shade for men's
and four o'clock P. M. A more
small companies because ,seeurity ment Plans to build 3,077
new shirts, called "Bamboo", will also
complete
dealers usually cannot handle small homes for 12.000 -slum
descripti
on
be
used for a long list of furnishof the lands
dwellers at
miles- of -stocks or -bonds profit; o cost of $16.836.000. Rentals will ing& including sweaters, hosiery. and lots may be found in the off'
fice
ably. Consequently. small tarsi- average $4.25 a month
of
the county coart clerk 04
in the two[pajamas and neckware.
nesses _riave had to rely pretty northern cities. $4 in
'Callov.ay county.
Charleston.
mush en their local tianka for $3.90 in New Orleans
Amounts due for taxes 'boon
and from
funds. This has worked .o . hard-.
below do not include penalties, in4215 to- $3.00 in Austin. Many .
ship in many ',deserving,:cases. other
terest. advertising costs, etc.
e
,and towns are exThe Senate.. therefore: list •wetir.i pected to receive
r and Mrs. George Jenkins
CARL B. KIXGINS,
allocations in
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:Kerne -Of
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tor Carter Glass- of ;Virginia del sionutate building
actiali in other Mrs. Cooper Junes Saturday night.
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ORO DISTRICT
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Mt:and'Mrs Gaylon• Morris had
ost.the untro,o
•
.r.••••
•
.:: •
powers of the Reolikstruction Fi- •
• • • •
4 07
as Sunday dirmier guests.' Mrs. Darnall. Elbert. 6 A
4,440
'
44
Duncan.
nance Corporatrm to include 'smelt! ...BUILDING COSTS
James
P. 290 A.
.
40 95
•
,,j,••••
Reports Clint' Jones and children. Johnnie
.▪ 4•••• 4. •••
- WO.
business as well as • banks, rail. from varieus sections
3 76
of the coun- and Stanley. Mr. and Mrs. Coy Foster, Johnnie 0. 1 lot
'
reads and other special industries. try iixtidate that building
.11
Lassiter. C. A., 51 A.
Kuykenda
29:1
ll,
Lena.
and
Ethel
costs are
Kuy•
The RFC announced it- had, el.- now 20 to. 30 per
cent under a kendall. afternoon 'visitors were Lawrence, Luther, 1 hat
6.23
500.000 000 available to lend upon' year ago Most of
•
the decline has Mrs. Terry . Morris and daughter. Morton, C. I., 70 A. __
12.66
passage of the. (lass bill. - &nailt ben in material costs
•
and there Zipora. Mr. and Mrs: Glynn Orr Puckett, W. G. 2 lots
7.37
..r)
btomes, fine: havinz- a rood ca-11- have been very f,•,
••••••
a• wage scale and baby:- Mr. and Mrri".':', Geo_roe Rose. Mrs. Mattie. 60 A
9.84
'Jenkins and datilliter. •Iiilda. -Mrs. Walstorr, -Ro C-.. 26 A
PM
„-,••
Sam Baszell. Mary Sue Poyner. Wilson, H. M.. 4 A.
9.44
COLORED
Wanda Sue Jones, Myrell Tarkington and Mr. ant Mrs Oman Pas Perry, Plenty 2 A.
$368
CTIT OF DEXTER
hall.
-Andrus,
Mrs.
B.
V.. 1 lot ....$ 1 80
. Morris. Jenkins and Howard MofINSTEAD OF REPAIRS
ris Were week-end visitors of Mr. Cpursey. L B. 22 A. 1 lot
19 16
Edwards
Jas. W.. 1 lot _____ 3 75
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke.
The junior class of Cottage Grove Erriestberger. J. 0., .•
You will 4ind Hanna's
13 A. 1 lot
High School presented their play
3 52
s
Green Seal Paint is good
at,Jones' Mill school house Friday Nash. Mrs. Jessie, 1 lot
4 12
Thorn,
_Howard.
1
lot
night. The title of the play was
1.00
insurance. against expenSWANN DISTRICT
"Blue Bag." A large crowd atsive tepait bills.
Cole.
0.
L. Po A.
11 33
tended_ • .
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and Doublin, Kirksey. 20 A. _
1 97
daughier were recent visitors in Miller, Orlailder, 40 A.
_20.48
the tic:erre of Mr. and Mrs. Ceti Myers. T.. 40 A.
Orr. Marion, Dee'd. 20 A.
, Poyner.
3.15
shanitie. J. H. 34 A.
6.43
to Paris last week.
LIBERT
Y DISTRICT
Ga,ylon and Howard Morris were
Burkeero Mrs. Joseph L.,
in Paris last week.
Misses Gay Nell and Meblive - .83 A. '$5.52
•
Elkins were visitas of-Miss Hilda Colson, Minor B.. 31e A..... 6.46
Garner, Omer G. 1 A. ._
Jane Jenkins last- week-end.
4.07'
Those from this community who Giles. Elvin C., 50 A.
17.06
Jones.
L.
H.,
50 A.
aUesided . Mule Day in Paris Monday were Mr. and Mrs. George Lee. Mrs. M. J. 40 A.
Jenkins and family. Mr. and Mrs& McDaniel, Keien, 17 A. _,
1.17
SPREADS. FURTHER
Murray Lumber Co.
Glynn Orr and baby, Mr. and Mrs_ Owen and Morris, 60 A.
2.35
Murray, Ky.
WEARS LONGER
. E. 35 A 2.11
Cooper Jones and daughter. Mr. Sparks. Mrs, Pane)
.t
'and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and daugh- W?.11s, Omer. 80 A.
19.19
CONCORD DISTRICT
ter. Mr. and Mrs Terry Morris
Allbritten, W. F.. Deed
2.direerwomemewwwww......
92A.
m•rr
$11.32
Allen, Theodoro. 51 A.
20.63
Bradshaw, L. I, 60 A.
8.67
Crabtree, Mrs. Myrtle, 15 A. 1.56
Elkins, Mark, 7 'A.
3.12
Farris, J. M. 19 A.
1.01

SHERliTS_SA

Key, R. W.. 38 A.

18.00
Lee, Burnett, 2'7 A.
1.58
Linn, Conn, 21,504 A., oil
leases
-129.00
McCord. Martha, 102 A., ---- 30.72
Outland, Mrs. Annie, Deed.,
10 A. .1934-1935-1936)
2.48
Parker, Joe T„ 5 A., y lots 109.0e
1934
88.23
Peters, J. W. 30 A.
8 30
Ross, Milk Zelna. 1 lot
,37
Si' -"se-'. Mss. J. E.. 25 A
394
Shockley, Helen. 83 A., oll
leases
.75
Smith, Chas. and Ethel, 1 lot 6.25
Starks, Mrs. M. A., 3 A.
.80
Tabers, Harper, 34 A.
Winters, John M., 2,450 A.,
oil leases
14.8
)
1
Winters. Jr.r John M., 776 A.
oil leases
4.50
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For five cons'eutive years 4-11 Club boys on the
farm of Mr. J. B. Kelly,
Knox CounIy. Tennessee, have produced'prize-w
inning acres of corn. The
;ire
John Duggan
J. B. Kelly, Jr.
Hal Kelly
Wallace Cresswell
Max Lee Mount

112
124
I26'•
116
141

Protected 'by'Ll. S. Patent No. 1914900

TALKING MOTION PICTURE

674

DEALERS
,Scott-Lassiter Hdw. Co. Murray

C. W. Curd,
J. T..Taylor,
T. A.' Jones, Route 1, Lynn Grove
Mizell & Company, Dexter
G. M. Cathey, Stella
Haneline4& Son, Coldwater
L.

it

-

Ttos ortiniuous high yield demonstrates ititelli
gent farming and a suffilent u•-e of the. proper fertill7er,
jj. also demonstrates a justified -faith in the
rainfall aridgrowing :easons east of the
Misiiissippi River.
-We
ii•Ik••,‘• that .this five year record could be
ecluall
ed in any
-4,t1 in (if thi,
•Stalf.S except east of the Stissip
sippi.„&"
EAR. THESE BOY' USED-100-"L.S, OF BASIC
O-T
-FERTILIZER
11:. .:„.
.
4111- ft.u.:hish you data f oncerning the use of
.
BASIC
POPULAR BRANDS OF
Basic Pulveriied Fertilizer
BASIC 0-TEN-FOUR-for Corn
KIVOX POTATO GROWER-for •
Potatoes
•-KNOX KROP SPECIAL-for Vegetables '
DARK TOBACCO' BRAND-for
Dark Tobacco
BRIGHT BURLEY BRAND-foe
Burley Tobacco

Imes, Almo

Sole Only 4n GREEN BORDER BAGS
Use kASICO-TEN-FOUR for CORN
It Puts CORN'on the COB

KNOXVILLE FERTILIZER COMPANY
Knoxville and Nashville-

FOR SAFETY'S SAKE
PAVE THE GAPS WITH

do state high-way,
NIVHY
departments warn the

public: "Concrete pavement
ends"?
Because it is universally accepted that speeds which are
reasonable and safe on concrete become dangerous on
other surfaces.
. To save lives, lo prevent ac1,..._
-- atittur:
1 t V.X.,_.,-.4 ....actete
p .difhe way.
'
Trueand even,it has no high
crown-is usable to its full
width. Brakes are at their best
on its gritty non-skid surface.
Its light gray color and sharply
defined edges give:nigh visibility at night. Any car is a better car on concrete.
And concrete saves money
for motorists and for tazpay.
• era. Insist on concrete for your
roads.

COO-KING SCHOOL
AT THE

CAPITOL THEATRE
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
.

10 A. M. EACH DAY
A cordial invitation is extended to every woman in this community to see "Star
in My Kitchen," the Hollywood production, featuring a number of well-known
actors and actresses, that combines cookery instruction with entertainment and
amusement. It is the most interesting and fascinating presentation of cooking'
methods ever devised for the borne-maker. Yoll will be able to see all and hear all.
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